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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the patterns, structure

and growth of the labour force in Bangladesh from a geo-demographic

perspective" The objectives of this study are to address the following

specific areas: (i) to determine the size of the labour force on a

longitudinal basis in relation to population size; (ii) to analyse

patterns of spatial distribution and concentration of labour force

partícipation on a cross-sectíonal basis; (iii) to analyse the patterns

and dynamics of regional variation in labour force structure in a

temporal perspective; and (iv) to assess some of the policy issues and

planning implications emerging from the foregoing analysis.

In the light of dependency theory, this study focuses prÍmarily

on the examination of patterns and processes of economic activities,

both national and regíonal, in relation to the process of economic

development in underdeveloped countries, partÍcular1y in Bangladesh.

The findings of this study índicate that, unlike developed count.ries,

Bangladesh experienced a constant rate of participation in the agrÍ-

cultural sector sínce 1901, involving more than B0 percent of the Èotal

labour force" The proportion of the industrial labour force has

declined; in contrast, Èhe service sector partícipation rates have been

increasing at a rapid pace" 0vera11 part.icipation in the labour force

has involved less than one-third of total population in Bangladesh

since the beginning of the century.
' On the surface, the unprecedented demographic growth has been

the prime determinant for such a pattern, but the underlying factor

appears to be the colonial exploitat.ion up to 1947, and semi-colonia1
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domination until 1971 over the territory novr comprising Bangladesh.

It is also found that favourable factors for economic growth and

development are being concentrated in growth regions at the expense of

backward peripheral regions over tÍme. The projections for the various

economic sectors indicate an increasing imbalance ín the sectoral as

well as regional distribution of economic activities in future decades.

Policy formulatíons for balanced regional planning are suggested.



rrThat the demand for men, like that for any other commodity,
necessarily regulates the production of man; quicken it when it
goes too slowly, and stops it when advances too fastrl

(adam Smith, 1828. rAn Inquiry
into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Natíonst, J.R.
MCullaoch (ed.), First Edition,
Vo1. I:133).
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the labour force of Bangladesh.
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INTRODUCTION:

CHAPTER ]

LABOUR FORCE AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The Problem and Purposes of the Study

Bangladesh has long been of interest to demographers and

geographers because of its precarious economíc conditions and over-

whelming population density and growth. The country represents a

composite picture of all the extremes of poverty and underdevelopmentl

of Third l^lorld countries. Demographic conditions are so extreme that
2

87.05 million- people are crowded into 551126 square miles, and over

90 percent live in the rural areas. This makes Bangladesh the most

densely populated rural country in the wor1d. Moreover, the population

gro\,rth rate is 2.6 percent per annum and this will double the present

populatíon size Ln 27 years.

Socio-economic conditíons are also extreme. Per capita incomes

are among the lowest in the world. More than 50 percent of the popu-

lation is under 15 years of age and only one quarter of the total

population is in the labour force. Less than 15 percent of the adult

population have fÍve or more years of schooling. Farm holdings are

small and fragmented (about 0.33 acres of cultivated land per capita),

and with a growing proportion (more than 40 percent) of rural landless

households, the country has been experiencing deficiency in food

product.íon over the last t¡,¡o decades.

Major efforts in population research in Bangladesh have been

mainly in the area of populat.ion growth componenÈs such as fertility

Patterns and behaviour, theír ínterrelations with social phenomena and

dynamics, and population composition and prospecÈive grov¡th.3 From a
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development- perspective, the most vital and essential aspect of

population is manpohTer structure and it.s process of utilization. This

theme has largely been ignored in Bangladesh studies. I,Ihatever nominal

attempts were made, they were directed at. village level micro-studies

or a nominal aggregate structure of manpower. Available micro-level

studies (rs1am, 19643 Habibullah, 1962; Farouk and Ali, I977; cain, Ig77)

deal with the extent and pattern of labour utilization at the village

1eve1, and national aggregate studies (rnternational Labour office,

L962; Farooq, 1968; Huq, I97B; Ali, 1980) have focussed upon roral

national structures. In contrast, this writer belíeves that there have

not been any comprehensive studies of labour force structure in

Bangladesh from a regional perspective. The present study therefore

attempts to fill a gap in the understanding of patterns and processes,

both in retrospect and prospect, of the labour force in Bangladesh, with

special emphasis on its spatial distrÍbution, variation, and composition.

Further, using a historical-structural approach, the study intends to

make some tentative generalizations about the structure of the labour

force per ser and its interrelatíons wÍth socio-economic variables and

the development process Ín Bangladesh"

In brief, Èhe study objectives are to address the following

specific problem areas:

(i)

I

(ii)

to determine the size of the labour force on a longitudinal basis

in relation to population size;

Lo analyse patterns of spatial distributíon and concentration of

labour force participat,ion rates on a cross-sectional basis;

to analyse the patËerns and dynamics of regional variations in

labour force structure in a temporal perspective; and

(ii-i)



( iv) to project and analyse some of the policy issues and planning

irnplÍcatíons emergÍng from the foregoing analyses.

It is hoped that this study of the patterns of Iabour force

structure and its growth in Bangladesh will provide an indication of

the general demographic and socio-economic characteristics of Third

I^Iorld countries. This sÈudy will also be of utility in formulating

manpower and development planning strategies for Bangladesh.

Theoretical Issues and Considerations

The problems stated above may be viewed in the context of two

Íssues concerning general economic and regional development. First.ly,

the study may contribute to the study of structural form Ín Third l^/orld

countries in general and in Bangladesh in particular. Secondly, it is

an examinatÍon of regional disparities which exíst in terms of population-

employment distribution within an underdeveloped country.

Development issues and theories have long been considered as one

of the main areas of inquiry in the social scíences, parÈicularly in

classical and neo-classical economics (Weber, 1929; Harrod, 1939; Plean,

1952) " Major analyses in these studies have been centered around the

íssues of labour force. The rrdevelopment stages theory of growthrr ís

one of the pioneer concepts in this area (¡'isher,1933; C1ark, 1940,

1957i Kuznets, 1959; Rostow, 1960)" It postulates Èhat all societies

progress along a sequential path of economic growth5 ..,d development.

Socíeties are assumed to experience changes in the dominant occupation

of their labour force in sequent.ial stages-from primary through

secondary Èo Èertiary. According to this point of view, during the



initial sËages of economic developmenÈ agriculture dominates the

occupational structure and the sources of income. The societies are

assumed to be largely self-sufficient. I,Jith íncreasing trade and

transportation facilities, there is a shift from dependence upon sub-

sistance agriculture to commercial and special ízeð. agriculture. i^lith

continued economic growth, manufacturing and industríal specialization

replaces agriculture, and finally, as development contínues, a tertiary

or service economy becomes dominant.

Based upon empirical evidence from the developed countries of

the western world, clark (1940:7-9) generalized that an average high

per-capita real income is always associaÈed with a high proportion of

population engaged in the Lertiary sector. He summarízed that:
trWhen we examine the trend through time, we f ind a
similar result- rn every case we find Èhe proportíon
engaged in primary industry declining and in tertiary
industry increasíng. The proportion of the working
population engaged in secondary industry appears in
every country to rise t.o a maximum (my emphasis) and
then to begin falling, apparenÈly indícating that each
country reaches a stage of maximum industrialization
beyond which industry Uegi.nI[õEclíne relative to
tertiary productionrr (C1ark , I94O:7).6

Clark Q957) later suggested that there vrere some deviatÍons from this

proposition among Third worrd countries. He observed that rndia,

Argentina and Mexico did not fo1low the sequent.ial rrdevelopment st.agesrl

during 1850-1940. In those countries the indusÈrial sector did not

expand as it was presumed" However, clark still mainÈained that his

earlier premises of the stages of economic growth and development r,rere

valid (Clark, 1957:493) "

Paauw (1961) has emphasized that the buildíng of historical growth

models on the basis of "armchair theorízing or almost intuitive



observationrr has tended to outstrip empirical verification. Such models

and theories must therefore also be ilformulated as meaningful proposi-

tionsrr (Paauw, 1961:180)" Goldsmith (fgSg:25) further poinred our rhar

Èhe earlyrrstage theories" were in fact little more than descriptive

classifications of different types of economic organization supposed to

follow each other in time" Finally, a number of analysts argued that

when tested against the real world, their (stage theories) extremely low

level of applicability rendered them virtually useless as analytical

tools (cras, 1930; Meier and Baldwín, 1957:143-l.47; Hoselirz, 1960:193-

238)" It may be suggested therefore that there has not been extensive

empirical testing of the postulations of stage theory in the context of

economic and social organization of the Thírd i,Iorld countries.

The attempt to develop a relatively sophísticated stage model of

economic growth, however, has only been made in recent years, í.e., in

the 1960s. Rostowts generalization of f'Lhe s\,\reep of modern historyt' as

rra set of stages-of-growthrr (Rostow, 1960:1) has attracted a considerable

at.tention" The modelts initial stage as postulat.ed is the t.raditional

society, characterized by limited technology, and a stat.íc and hier-

archical social structure. As primarily "exogenousrr influences stimulate

Èhe beginnings of a rise in the rate of productive investment, the

installation of "social overhead capiLaltt (roads, railways, etc.) and

the evolution of a new social and political e1ite, the pre-conditions

for a rrtake-off stagerr develops" Agriculture and extractive industry

play a key role of stimulat,ion ín this stage of economic growth. The

crucíal stage, however, is rrtake-off'r, when economy and socíety rtare

transformed in such a vray that a steady rate of growth can be, there-

after, regularly sustainedrt (Rostow, 1960:8-9)" After rrtake-off"



follows rrthe drive to maturity. during which the impact of growth is

transmitted to all parts of the economy. Finally, with the shift in

sectoral dominance to industries such as consumer goods, ensues the age

of high mass consumption.

Numerous criticism has been against Rostowrs rtstage-theoryil.

For example, nearly all reviewers (gnke, 1964:20I; Drummond, 196l:113;

cairncross, 1961:451) agree that Rostowrs model t'simply fails to specify

any mechanism which links the different stagesrr (Baran and Hobsbawm,

1961:236). Specifically, mosr economic historians (Oh1in, 196l-:649-

650; Hagen, 1962:519-520; North, 1958:75) deny rhar hÍsrories of

developed countries reveal any indication of a "take-offtr períod in

whích investment rates suddenly rose sharply. More importantly, the

concepts of economic growth through the 'runiversalrt stages are typically

ahistorical and static in terms of their analytical nature. This is

because these 'requilibrium'r approaches do not take into consÍderation

the dynamism of variables related to the development of social and

economic organizations.

Diametrically opposite to this 'requÍlibriumf' approaches Èo develop-

ment at the national 1eve1, the historical-structuralÍst approaches do

not admit a single dimension of developrnent in which all societies

fo1low a stereotype path of socio-economic transformation and develop-

ment. The fundamental questíon does arise concerning why the traditional

self-sufficient societíes of today's Third l^lorld countries had not been

followed by an en route development process of capital accumulation.

In other words, why does the transformaËion of so-called stages occur

in some societies and not others? I^.Ihy do they take place at different

rates and in different forms? During the 1970s, the explanation and



ansv¡er to the above questions came in the emergence of "dependency

theory'r: a bi-polar spatial concept of 'rdevelopment-underdevelopment".

This theoretical perspective views development and underdevelop-

ment at the national level not as two different stages in the process

of progreSs but as integral parts of one world system. The forms of

that socio-economic stagnation and poverty in Third trrlorld countries are

largely a creation of the process of capitalist world expansion primarily

in the form of colonialism" It. is argued that rapid industrial growth

ín present-day developed countries could not have occurred wíthout

conditioning of a I'peripheryrr from which economic surplus was extracted

and necessary ravr materials secured (Foster-Carter, I974:80; Baran, 1957;

Portes, I976:I22). Thus, underdevelopment is not an I'undeveloped" state

prior to capitalism but the aftermath of its evolution. In sum,

rrdependencyrr analyses generally identify two major consequences of the

activities of multinaÈional enterprises within import-substitution

industrialization: (i) externally, international metropolis centers

have led to subordination-dependence of underdeveloped peripheral nations.

This is because of the fact Ëhat production in Third i^lorld countries is

generally export-oríented, while consumption is import-oriented;

(ii) internally, the process of penetration of capitalism into the feudal

societies of the previously colonialized countríes has 1ed to emergence

of new privileged groups, sub-satellite spatial areas and the accelera-

tion of social inequality (Frank, 1966; Amin , Lg72; Laclau , IgTIt

Foster-Carter, 197Ð.

Ernesto Laclau (1971) summarized major postulations of the

structural-historical approaches to development: (t) development does

not occur through a succession of stages, and todayrs developed countries
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r,rere never underdeveloped, rather they were once undeveloped;

(ii) underdevelopment is a part of Èhe historical product of relations

between the underdeveloped satellite and the present developed

metropolis; (iii) the dualist interpretation of feudalism and capÍtal-

ism musË be rejected because capitalism has effectively penetrated into

the colonialized-traditional societies; and (iv) metropolitan-satellite

relations are found within countries as well as in the world order

(cited in Chilcote, 1974:135-136).

In Èhe light of the inherent theme of dependency theory, this

thesís will attempt to determine the patterns of economic growth by

focussing on Èhe domínance of labour force sectors in an underdeveloped

country like Bangladesh. Specific interest will be given to the question

whether underdeveloped count.ries can achieve so-called I'equilibrium'r

(Clarkrs ttmaximum'r or Rostowrs'rtake-offtr) through the process of

industrialization. The sectoral dominance of the labour force is here

considered as an analyÈical tool to examine the charact.eristics of the

socio-economic organization"

In the context of growth patterns of labour force structure and

economic organization in the Third l^lorld countries, McGee (1971) developed

a "dynamic modelrt. McGee explicitly indicated that due Èo underdevelop-

mentr increasing demographic dependency of unemployed and underemployed

ís created by the breakdown of rural strucÈures. He revealed that

through Èhe penetration of a cpaítal intensive economy into a bazaar*

type economy, real demand for labour in an industrial sector is not

created" A unique mode of production in Third World countries is

developed in place of a capiÈalist industrial system. As a consequence,

a direct shift out of agriculture to the tertiary I'non-productiverr sector
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takes place (Mccee, 197I:64, 94)" McGee finally pointed out:

rrThe empirical evidence for an identical change in
occupational structures of many underdeveloped countries
is not strong" The patÈern now appears to be that urban-
ization is proceeding at a more rapid pace than the
expansion of manufacturíng employment, resulting ín a
direct shift out of agriculture into servicesil (McGee,
I97Lz27).

Muntuoz et al. Og7Ð also agree with thís proposition in their

study of tertiarization of the labour force in Mexíco Cíty in the 1970s.

They observed that durÍng the 1970s, reduction of investment, ínflat.ion

and the growth of the labour supply through large-scale internal migra-

tíon together reduced the capacity to continue absorbing workers. Thus,

low income activities in the tertiary sector have developed faster than

in earlier years, which has caused increased unemployrnent and under-

employment.

The second theoretical consideration of this thesís is related

to distributional patÈerns of economic activities of the Bangladesh

population, and regional and socio-economic implications of such patterns.

In t.he process of economíc development, examinaEion of the patt.erns of

regÍonal concentration and dispersion of economic activíties wíthin the

country is of partícular interest. Specific attention will be given to

empirical evidence regarding differentíal regional economic growth in

oíd"t to assess the effectiveness of a variety of current theoretical

or ientations "

Remarkably, not only a difference in scale appears when comparison

ís made between the approaches of national leve1 development process

and sub-national or regional developmenÈ concepts, but the emphasis in

the analysis shifts from temporal dimension of social organizaÈion to

spatial organization. Such a view of the interrelationships between
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societal development process and development of spatial organÍ zaLion

are succinctly expressed by John Friedmann OglZ):
trSociety is spatially organized in the sense that human
activities and social interactions are space-forming as
well as spacê-contingent. It follows that as a society
undergoes development, íts spatial structure will be
transformed, but the development process will also be
influenced by the existing patterns of spatial relations
and the dynamic tensions that will result from them ....
In order to state a spatial theory of development, there-
fore, it is necessary to establish a linlcage between the
separate but correlative theoríes of social change and
spatial organization (cited in Soja and Tobin, Ig75:199).

Soja and Tobin Q975) point out that most exisring theories of

regional or spatial development have been derived either from develop-

ment economics or from related functionalíst concepts ín the other social

sciences. As a result, spatial systems, 1íke economic or social systems,

are usually viewed as being in artstate of dynamic equilibriumrf.

According to this approach, once initial decisions are made to locate

a particular economic actívíty or institutíon at a specific point, a

kind of self-generatÍng momentum is established which eventually

continues to attract related enterprises and 'rmultiplies" the impact

of a given social, economic or political investment. ullman (1958)

notes that the remarkable tenacity of initial locational decÍsions is

evident in all stages of development, from the bulging primate cities

in Africa, Asia and Latin America Èo the megapolitan urban areas in the

Developed world" rt is therefore suggested that economic growth is

scarcely ever spread evenly over the whole area of a given state oï

country, but rather concentrated at certain locations, producing a

mosaic of regions ât different levels of economic prosperity (Hirschman,

1961:183; Paauw, 1961:186; Keeble, l-967 :257; Friedmann, 7972) 
"

Among the approaches of spatial equilibrium development, th.e
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theories of rrmultiplier effects. and t'growth polert are prominent. As

stated above, once growth of economic activitíes starts in a particular

locality it Ëends to take on its ow.rr momentum through the rtmultiplier

effectrr and hence give Èhat locality a distinctive advantage over other

areaso With the development process, various kinds of facililies become

agglomerated in a particular locality, especially infrastructural and

institutional opportunities. Capítal, labour, skill and entrepreneurial

ability flow towards such locaÈions to take advantage of these facilities,

which Marshall ca1led I'external economiesrr, and which are analogous to

"social overheads" (Akhtar , 19652577-598). This process takes place

because the indívidual decision-makers, governments and entrepreneurs

choose locations to maximize profits through distance-mínimization. As

a consequence of such growth, larger incomes and wages are generated

through such profit maxímization which leads to more consumption, more

savíngs and investment, and results in more employment and subsequent

growth. In such a process, different parts of a country show uneven

rates of growth and employment. opportunity, creating differential

advantages in some regíons (i^iilliamson, 796521-10)" This sítuation

gives rise to consíderable inter-regional as well as inter-c1ass or

índividual dísparity in levels of welfare" This, in turn, is 1ikely

to become a vital social, economic and political issue"

It is, however, suggested that growth in the advantaged regions

has both positive and negatíve repercussions for the dísadvantaged or

backward regions (Myrdal, \944:75.78; L957:30-31; Hirschman, 1961:137).

It is argued Èhat under favourable conditions, the growth regions tend

to stimulate grovlth in backward regions by the creation of new markets

for raw materials, as well as a demand for labour ("spread effects").
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This can also stimulate production and employment that generates better

welfare and higher incomes in depressed areas" Thus, the process of

growth of specific locations may initiate posítive growth in backward

regions; and in some cases it may stimulate the rise of new growth

regions" Based on these assumptions, a number of theories have been

forwarded in the field of spatial growth and development, notably by

Parroux Q964), Boudeville (1966), chrisraller (1966), and Friedmann

(1966; r972). Typically, proponenrs of polarized growrh believe rhar

mobilizatíon of resources, both human and capital, from backward regions

or hinterland areas to growth poles or locations may ultimately benefit

the hinÈerland through 'rspread effectslr or I'mu1típlier effectsn.

I^Iiest Q979:179-180) points out Èhat the major limitaÈion of

the equilibrium approach is that it does not account for the historical

Process of resource mobilization and appropriation and usually ignores

the underlying structural contradictions. The underlying assumptions

of equilibrium-polarization theories are primarily based on the theme

of regional growth I'deviation-amplificationrr (So¡a and Tobín , 7975220I) "

The increasing regional variation must be considered carefully while it

is also suggested that despite the advantages of polarízed growth, there

may be considerable adverse effects on backward regions ("backwash

effectsl')' Backwash effects occur when there is a transfer of factors

of product.ion from the hint.erland regions to the growth regions because

of immediate economic reÈurns" Such a process of resource mobilization

results in a downward Èrend in the economÍc growth pattern in backward

regions, which Myrdal (1944245-78) observes eventually tends to be

cumulative. In Myrdalls vietv, massive government intervention control

ís necessary for rrspreadtt to outweigh rrbackwashrr in societal transforma-
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tÍon" A rrdeviation-counteringrr force needs to be initiated through

human intervention" Reduction, if not removal, of disparity is

desirable because the objective of development planning is not merely

p,ure economic growth in quantitative terms, but also progress

which leads to arrdiminuation of social tensions between groups within

societyrr (Boudevi11e, 1966:169). In thís connection, it is worth noting

SmÍtht s 0973) remarks:

rrinlhenever we f ind differences in rvel1-being among
individuals or groups of people Ín society, an unjust
situation ís recognized'r (Smitir, l-973:12).

I^ihatever one may plan for, the real issue is the welfare of the people,

and what Myrdal called the 'requality doctrínerr (Myrdal, 1956:107-131;

1963 z7) .

However, opposing the arguments of the regional-equilibrium

approach, a number of political economist,s argue that the dístinguished

scale difference between the national and sub-national spatial systems

is not acceptable (Baran, 19573 Frank, 1966; 1972; Amin, Ig74). They

concede that these t'wo'systems of spatial organization are not. mutually

exclusive, rather muÈually inclusive: È\,¡o sub-systems in a hierarchical

world system of capit,alistic development that, follows an identical model

of a metropolitan-satellite spatial relationship. Also, their develop-

ment is viewed in terms of historical evolution of societal organization.

For example, accordíng to this point of view, economic growth of

developed nations was Ínitially accomplished by either appropriation of

resources and raw materíals from colonialized territories or by greater

local natural resources opportunities. Subsequent improvement in

scientific innovatíon, transport and communication sysÈems, as well as

higher levels of educatíon and technology 1ed to positive 'rspread
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effectsrr wíthin developed countries" rn contrast, underdeveloped

countries, owing to theÍr role as hinterland to the colonial domination

and having been integrated in the historical process of capitalistic

development, finally experienced imbalances in their population-

resource relationship" Even after decoloníalization, planning mechanism

did not change much due to the legacy of coloníalism in bureaucracy and

administrative set-up. This eventually 1ed to a further uneven spatial

growth with concomitant urban bias in the planning process. conse-

quently, national economic growth díd not benefit all parts or regions

within underdeveloped countries. Only a particular class in privileged

locations (such as the capital or port-based urban areas) obtained the

maximum benefit of. economic growth.

Final1y, it follows therefore that any increase in inter-regional

dísparíties of development and growth may lead to domination of growth

regions (metropolis) over the backward regions (satellite), particularly

in the disposal of national resources. without social and spatía1

consíderations in policy formulation and planning measures, economíc

activitíes tend to agglomerate, growth areas may advance further at the

expense of other areas, so that disparit

countries, national resource allocation,

administered by the public institutions"

regional and inter-sectoral gaps is thus

measures at the national level" In order

ies increase" In Third I^Ior1d

both sectoral and regional, is

The minimization of Ínter-

only possible through necessary

to at.tain a cohesive nature of

natíona1 spatial integration ín underdeveloped countries, more attentíon

should be given to balanced regional planning and welfare. rt should

be mentíoned that although it ís in the interest of a nation as a whole

Èo optimize the use of natural and human resources, their mobilization
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for a polarized growth can only provide short-run benefits in welfare

of the overall socíety" This is because increased underdevelopment,

unemployment in local employment market, and dependent populatíon

structure ín the backward regions create greater social opportunity

cost" This' in turnr may adversely affect national aggregate production

as well as welf are in the lorrg rr.rr,.7

The Bangladesh Setting

Bangladesh emerged as an independent politicar unÍt in r97r.

The country líes between 2oo 31t .nd 26o 45tNorth and 8Bo and, g2o 56'

East. The total area is 55,598 square miles" The greater part is

covered by the deltaic formations of the Ganges and Brahamaputra River;

and floodplains of Meghna, Gorai-Madhumati, Tista, Arial Khan, Karnaphuli,

and an immense system of tributaries and distributaríes. Tectonically,

the counÈry constitutes the major part of the Bengal Basin, while the

remaining portion of the basin lies within the Indian territory of West

Bengal. The Bengal Basin is bordered on the north by the shillong

Plateau, on the west by the Peninsular Shield of Indía and on the East

by the Naga-Lushai folded belt" The southern fringe is open towards

the Bay of Bengal. On the basis of geologic formation, relief features

and river systems, Ahmed (1968:39-46) identified five major physio-

graphíc divisions of Bangladesh, namely: (i) Tertiary Hills of

Chittagong and Chitt,agong Hill Tracts and south SylheË; (ii) Pliestccene

Terraces of north Bengal in parts of Dinajpur, Rangpur, Bogra and

Rajshahi; Madhupur Tract of Mymensingh, Tangail and Dacca; Lalmai HÍl1s

of comilla; (iii) the Flood Plains, mainly norÈh and east of the Ganges
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River; (iv) the Deltaic Plain covers the south of Ganges River to the

Bay of Bengal; and (v) the Coastal Plain which extends from Noakhali to

south of Chittagong (figure 1"1)" i,Iith the exceprion of tertiary híl1s

and pliestocene terraces, the country is Iess than 50r feet above sea

level" In normal years one third of cultÍvable land area is three feet

or more under water during the monsoon floods" The silt deposited

during this seasonal inundatíon maintains high soil fertility, especially

in the southern flood plain and the deltaic plain areas, making possible

the extreme rural populat.ion densities. The geographic dist.rÍbution of

population and settlement reflects the correlation of physical charac-

terist.ics and economic advantages" The process of rural population

distríbution can be traced back to the introduction and expansíon of

the jute industry by British companies during the late nineteenth

century.

The major populat.ion concent.ration was located in the central,

actually flushed part of delta and lat.er in the eastern and north-

eastern flood plaín areas. rn 1787, the tributaries of the Ganges and

Tista River changed their courses after serious floods in north Bengal.

This resulted in decaying conditions in the southern distributaries,

called the rrmoribund delta arearr. The south-western region of the

country become vulnerable to epidemíc diseases, which lasted for the

next. two hundred years" Since the historic period, the western

distrícts of the country characteristically had low population settle-

ment density. Arthur and McNÍcoll (fgZg:32) observed that since rhe

1960s, with the increased use of írrigation and chemical fertilizers,

high yielding rice varieties have replaced traditional varieties

especially Ín Dinajpur, Rajshahi, Kushtia and Jessore dÍstricts. This
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modernization in agriculture resulted in a relatívely higher population

growËh rate, and as well has attracted large in-migration during the

196I-1974 inter-censul period" This migration came mainly from the

eastern and south-eastern districÈs where a high man-land ratio had

already prevailed. Table 1.1 gives a recent picture of man-land ratios

in the districts of Bangladesh, computed as the proportion of rural

population to the tot.al cultivable land" The high man-land ratio in

the active delt.a region and in the areas of dynamic river morphology

are partly caused by the fact that people tend to settle faster in newly

emerged char (shoals and bars) 1ands. Together with 1oca1 population,

large scale in-migration resulted into an increased density of seÈtle-

ment and population in these south-eastern regions.

The distríbutíon of urban population, which is usually considered

as a variable relaÈed to modernization in the conventional sense, is

deep rooted in the colonial past and the socio-poliÈical history of the

territory. Growth of the urban areas, as mentioned earlier, can be

traced back to their role as administratíve centers servÍng the external

purposes of exporting raw materials from the remote hinterland areas to

the larger metropolítan cities of the colonial rulers. Bertocci Q97,6)

remarked that the control of st.ate power of the territory of Bengal

and the adminístratÍve decision-making centers had been outside the

region for centuries" In the late eighteenth century, Moghal pov/er

gradually diminished with the ascendency of the British East India

Company. Formal BriÈísh adminisÈration followed in 1857. Company

dominance rapidly initiated a process of disintegration of the local

índustries, particularly the small cottage, hand loom and loca1 artisan

indusÈries. It converted the region into a rar¡r material base for
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TABLE 1"1 Distribution of Man-Land Ratios in the Districts of
Bangladesh, 1974

Districts Rural Population
(in t 000)

Cultivable Land
( in '000 acres )

Man-Land
Rat io s

Ch i ttagong
Chittagong

Hill-Tracts
Comi I 1a
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
llymens íngh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
Dinaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangladesh

3410

459
5572
316 5

4628
53 61
3943
7I43
l-969
3774
3l-46
3037
1727
I46I
2148
2457
2600
402r
518 5

65204

853

153
13 88

954
Ì901
1373
r2l7
2sls
62I

ITB2
1267
109 9

738
703
745

r290
968

17 57
17 60

2257I

4. 00

ô trÊL. ))
4. 01
3.32
2.43
3.90
3 .09
2.84
3.I7
3. 19
2"48
2.7 6

2.34
2.08
2. BB

1. 90
2.69
2.29
t oq

2.89

Sources: Government of
Census Report
Statistics):

Government of
I979 (Daccaz

Bangladesh (1977), Bangladesh Population
l-9742 National Volume (Dacca: Bureau of
347 -70.

Bangladesh Q979), Sratistical Yearbook
Bureau of Statistics): I59"
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British indusËry, specializíng in export crops, such as indigo and

sunflower in the early eighteenth century, and later jute and tea.

Newer administrative centers were established in order to collect and

export these raw materials, and subsequently to facilitate diffusion

of fínished secondary imported goods to the hínterland markets.

Rahman (t9l+:90) noted that many new administrative centers owed their

origin to the Zamindars (landlords) who were de -íure agents of central

administration for local law and order in Bengal. Hasnath (1974:83)

pointed out that the seat of adminístrative of each of the adminis-

trative regíons developed into urban centers where professionals,

traders, administrators and clerks settled and formal educational

institutions greT^7 up to feed the emerging tertiary jobs. As a result,

there emerged a ne\^rrrmiddle classrrwith the appropriate values and

attitudes for gradual separation from the primary production system.

However, the process helped to prolong the rule of the colonial power

over the territory.

The creation of'Pakistan ín 1-947 put an end to official colonial

rule. But for the masses of Bangladesh (then East Pakistan), Èhe new

settings merely transferred politÍca1 power from London and Delhi to

Karachi, creatíng a new semÍ-colonia1 relationship that resulted in

economic deprivaÈion for Bangladesh" Jute milling, paper and newspaper

milling and other ra!ù material industries were established in and around

Dacca, Chittagong, Khulna and Narayanganj to make profits for the new

capitalists based in West Pakistan, particularly in the Punjab. Large

scale capital resources, in the form of profits that emerged from the

raw materials and cheap labour of Bangladesh were transferred to West

Pakistan during Èhe Pakistan regime (tg+l-t97I). The government of
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Pakistan admitted to a transfer and deprivation of about u"s"$ 31750

mi11íon during L947-1969 (Government of pakistan, I97o). This period

of exploitation generated to political opposítion and the demand for

regional sovereignty" Ultimately, these regional disparitÍes resulted

in the devastating civil war of 1977" Following the nine month 'nrar,

which displaced 7 to 10 million people as temporary refugees to neigh-

bouring India and caused the death of half a million people (Faaland and

Parkínson, I976:I2), Bangladesh gained independence on December 16, Ig7I.

Thereafter, there has been a significant change in the process of

population redistribution and socio-political conditions.

Literature on the Labour Force in Bangladesh

The purpose of this section Ís to survey the exÍsting literature

on the labour force in Bangladesh and to critically examine the object-

ives, methods of analysis and findings of these studies" rt should be

mentioned here that Ëhe discussion and review of related literature on

the subject of labour force per se, and related topics such as economic

development, are placed in the relevant chapters. The díscussion on

the techniques or methods of analysis used are also placed in the

íntroduction of the appropriate chapter or secÈion.

To date, the literature on the labour force in Bangladesh can

be classified into tvro types of studies: (i) micro-leveI village

studies; and (ii) national aggregate sÈructural studies. The village

baséd studies are primarily surveys focussing on rural employment and

unemployment patterns. The natíonal level analyses were heavily

dependent on secondary sources of dat.a from censuses and other
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goverrunental statistics "

A large volume of literature on Bangladesh focuses on the extent

of rural unemployment and its variation with seasonal demand and supply

of the labour (Dacca university socio-Economíc survey, 1958; rslam,

1964; Habibullah, 1962; Farouk and A1i, 7977; Cain, I977). Scate

coverage of these studies is micro-regional and surveys were conducted

mainly at the individual village level" It is difficult Èo draw any

generalizatíon from findings of these studies, because of the differ-

ential approaches and methods used.8 stitt, some of the findings are

useful for the understanding of the regional variations in labour force

participation in the country.

In 1956, one of the earliest studies on the extent of unemploy-

ment v¡as carried out in four sub-divisions of four different regions

of Bangladesh: Narayaganj, Rangpur (Sadar), Rajbarí and Feni (Dacca

University Socio-Economíc Survey, 1958:103). Using the I'time approachtr,

this study clearly indicated the dÍfferences in rural unemployment

patterns among the four regions" The percentages of unemployed adult

male were found to be: Narayanganj 41.3, Rangpur 11"5, Rajbari 26"I,

and Feni 45.2. The farm families (ttt = 3 rI44) showed a much smaller

proportion of unemployed males in the whole year" The percent.ages of

unemployed among the farm families vras recorded as 0.27 at Narayanganj,

0"09 at Rangpur, 0"60 at Rajbari and 45.2 at Feni sub-divÍsion. In

contrast, Habibullah Q962) found a much hígher unemployment rate (25

percenË) in an intensive study in the Noakhali dístrict, where the whole

year of agricultural v¡ork was covered. Farouk and A1Í ¡gll) surveyed

six unions from six different regions in Bangladesh to determine Èhe

pattern of time use in productiv"9 *otk by the population aged 18 years
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and above" Their study revealed that the proportion of unemployment

varíed from only I to 6 percent among the seven unions. rn all, the

micro-regional studies should be considered as t'normativerr, and do not

provide any regional and national parameters of labour force size.

A few studies have attempted to deal with national-aggregate

models of labour force structure in Bangladesh" The "first manpower

survey" v¡as conducted for estimating the natÍonal size and structure of

unemployment and underemployment in 1955, under the extended Program of

Technical Assistance (Internatíonal Labour Office , I962:L7O-I7Ð. These

national estimates for unemployment and underemployment rat,es 3.5 and

17.0 percent respectively. underemployment r^¡as measured using Èhe

criÈerion of working less than half the average working week.

Farooq (1968) analysed census data of labour force participation

for the period of 1901-1961 to examine the pat.terns of growth of the

nation as a whole. He showed that the abrupt increase in the labour

force part.icipatíon rate in the country during 1951-1961 was due to

applícatíon of differential definitions in the censuses. Farooq also

examined the determinants of labour force structure in Bangladesh and

concluded Èhat demographic factors, such as populat.ion growth and

urbanízation, were more responsible for variations than were economic

factors, i.e., years of schooling or legislative measures for restrÍcting

child labour, etc.

Huq (1978) analysed the labour force structure for the nation as

a whole using 1974 census d.ata on economic characterÍstics of population.

But he dealt only with the dímension of length of life expectancy of

the v¡orking population in Bangladesh. He estimated that 71"6 percent

of entries into the male labour force occurred by 15 years of ager. and
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that 53.5 percent of retirements took place at age 75 and above.

In sum, the contributions reviewed above to the fields of

economics and staÈíst.ics in Bangladesh are concerned mainly with:

(i) the methods of estímating the rate of unemployment and underemploy-

ment in the agrarian economy; (:-i) a non-spatial ilsynchronicrl

description of the national size and structure of the labour force.

GeographÍc analysis in this area of investigation is a recent phenomenon

in the country" An attempt was made for the fírst ríme by Ali (1980).

He focussed on the temporal and spatial variaÈions in the patterns of

part-tíme farming in Bangladesh over the period 1950-1980. Although

the method used to estimate the regional parameÈers for the districts

was not staÈistically significant, iÈ nevertheless provided a tentative

dimension of regional variat.ions in the agricultural labour force.

Fina1ly, Ít should be menÈíoned that no subsÈantial attempt has

yeË been made to investigate the spatial and temporal aspects and

characteristics of the labour force structure per se in Bangladesh.

rn view of the problems formulated in the preceding discussion, Èhe

sÈrucÈure of the manpo\¡rer and labour force deserves special and intensive

investigation from a geo-demographic point of view.

The Studv Area. Sources of Data. and Methodologv

This study covers the national territory of Bangladesh. The

districts are considered appropriate spatial units for regional analysis.

The admínistrative structure and hierarchy of the country with its

correspondíng quantity of smaller spatial unit,s in each category is

shown in Figure 1"2" The selection of units smaller than the district
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Ì¡Iould have been desirable, but lack of data aÈ Èhat. scale precluded the

possibility" Considering Èhis limitation, the dÍstrict has been taken

as the region for analysis of labour force disËribution. Today, a

district in Bangladesh has at least an urban area with considerable

adminístratíve and infrastructural network and facilities, and where

district headquarters act as the center of all infrastructural networks.

Bangladesh ís divided now into 19 districts, having the capÍtal in the

central region in Dacca (Figure 1.3)"

The only source of reliable and comprehensive data on economic

acËíviÈy of the population is the government census. Data from other

sources are limited and can only be used for supplementary purposes.

For this thesis, relevant statistics were collected from three prÍncipal

sources: (i) the officíal statistical sources; (ii) research papers

and reports; and (iii) internatíonal published statistical maÈerials

(see Appendix I).

In order to focus on the methodologies in the study, it ís worth-

while to examine the current approaches and methods of objective analysis

in the field of Population Geography. Trer^/arLha, a pioneer in this

field, argued the case for such syst,ematic or topical studies in

geography. He sÈated thaË:

lrthe study of population ís logically the single most
imporÈant topical approach to geography and one in which
the regional concept has its broadest applicatíon'l
(Trewartha, 1953 273) "

Zelinsky (1966) identified three types of analysis in this field:

(i) a description of population numbers and characteristics (the where?);

(ii) tire explanation of spatial configurations of these numbers an¿

characteristics (the why where?); and (iii) the geographic analysis of
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poPulation phenomena relatíng areal differences in population within

the geographic study area. rt can be argued that Zelinskyrs approach

emphasized more the character of places and areal differences which in

turn minímized the importance of spatial dynamics (the how?)"

clarke (1965) remarked that population geography is concerned:

rrwith demonstrating how spatial variations in the
distribution, composítion, migrations, and growth of
populations are related to spatial variations in the
nature of Þlaces" (Clarke , 196522) "

Clarke further pointed out that. while the demographic approach is devoted

to numbers and depends upon statistical methods, the geographic approach

to population phenomena relates numbers to area and beliefs upon maps.

Ackerman (1959) emphas ized a three leve1 approach to the problems

of this field: (i) the identification of generic relations in population

studies which include categorization, classification, and differentiation

procedures; (ii) an inquÍry involving the est.ablishment of genetic

relationships of dynamic process of spatial distribution with temporal

variables; and (iii) determination of covarianÈ relations in terms of

areal associatíon and interaction between and among phenomena" ThÍs

approach may be thought Ëo be more realistic and appropriate to the

problem of populaLion studies ín geography as v¡ell as relevant to the

core objectives of the discipline. Nevert.heless, besides the concept

of areal different.iation, the field deals with those processes which

create areal distribut.ions, the spatial interaction and the systems of

the geographic character of population"
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Limitations of the Studv

The evolution of the concept ofrrlabour forcet from the total

population is closely associated wíth the process from which the modern

Índustrialized market economy has arisen. In an underdeveloped ecoriomy

and Ëraditional society like Bangladesh, productive technology is stiIl

at a 1ow level, and mass agricultural productíon is the basis for family

subsistance. Self-employment is a common feature in such societies. It

is, therefore, difficult to distinguish individuals in terms of direct

wage-earning particípation ín economic activítíes. I^lÍth the aim of

international comparison, however, a common definition is used in the

national censuses of developed as well as underdeveloped countries

(International Labour Office, 1980: 2-Ð.

The identification of the size of the economically active popula-

tion is more complex in an agrarian economy, which is characterized by

seasonal variation in the demand and supply of labour force. Thus, the

fact that the 1961 census enumeration \^ras taken in the winter season

might have caused some degree of under-enumeration of the agrícultural

labour force. This poinÈ is also relevant to the 1974 Population Census

of Bangladesh"

Changes in concepts and definitions limit íntercensal comparabÍ1ity,

particularly ín terms of age-cohort of the labour force. In the censuses

of 1961 and I974, information on economic activíties vrere obtained for

the persons 10 years of age and over" The census of 1951 concealed child

labour by excluding persons below 12 years from enumeration on working

status. Hence, adjusÈed figures are shovJrr when comparisons are made with

the 1951 census.
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Prior to the partition of India and Pakistan, the measurement

of economic activity v¡as based on a count ofrrgainful workersrr, whereas

in the subsequent censuses the rtlabour forcerr concept was used for

measuring non-agricultural economic activity.l0 Regarding the reference

period for ascertainíng the employmenÈ status in non-agricultural

activity, arrmonth precedingrrthe census date was used in 1951, and a

rfweek precedingil the census date was employed in both the 1961 and L974

censuses. Moreover, Bean (1968) and Islam (J97Ð have pointed out that

due to the strict purdahll 
"y"t"* and the consequent complexíties of

the household economies in the traditional society, female economic

activity has been concealed or under-reported commonly in all the

censuses.

FinaI1y, without. reorganizing the definition and classifications

of labour force, the available data suffer from certaín limitatíons.

A high degree of illiteracy combíned with a lack of sufficiently traíned

enumeraÈors ín Bangladesh adversely affects the reliability of statistics.

rt should be mentioned that the eleventh decennial census for the

terrÍtory which is now Bangladesh, was due in early l-97I. rt. was delayed

by three years by the Îrlíberation war?r v¡hich led to the emancipation of

Bangladesh as an independence country. As the inter-censal period covers

a time span of 13 years, some of the comparative fígures in the Èext

might Èherefore seem to be inflated" But, since the proportional values

are considered, this does not affect the analysis and explanation.

Organízation of the Study

The balance of this study is organized into six chapters.
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The second chapter discusses the definitions and concepts of

labour force used in various censuses in Bangladesh. It also analyses

the trend of participation rates in the labour since 1901 in relation

to populaLion growth patterns. Emphasis is given to the socio-

demographic causes and consequences in determining the trends and

paËÈerns of labour force participation in the country.

The third chapter analyses the distribut.ional patterns of labour

force partícÍpation rates among the districts of Bangladesh. In short,

thís chapter exarnines the dimensions of the labour force, such as age,

sex, dependency of population and their regional implicatíons.

The fourth chapter examines the structural composÍtion and their

regional patterns in the country. rn the Bangladesh context, it is

emphasized, the experíences of the Western hÏorld may not be effectívely

applied in underdeveloped counLries due to different historical and

structural characteristics of the socio-economic variabres.

The fífth chapÈer analyses the regional varíations and implications

of the components of economic activÍty" Special attentÍon Ís given to

the spatial dynamics of labour force change.

rn the sixth chapter, projections of the labour force for different

economíc sectors are made in order to examine the fuÈure prospects of

labour force growth in the country. Some policy implications are also

incorporated in the light of regional development problems and prospects"

Finally, the seventh chapter contains the summary and conclusions

of the study"



CHAPTER 2

LABOUR FORCE PARTIC]PATION TRENDS IN
THE POPULATION OF BANGLADESH, I?0I_I974

This chapter illustrates the trend of labour force size and its

pattern of growth in Bangladesh covering the period I90I-I974. Firstly,

it introduces the approaches and concepts of labour force in general,

and describes the census definit.íon of the labour force in Bangladesh

in particular. secondly, it examines the labour force and population

grovrth, on a longitudinal basis, to determine the patterns of economic

growth in relation to the demographic growth in the country. EconomÍc

growth creates demand for labour for production processes, and the

population structure plays the role of supplying the requÍred manpower.

Thirdly, the analyses of the factors of the dynamics of labour force

change are also included in this chapter.

Long term demographic data for Bangladesh are limited. until

r97r, data were available only for Pakistan and rndÍa as a whole, or

for some dÍstricts which were divided between these two countries at

the time of the rrpartition of rndia, in 1947. Adjusted data are there-

fore used in the present study for the area now comprising Bangladesh.

Concepts and Census Definítion of the Labour Force

An appraisal of the manpoh¡er resources of a country can be

provided by measuring that segment of the population which contributes

to the supply of labour on which the economy of Lhe country depends.

Although all persons consume goods and services, only a part of the

entire population of a country is engaged in producing such goods and

32
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services" Obviously, the young and the old, as well as the physicalry

or mentally incapacitated, do not engage in production activÍty because

of an inabirity to do so. conceptually, then, the "manpowerr of a

nation is the aggregate of persons who courd produce and supply

services if they desired to participate in such activity. The nlabour

force" is, in general, that part of the manpower which actually engages,

or aLtempts to engage, in the productíon of economic goods and "ur.ri.""l
(Figure 2.I). NotabIy, the difference bet\^/een "manposrerfr and trlabour

forcerr is particularly useful to understand the condítion of demographic

structure in relation to the economic condition of any regíon or country.

However, the labour force does not include only those employed at the

time of investigation, but also those unemployed but available for and

seeking work. The remaining segment of the population is regarded as

rrinactive and dependentrl. As mentioned earlier, many difficulties may

arise from attempting to distinguish the rreconomically active population"

from the inactive population2. The use of a universal standard is not

necessarily an appropriate and effective measure as it may fail to take

into account the constraints that are peculiar and uníque to an under-

developed country like Bangladesh. The criterÍon for distínguishing

unemployed persons in the labour force from the persons not in the labour

force on the basis of ttre question whether one T¡ras looking for pay or

profÍt ís questionable" Such an approach may not be suiÈable under

conditions of complex agrarian social relations and ín the place where

a wider scope for self-employment exists. Factors like considerable

family help from the dependents irrespective of age, as well as crose

ties among kin and affines, are coûrmon in tradiÈíonal societÍes. These

aspects are ignored in universal approaches to the labour force because
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in a capitalist vrage-system it is essential to dÍsguise the rrreal'

cost of production"

It is interesting to point out variatíons ín approaches adopted

in the measurement of the labour force. Methods used in recent.

censuses and surveys in most Asian countrÍes to identify economic

characteristics of the populatíon are relaÈed to t\,ro broad approaches:

(i) the gainful worker approach (eWa); and (ii) the labour force

approach (tFA). The GWA is based on the concept that each individual

has a more or less stable funct.ional role as a breadwinner following a

gainful occupation, and that this role is independent of his activity

at any given time (united Nations, 1951)" The major purpose of this

approach is the enumeration of occupations; the analysis of Èhe labour

force and employment characteristics are only of secondary importance.

The censuses of Bangladesh t.erritory príor to 1961 adopted the GWA,

emphasízing the rrmeans of livelihoodil of the populatÍon (¡lahi, I97I:

245). However, in the absence of any reference period that seeks in-

formation about how long a person has been working or is lookÍng for

work, seasonal varÍations are not reflected in the data" Even when a

reference period as long as one year is used, it possesses the same

characteristics.

The LFA attempts to measure the economic activity of each person

using a specific reference period, usuarly a week or a month (Khuda,

1979:89) " The 1974 population census of Bangladesh, and the 1961- census

of Pakistan, manifested both of these approaches-Èhe GWA was applied

to the agricultural population and the LFA to the non-agricultural

population (Government of Pakístan , 196I; Government of Bangladesh, ]977).

A reference period of one week was used for the population engages in
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non-agricultural actÍvities, but this restriction was not maintained

for the agricultural population. This may have resulted in an inflation

of the agricultural labour force. A1so, this is reflected in the

extremely 1ow unemployment figures in these censuses. However, the

concepts and definiÈions used to generate basic data on economic

characteristics of the population conform fairly well t.o Ínternationally

recommended standards (United Nations, 1968:3). According to the

definition used in the 1961 and 1974 censuses, a person was included

in the labour force if he or she was reported as a cultivaËor, as being

engaged in other agrícultural work or any other work as self-employed,

for profít, to earn a wage or salary, or to help economically without

renumeration. Any, member of the famíIy in farm or non-farm work that

earned a \trage or profit, or was an unemployed person who had looked for

work to earn pay or profit, was also considered in the labour force.

Size of the Labour Force 1n Bansladesh and its rison with Some

Se1 ec ted Countr ies

A símple method of measuring the extent of participation of a

population in economic activities is t.he "participation raterr or rrcrude

actívíty raterr, which is defined as the percentage of total population

of all ages represented by the labour force.3 A br""k-down in the

general participation rate is made by the ttage-specífic actÍvity rater,

which is defined as t.he proportion of labour force in a specifíc age

cohort to the total populaÈion of thaL given age cohort. This measure

reflects the magnitude of the dependency load borne by the economically

active population.

The síze of the total labour force in Bangladesh was reported in
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the population census Ln I974 as 20.52 mÍ11ion, and the participatÍon

rate \.,.ras recorded as 28.7 percent of the total population. Of this,

19.65 million were males and 0"87 million females, constituting 53.0

percent and 2.5 percent male and female participation rates respectively.

International comparison of participation rates is different because

of varyíng att.itudes towards employment by age group and sex, and to

different ascribed characteristics of the populatíon, such as educational

attributes, marital status, religions and ritual values, etc. Since

the data were collected on economic activity in the national censuses

ín the countries of different parts of the world on the basis of an

internationally recommended common definition, it is reasonable to draw

a comparison of participatÍon rates as a whole to reviev¡ the labour

force conditíon in Bangladesh and other countries (United Nations , 1967).

Table 2.1 suggests that Bangladesh has one of the lowest

participation rates of population in economic activities. Also it is

strongly male dominated. However, other countries in Table 2.7 are

selected because of Èheir respective historical, social and economic

structures are useful for comparison with the Bangladesh situation.

Some of the developed countries are also included. As shown in Table

2.1 higher partícipation rates during the 1970s were recorded in all

but one of the selected countries compared to Bangladesh. The only

exception was Mexico" In contrast, the male participation rate in

Bangladesh was higher than in all other underdeveloped countries with

the exception of Indonesia. The famale participation rate was lowest

among all of the countries considered in Table 2"1"

One of the major causes for such patterns is the social customs

and conventions which inhibit Ëhe reporting of female participation in
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TABLE 2"1 Partícipation Rates of the Labour
in Some Selected Countries During

Force in Bangladesh and
the ]970s.

Country Year
Source

and
Coverage

Participation Rate

Both Sexes Male Female

Bangladesh
Canada
Egypt
Ind ia
Indonesía
Japan
Mexico
Pakístan
Philippínes
Thailand
U" S.A.
U. S. S.R.

t914
1978
I97 6

197I
I97 6
I979
1979
198 0
l-975
L97B
1979
I979

LFSS
C

LFS S

LFSS
OE

LFSS

LFS S

LFSS
C

28.7
46.7
30 "2
32.0
43.2
48 "2
28.3
29.5
?'t o

48.8
47 .7
57.4

53.0
57 .6
54"I
52.s
53. 6

60.1
42.4
52.I
46.4
51.1
57.4
n. a.

,\
35.9

11. 9

33.0
36.0
14. 0

4.3
17.I
45.7
38.5
n. a.

sources: rnternational Labour 0ffice (1980), The yearbook of Labour
Statistics (Geneva: International Labour Organizat.ion) :

Chapter 1, Table 1.

United Nations (I975) , Sratistical Yearbook (New york):
Table 38.

c = census; LFSS - Labour Force sample survey; oE = official Estimate

n.a. = not available.

economic activÍty in underdeveloped Muslim countries. Firstly, the

strict purdah system restricts \.,/omen from participaÈing in economic

activiËy outside of the household; and secondly, the prevalence of the

so-cal1ed prestige value of confining I'houservives'r to household

activities, especially in the rural areas of these socÍeties, is con-

sistent with the lower registration of female participation rates.

Other variatíons are caused by the use of dífferential age in determin-

ing the entry of population to the labour force" Most developed

the lower limit of the labourcountries generally use 15 years of age as
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force, whíle underdeveloped countries consider entry into the labour

force to be at 10 or 12 years of "g".4

Trends in Participation Rates in Bangladesh. 1901-l_974

During the period of 1901-1974, there has been an increase in

the síze of the labour force in Bangladesh from 9.60 to 20.52 million

while roral popularion rose from 28.97 to 7r.4g million 5 (r^01" z.Ð.

The rraverage annual exponential growth raterr6 provides the generalized

pattern of time-seríes data accounting for the continuous compounding

rat.e of change, expressed as percentage per year (shryock, et al. 19732

377-B0i Farooq, 1968:82; also see Appendix xrr)" rn Bangladesh, rhe

rraverage annual exponential growth raterrof the labour force was 1.03

percent which was lower than the groinrt.h rate of 1"24 percent for

TABLE 2.2 Parricipation Rates and Population sizes, rgor-r974

Year Population
( in mi 1l ion)

Labour Force
( in mi11 ion)

Participation
Rate
(%)

Total Dependents
per 100

Labour Force

I 901
1911
192I
193 1
1941
1951
19 61
I974

28.97
31. 61
33.24
35.57
n. a.

4r.93
50.84
7I.48

9.64
9.98

10.53
8.96
n. a.

12.87
17.44
20.52

21 2

31. 6
3I.7
25 "2
n. a.
30.7
34.3
28.7

20I
217
216
297
n. a.
225
192
248

Sources: Government of India (1901-1933), Census of India, 1901-1931
(Calcutta): Volumes on East Bengal, Assam and Sikkim.

Government of Pakistan (195: -1962), Census of pakistan,
1951-1961 (Karachi): Volumes on East Bengal/East pakistan.

Government of Bangladesh 0977), Bangladesh Population
Census ReporÈ 1974: National Volume (Dacca: Bureau of
Statistics) "
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population during the same period. The hÍgher population growth rate,

therefore was responsible for elevating the dependency of 201 persons

per 100 labour force in 1901 xo 248 ín 1974" An examinaríon of the

trend of partÍcÍpatíon rates shows Èhat there has been a continuous

decline during that period, resulting in the number of dependents per

100 labour force rising from 201 in 1901 Lo 297 ín 1931" i^Iith improved

labour force conditions in the subsequent decades, ít declined to l-92

in 1961" Again, ín 1974, when the particípation rate fell t,o only

28" 7 percent, dependency rose f.rom I92 in 1961 to 248 Ln 1974 (table

2.2) "

More specifically, it should be noted that the Íncrease in labour

force participation had not been consistent v¡ith that of population

growth throughout the successive decennial periods. From Table 2"3

three distinct phases of temporal changes in participation rates can

be identified:

(i) The fÍrst phase from 1901-1951, when the growth of rhe

labour force particÍpation rate lagged behind the rate of

population growth

(ii) the second phase includes the period from 1951 to J-96I,

when the rates of labour force growth vrere recorded higher

than that of participation growth; and

(iii) the third phase is a period of thirteen years, I96I-L974,

similar to the first phase when the growÈh of labour force

again followed behind population growth"

In Bangladesh as a who1e, the participation rates have shown a

gradual declíning trend from 33"3 percent in 1901 to 28"7 percent in

1974, with a remarkable drop in 1931" This drop does not seem to be
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plausible and may be attributed to census errors that accrued during

the time of 'rcivil disobediencelrin rndia (Farooq, 1968zBZ)" The

increase in the participation rate in 1961 was primarily caused by

changes in the census definitions, which resulted in the inclusion of

a larger proportion of unpaid female workers in the labour force (Bean

et al. , 1966:587)"

TABLE 2.3 Average Annual Exponential Growth Rates of Population and
Labour Force, 1-90L-I974.

Per iod

Average Annual
Exponential
Population
Growth Rate

Average Annual
Exponential
Labour Force
Growth Rate

Total Years
Over i^Ihich
the Change
Took Place

a. 1901 -1951
1901-1961
I90I-r974

0.74
0.94
L.24

0. 5B
0.94
1.03

50
60
73

1- 1951 -1961
\96T-1974

r.92
2.62

3.04
1.3 s

10
13

Source: same as TabLe 2.2

However, the overall declining trend in the participation rat.e

can be explaÍned partly in terms of the youthful nature of age-strucÈure

and other population characteristics such as high fertility rate and lower

age at marriage" It has been observed that unless there were unusual

changes in the socio-cultural and economic structure, the age structure

remains the basic factor determining the participation rate (nlaridge

and.Thomas, 196421-16). As a result, almost constant high fertility

together v¡ith a relatively closed population condition in terms of

internatíonal migration in the country, a younger populat.ion structure

has gradually become dominant. This, with the passage of time, is
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reflected in the reduction of adult age and economically actíve

proportions of the total population.

Dynamics of Temporal Labour Force Change

This sect.ion analyses the major causes and factors that have

contributed to the process of temporal changes of labour force in

Bangladesh since the beginning of the present century. The differential

growth rates of the population and the labour force can be divided Ínto

the three phases outlined above.

The declíne in the first phase in partícipation rates of the

labour force was the result of slow population growth until I92I, due

to high mortality. This was later intensified by an out-flow of migra-

tíon of adult population from Bangladesh to other parts of rndia

(Zacharia, 19642201). During this period, the country lacked sufficient

non-agricultural occupational opportunities and industrialization. It

already had a large population size and was economically retarded, while

pressure on agriculËure was beginning to build-up" Moreover, gradual

development of the industrial and commercíal complexes in the lower

Hoogly Valley (West Bengal, India) were att.racting population from what

was then East Bengal. Others migrated to Burma and to the mining areas

of Bihar and Orissa, and large numbers of peasants moved into the

Brahamaputra Valley in Assam, and Èo the tea gardens of northwest Bengal

and Assam (sadie, 1966:204). such migratory flows had a negative impacr

on the activity patÈerns and rates in the area that ís now Bangladesh.

A1so, the continuous post l^iorld trnlar I reductions in mortality resulted

in a younger populatíon, thereby reducing the proportion of economically
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active population" The not.iceable drop in the participation rate for

1931 may be parÈly explained by 1egÍslatÍon of compulsory primary

education and expansion of elementary education. However, this does

not fully explain the drop in the participation rate. As noted earlier,

the census of 1931 took place at the time of "Ashahajog Andolon" (civil

disobedience). Obstruction to the census \^ras a publicity in the Indian

Congress Party platform (Government of India, 1933:25Ð" Strong

religious feeling also prevailed, particularly in Bengal" It was claimed

by both Hindus and Muslims that enumerators had inflated the numbers of

their co-religionist.s by making fictitious entries while undercountÍng

persons of the other faith. consequently, the participation rate was

adversely affected in 1931 (Farooq, 1968:82-83).

Because of i^Iorld I^Iar II, the socio-political conditíons prevented

tabulations of the economíc characteristics of population in the 1941

Census. However, the increasing trend which characterized the second

phase (1951-1961) can be attributed to two major factors. Firstly,

there was the return-migration of population, namely Muslím returning

from rndia, as well as some from Burma (¡latri and chowdhury, 1976:Ð.

Second1y, there was also a sÍgnificant increase in the female partici-

pation rate due to changes in the census definition of unpaid workers.

Nevertheless, an abrupt and sudden increase in the female

participation rate is surprising, since under the mortality and fertility

conditions prevailing in the country in what was then East Bengal (see

Table 2.4), a proportional decrease of the rabour force was rather

obvious. Bean et al. (1966) remarked that it is theoretically possible

for the proporÈional size of the economically acÈive population to

increase only:
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?rwhile the proportionaËe size of the supply of manpower
remains constant, but only if conditions of labour
change" Specifically, such a change may occur if a
large body of individuals noÈ in the labour force but
available as part of the pool of manpo!,¡er became
employed during the given period of analysisrt (Bean
et al. , 1966:587)"

There is no evidence that such a change in economic structure, in fact,

did occur in Bangladesh during 1951 and 1961. Thus, the overall

increase in the particípation rate can be attributed to a change in

Èhe concept of economic activity of population. rndeed, unpaid family

labour, specifically females, was excluded from the 1951 census but r,¡as

included in the 1961 census. The generalization of an expanding

partícipation rate during the second phase is therefore doubtful.

TABLE 2.4 Vit.a1 Rates of Population, 1901-1978

Crude Birth Rate Crude Death Rate
Year (per 1,000 (per 1,000

population) population)
Natural Increase

(percentage)

1901-1911
1911-1921
T92L-I93L
1931-1941
1941-1951
1951-1961
196I-1974
l-974-7978

53.8
52.9
50.4
52.7
49.4
51" 3

47.4
4I.7

45.6
47.3
4L.7
37.8
40.7
29 .7
L9.4
17 "2

0. 82
0.56
0. B7
r.49
0.87
2.L6
2.80
2 "39

Source: Government of Bangladesh (1979), Statistical Pocket Book of
Bangladesh, I979 (Dacca: Mínistry of Planning): 156.

The declining trend of the third phase (196I-1974) in rhe

participation rates has been primarily due to the fall in crude death

rates from about 30 to 19 per 11000, while crude birth rates remained

almost constant at more than 45 (table 2.4) " This resulted in a younger

population, with Èhe rrmedian agerrT ,"r|ing from about L8 to 16 years,
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and the adulË proportion falling below 50 percent of the ËoÈal

population. The rttotal dependency ratio"B i.rcteased from 1.01 in 196I

to 1"04 in L974, indicating an imbalanced economic structure in the

population (table 2"5). In thís conÈext, it. should be pointed out that

Kamarschen (1965 tL79) consídered a country I'over-populatedrr when the

total dependency ratio exceeded 1"00. Thís can be used as a general

operatíonal índex of demographic effects" Thus, the recent increase

in the dependency ratio of Bangladesh may have considerable implications

for the economic structure in general.

TABLE 2"5 Trend of the Broad Age Groups of the Population, 790I-7974.

Year ChÍldren
g.)

AduIt
0.)

Aged
g")

Dependency
Rat io

Med Ían
Age

19 01
1911
T92I
1931
1941
19 51
1961
I97 4

42.IL
43.33
42.2s
40.93
4r.23
41. s0
45. 10
46.28

53.46
52.60
53.70
trtr Ea

54.82
s3.50
49.70
49.06

4.43
4.07
4.05
3.s4
t oç

5, 00
5.20
4.66

0.87
0.90
0. B6
0.80
0. B2
0.87
1. 01
1. 04

78.49
18. 04
18. 56
18. 93
19.07
I8.44
17 .53
l_5.73

Sources : Calculated from:

All census report.s on Assamr former Bengal, East Bengal and
East Pakistan from 1901 to 1961, published by t.he Government
of India (Calcutta)and the Government of Pakistan (Karachi).

Government of Bangladesh Qgll), Report on the l-974 Bangladesh
RetrospectÍve Survey of Fertílity and Mortality (Ministry of
Overseas Development, London; and t.he Census Commission,
Dacca).

On the one hand, the demographic components have led to the

overall reduction in the proportion of working age population. 0n the

other hand, these have been coupled with various other socio-economic
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factors like the diffusion of education at the primary level, increased

years of schoolíng, and high rate of urbanization leading to late

entrance into economic actÍvity in the third phase. Moreover, reformu-

lation and redefinÍtion of unpaÍd family help reduced the inclusion of

female housewives in economic activity in the 1974 census. This

resulted in a considerable drop in the female participation rate from

10.2 percent in 1961 to only 2.5 percent ín 1974 (Government of

Bangladesh, L977:L6). Indeed, there is no strong socio-economic reason

which could explain a drop of absolute numbers of the female labour

force from 2.64 million to 0.87 million during 196I-7974. The roral

decline of thís period took place in the agriculture sector. It is

obvíously only due to the application of the definition of unpaíd family

workers who were included as female agricultural workers in the labour

force ín 1961, but excluded then ín 1974. They were categorized as

'rhousewives'r in the 1974 census.

Finally, the generalization of the overall declining trend of

Èhe participation rates of the population can be seen in terms of the

age structure of the population for the study period. In the first

half of the present century the proportíon of population in the adult

age group has shown a fluctuating trend, ranging from 52.60 percent in

1911 to 55"53 percent in 1933. From 1941 onward it started to decline,

reaching 49.06 percent of the total population in 1974 (Table 2.5).

Consequently, since the beginning of the present century, the adult

population whích generally possesses the greatest economic potential,

had been affected adversely as the proportion of working populatÍon to

total population declíned" Less than half of the population had to

bear the burden of the resÈ who were dependents during the last three
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d ec ades "

After 1931, a persist.ently high fertility and a rapidly declining

mortality have resulted in a more broad-based age structure. This

resulted in more being dependent on the economically active population

over time" Under these circumstances, it may be predicted that the

proportion of the adult age group vis-a-vis the working population r,¡Í11

contínue to decline until the present demographic trends and structures

in the country are changed.

Summary

The census of the economic characteristics of population on the

Indian sub-continent dates from 1901. However, the use of differential

concepts and approaches to the economic activities significantly affected

the census enumerations, part.icularly during 1951-1974 period. Also,

the problem of employing a universal definition cannot be ignored. The

coÍìmon definition has been formulated primarÍly based on the conditions

of the market economy, í.e., wage, income, and direct profÍt. But, the

application of a similar approach to the traditional agro-based socÍa1

conditíons may not be appropriate.

The overall trend of labour force participation rates in

Bangladesh have deteriorated since the begínning of the present century.

While the economic structure remained perhaps the same, demographic

components, such as fertilíty, mortality, and migration have determined

the declining trend in the participation rates" Until Èhe first half

of the present century (1901-1941), out-migration from the Bangladesh

territory to India and Burma reduced the size of the labour force.
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Afterwards, the gradual improvement in mortality levels and a constant

high fertility level, gave rise to the increasingly younger population

structure" Consequently, Èhe proportion of labour force to total

population has decreased as well. In surn¡ the economy, \,rith its

traditional production systems, has not been able to cope with an un-

precedented growth of population, and this has resulted in lowered

participation rates over time, especially sÍnce the 1950s"

However, an analysís of the detailed age-sex specífíc dimensions

of the labour force would provide better understanding of the dynamics

of labour force structure and its changes. As well, ín geographic

context, the regional dimension is worthwhile to invesËígate. These

issues are analysed in the following chapter.



CHAPTER 3

DIMENSIONS OF THE LABOUR FORCE

The size of a labour force and its regional distribution

patterns within a country are determined by a variety of physÍca1,

socio-economic, demographic, and political factors. This chapter

examines primarily the extent to which the process of different demo-

graphic and regional factors affect. participation raÈes in economic

activitÍes in Bangladesh. However, other factors, such as the 1evel

of industrialization, the leve1 of education, marÍtal status of the

persons in the labour force, social customs and attitudes towards female

participation in economic activities, also perform important roles Ín

determining the overall labour force particípation Ín a country or

region. These issues are also given attentíon to this analysis.

From a demographic point of vÍew, the variable activity rates

emanating from the age-sex differential have been considered more relevant

in the analysis of labour force dimension. From a geographic point of

view, the dimens jon of spati ¿r 1 dist.ribution of partícip'ation rates among

the districts of the country is also given due attention in the text cf

this chapter"

Ag,e-Sex Structure of the Labour Force and Population

Tab1e 3.1 shows the population age structure and the relative

contributions of each age-sex group to the labour force in Bangladesh.

A close relationship between male age cohorts and male participation in

the labour force is shown in Table 3"1" This reflects basically the

social 1aw assigning to males the role of rrbreadwinnersrr in the adult

49
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age cohort of 20-65 y""t".f About one third of the total population

are children, aged 0-10 y""t".2 In this age cohorÈ, the female pro-

portion is higher than that of males" In contrast, there is only a

very small proportion of aged dependents, as less than four percent of

population are in the over 65 age cohort. However, most males in this

upper age group remain economically active in the country, si_nce no

rigid social custom of retirement from work in subsistance agrÍculture

or Ín the self-employed sector of the economy exists in this area of

South-East Asia.

TABLE 3.1 Age-Sex Structure of the Population and the Labour Force,
r974.

Percentage of the
Total Population

Percentage of Labour
ForceAge Cohort

Male Female ['f a1e Female

0-4
5-9

10-14
15 -19
20-24

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 years
and over

Total

L6.23
17. B0
13.45

8" s1
6"52

11"48
10.20

7. 18
4.57

3.7I

r00.00

17.6I
78.94
12.20

8. 03
7.25

13. 19
o q7

6.40
3.90

2.9I

100.00

slo:
5"77
s.48

r7.47
10.09

7 .07
4.38

3.r2

53. 01

oLtt
0.31
0.23

0.37
0.31
0.23
0.I7

0.10

2.55

Source: Calculated from: Appendices II and III.

The overall pattern clearly indícates that female participation

in each age cohort is negligible, and inversely related to age. Thus,

much of potential manpower in the country is outs-ide of economically
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productive activities" Moreover, virtually all dependent€ are in the

lower age group, this means that the country will have to substantially

expand employment sectors just to continue existing participation rates.

Tn the following dÍscussions, age specific activity rates will be

analysed in both national and international contexts.

MaIe Age-SpecifÍc Activity Rates

By calculating age-specific activity rates, the age structure

variable is controlled. Being independent of age structure, age-

specific activity rates provide a more refined measure of labour activÍty

pattern than do crude participation rates or crude activit.y rates, and

are therefore more appropriate for international and regional compari-

sons.

The countries characterízed by high overall male participation

rates, are generally those with a high proportion of their populations

in the adult age cohort (15-64 years). Most of the underdeveloped

countries have a relatively small proportion of their population in

this age cohort, but have a high proportion in the under 15 years age

cohort. This unfavourable age distribut.ion is due to an accelerating

natural increase, arising from improvements in infant mortality rates,

particularly since the 1950s.

A comparison of the male age-specific activity rates in Bangladesh

with those of other countries, classified according to the degree of

industrializatíon, ís shown in Table 3.2 and Fígure 3"1" IÈ appears

that the overall male age-specífic activity rates increased from age 10

to 25, then leveled off to about 95 percent of the total population of
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the corresponding age cohorts up to age 54" Thereafter it decrined

progress ively.

TABLE 3"2 Average (unweighted)" Age-sex specific Acrivity Rates in
Bangladesh and Oth-g¡ Countries Classified by Degree of
IndustrÍalization,"" 1974-7979 (Percentages).

Bangladesh
Indus tr iaI i zed

Countries
Serni-Industría- Agricultural
lized Countries CountriesAge

Cohort Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

10-14
1 5-19
20-24

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 years
and over

4r.9
67.8
48. 0

96.9
98. 6

98.4
qqq

84.2

6.3
4"5
3.1

2.8
22

3.7
4.0

4.r
72"4
91" 5

96"7
97.6
95.6
85. 6

37.7

2.4
s3.6
s1. 9

30.3
28.3
28.L
20.8

7.r

L3.2 n.".^"
70.3 n. a.
91.8 n.a.

96.2 n. a.
97.I n. a.
95.9 n. a.
88.9 n. a.

61.0 n. a.

23.9 10.9
78.4 30.9
9I.2 31. s

96.3 29.9
97.5 30.6
96.3 28.9
91" 6 23.7

70 "r 74.3

Sources: Laskar, S.I. and Khuda, B. 0979), Factors of Labour Force
Participation in Bangladesh, Unpublished monograph (Dacca:
Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies): 4.

Government of Bangladesh (t0ll), Bangladesh Population
Census Report 1-9742 National Volume (Dacca: Bureau of
Statistics) :17-21 , 347-370.

The weighÈ that reflects thu r"1.titu í*portat* of the observations
of populatÍon and labour forcffitry have not been
considered in computíng the averages.

A country is categorized as tragriculturalrr if 60 percent or more of
its males are engaged in this sector and related activitÍes;rrsemi-
industrializedil if 35-39 percent; and trindustrializedil if less than
35 percent of the total male labour force" The number of countries
considered was 21 for tragricult.uralrr categoríes.

n.a. = not available.

As shown in Table 3"2, age-specific activity rates in the adult

age span of 20-54 years do not vary to a considerable exËent in accord-

ance with the degree of industrialization" But, the activity rates in
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the adult age cohorts below f9 and above 65 years are much higher in

countries with agrícu1tura1 characteristics than in industrialtzed ones.

Semi-industríalized countries retaÍn an intermediate position. This is

because of the fact that it is relatively easy for the young population

to be engaged in agricultural work, while in traditional methods it

does not requíre prolonged training or educational qualificatÍons. l'{ore-

over, such activíties are done frequently at o1d ages in underdeveloped

countries. Agriculture is generally a family enterprise in these

countries, and therefore a precondition of a minimum age limit does not

exist. This is not the case in industrialized market economies. However

in the absence of the necessary capÍtal in the hands of subsistence

farmers, family labour is usually required from male members. Thus,

socio-economic conditions compel the children to enter in farm economic

activities at an earlier age in the underdeveloped peasant societies.

On the other hand, given that the extended family system is the norm in

Bangladesh, it might be supposed that early retirement of older persons

in the family is possible, since the younger members are able to support

them. However, this does not appear to be so, as earning capacities are

so 1ow that aged people have t.o continue in their efforts to supplement

the meagre family income well into old age.

The apparent 1ow activity rate in the age cohort 15-24, when

compared to other agriculture countries, is due to the omission Ín the

census counts in Bangladesh of rrpersons seeking work for the first tímerr.

Thus, a large proportion of the young unemployed population was excluded

from the labour force enumeration in Bangladesh, but were perhaps ín-

cluded in other agricultural countries.

In sum, the actívit.y raÈes among adult males aged 20-24 is seen
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to be unaffected by the 1evel of ÍndustrializatÍon and suggests that

variaLion of participation ín the labour force is limited to only the

young and old males"

Female Age-Specific Activity Rates

The relationship betv¡een age and the 1eve1 of participation rates

is more complex in the case of females. Depending on r.arital status

and, more so, on maternal staËus and the ages of sþi.r-dren, a womanrs

functíonal role as a home-maker or worker may chan¡5e at different stages

of her life cycle. In other words, the desire and ability of women to

participate in economic activities outside the home are influenced by

various factors, such as rural-urban residenc-e, production techniques,

economic conditions of the family, leve1 e€ education and skill, customs

and beliefs, as well as the responsibil-ity towards childcare and child-

bear ing.

Table 3.2 and Figure 3.2 show the female age-specifÍc activity

rates for Bangladesh and corresponding rates for índustrialized and

other agricultural count.ries. As is the case with the male activity

ratea, the female raLes in Bangladesh as well as in the other agricul-

tural counLries, are highest in Èhe youngest age cohorts. rn contrast

to that of males, the averages for female activity rates show greater

diversiÈies in their patterns when considered by the level of indus-

trialization. This is because more complex occupational-roles are

usually performed by the females, and these roles vary according to the

characteristics of the society. Also, the application of differentÍal

l-ower age limits for enumeration of Èhe economically actÍve population
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affect inter-country or inter-regional comparisons of activity rates,

especially Ín the case of females.

In indust.rialized societies, a large number of females enter

the labour force in theír late teens and work unt.il they marry. This

results Ín a sharp fall-off in participation rates in the 20-24 age

cohort (Figure 3"2)" Many females, however, re-enter the labour force

after theÍr children grow up, or íf they become widowed, divorced or

separated. In comparison, the labour force activity in agricultural

countries 1íke Bangladesh shows little variation from the laLe teens to

old age. A large part of economic activity in underdeveloped countries,

which is characterized by subsistence agricultural practices, is

primarily household-based by nature of work. Thus, changes in womenrs

marital status of her responsibility towards the care of children do not

substantially affect her participation in the labour force in these

countrÍes as is the case in the industríaLj.zed countries.

The religious attitudes on the part of females have usually been

given as the reason for low female partÍcípation rates, partÍcularly

in Muslim countries (Denti, 1968:540). Such attitudes may affect the

participation rates in three ways: first, femalets partícipation in

work outside the home may be proscribed; secondly, the proscription may

result in under-reportíng of female workers in the census enumeration

to avoid social stigma; and thirdly, religiosity may hinder formal

educational efforts by the female and may result in lack of sufficient

ski11 and qualífÍcations to compete in the job market.

Table 3"3 shows the averages of female participation raÈes by

regions of the world. In order to avoid the problem of varying minímum

ages, 15 years is considered as a standard minimum age of particípaÈion
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TABLE 3"3 Average Female Participation Rates
Above) by Regions of the i,trorld and
196s-1968 "

(Aged 15 years and
Muslim Countries,

Reg ion Mean
(u)

S tandard
Deviat ion

(o)

Coefficient Number of
of Variation Countries(v) (n)

Afr ica
Non-Musl im
African CounÈries

Amer ica

As ía
Non-Mus 1 im
Asian Countries

Europe

0ceania

1L ')

)a 1

29 "7

J+. ¿

40. B

35.6

28.I

18" 0

I5.8

74.6

22"2

20.2

14.0

16. 6

49"6 7.

42.6

49.2

64.9

49.5

3 9.3

59.I

1B

T4

¿o

24

15

23

11

:k
Muslim Countries a) ')LJ o J 20" 0 85.8 13

Source: Bean, L.L. (1968)
Case of Pakistant

tUtilízation of Human

, Internatíonal Labour
Resources: The
Review, 97 G) :396.

" The countries included are: Bangladesh, Brunei, Indonesia, Iran,
Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia, Morocco, Pakistan, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia,
Turkey and United Arab Republic (Egypt).

for comparison. As shown in Table 3.3, if Muslim countrÍes in Asia are

excluded, the average female participation rates rises by 6"6 percenËage

points" No similar difference is apparent in Africa, however. Among

the 13 countries under consideration, seven showed lower female partici-

pation rates in the Muslim world. The average for these countries was

23.3 percent of the Èotal female population, showing the largest dis-

persion (v = 35.57"). However, the 1ow degree of difference of the

African Muslim count.ries compared with other conÈinental countries is

supposedly caused by a relaÈívely higher participation in them, and
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homogeneous characteristics of underdevelopment within the rest of the

African countries" Nevertheless, in African Muslim countries, a sizable

population is non-Muslim by faith, especially in Sudan" AIso, a direct

European influence was prominant in these countries. In Asia, Turkey,

Indonesia, and Malaysia showed higher female participation rates"

Turkey has a long tradition of 'rwomen emancipationil since the 1930s

(Luke, 1955:183, 207-20Ð. Indonesia and Malaysia have a multi-ethnic

population compositÍon and the non-Muslim segments may account for

higher female participation rates. Thís, in turn, suggests that a low

raÈe of female participatíon is generally associated with societies

where Islamic values and beliefs predominaËe.

In the Bangladesh context, several studies on female employment

and occupaÈion indicated that the roles of females traditionally have

been determined as domestíc, rr-a docile daughter, a compliant wife and

a dependent mother" (Choudhury and Ahmed, 1980:5). The religio-cu1tura1

beliefs strongly consíder females as inferior to males (Jahan, I975:

I-32). Consistent with the Islamic teachings and laws of explicít male

preferences in economic functions revealing that'rman is the earner and

woman is the server of manrr, the means of production, i.e., land and

capital, are controlled by the male segment of the society. The Islamic

law of property inherit.ance.gives a major share of land and personal

property to the male segment of the society" This facilitates their

social and legal control of resources in general, and results in limited

opportunity for females to be involved ín economíc functions and

activities. In all, Islam evidently adversely affects female participa-

tion rates in the underdeveloped Muslim countries like Bangladesh.

Also, there are reasons Ëo believe that low female participation
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rates in Bangladesh and other underdeveloped countries are partly

caused by using rrv¡esternrr concepts and definitions in census enumera-

tion of the labour force. In spÍte of purdah restriction, females

contribute substantially to the productive efforts, particularly in

rural areas (Choudhury and Ahmed, L98024-7; Islam, 1974; Rahman, I97B;

105-109)" rn the family-based peasant economy, females have to under-

take more tíme consuming jobs, such as husking, seed processing and

preservation, winnowing, transplanting, fuel processing, poultry

farming, in addition to their domestic obligations" But because these

functions supplement the menrs work, they are not considered as a con-

tribution to family income" The actÍvitíes are often seen as extensions

of dornestic labour when undertaken by females. Female activities are

thus neither included in the measure of the GNP nor in the labour force

enumeïation.J However, all these factors in an aggregate contribute to

a very low participation rate of females ín the count.ry.

Activity Rates by Rural-Urban Residence

The rural-urban classification of population is largely a function

of the industrial composition of the economy; to a large extent it

reflects the relaÈive importance of agricultural and non-agricultural

activities as source of livelihood" Thus, a comparison of data for

rural and urban segments serves to show the influence of agricultural

and non-agricultural activity participation 1evels on the labour force.

Distinct rural and urban activity patterns are discernable ín

Table 3.4" In Bangladesh, the urban areas as a v¡hoIe have only 3.7

percent higher participation rates than in rural areas for both sexes.
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As dÍscussed above, the early entrance into the agricultural labour

force and continued participation to old age in rural areas, led to

higher age-specific activity rates at ages 10-24 and 65 years and over

than found in urban areas. Lack of adequate educational opportunities,

ín terms of both physical facilities and human resources, and the

absence of socíal security schemes in rural areas primarily caused these

urban-rural differences. It may be pointed out that a much higher school

enrolment and lit.eracy rate exists in urban areas, especially in lower

age cohorts, and this inversely affected activity rates. However,

after graduating from the schools, a signifícant populat.ion enter the

urban job markets and strengthen the actívit.y rates in the 25-54 age

cohorts. ParL of the explanatíon of low activity rates in young age

cohorts (below 25) seems to be related Èo the pïonounced problem of

unemployment in cities of underdeveloped countries.

TABLE 3.4 Age-Sex Specific Activíty Rates by Urban and Rural
Residence, I974 (Percentages).

Urban Rural
Age-Cohor t tsoth Male Female Both

Þexes Sexes IIaIe Female

10-14
1 5-19
20-24

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 years
and over

Total (alt ages)

18. 5

31. I
47 "I
60.1
59.2
63.4
55"5
39 "5

32.L

23.2
54"r
75.I

94"6
97.6
95 .5
87.3
66"0

54"1

7.7
4.3
4"6

5"6
6.8
7.0
5.4
3.4

3.8

26.7
39.0
42"4

47.8
53.3
54" B

55.3
50" B

28.4

43.7 6.3
69.5 4"6
85"6 3.0

97 "3 2.6
99.1 3.0
98.6 3.4
96.6 3.9
85"4 3"3

52.9 2"4

Sources: Calculated from: Appendices II and III.
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Moreover, activity rates among the females are lor,¡er in each

age-cohort in the rural areas compared to those of urban areas. The

only exception to thÍs is in the 15-19 years cohort. This ís due to

the fact that occurrences of marriages in these ages are prevalent in

urban areas, which in turn rowers the acLívity rates temporarily.

However, low female activíty rates in adult age cohorts lowered the

overall participation rate considerably in rural parts of the country.

q
Spatial Dimensíons of Labour Force Activity-

The size and relative proportion of labour force to population

for a region or geographical unit generally reflects the dimension of

the 1eve1 of human resource utilization vis-a-vis the level of economic

development" Figure 3.3 shows the patterns of absolute size and t.he

relative proPort.ion of persons in the labour force and persons not in

the labour force, i.e., manpower categories, in the dístricts of

Bangladesh for 1961 and 1974" However, the eastern and central districts,

specifically Dacca, experienced an enormous Íncrease in the síze of

population 10 years and over. The regional variations in the sÍze of

the manpower and corresponding categories, including the labour force,

can easí1y be depicted from Fígure 3.3, which is, in general, related

to the size of area available in each dÍstrict. A closer and more

appropriate analysis can be formulated if the relative proportions of

the labour force to Èhe total population and their inter-regional

distributions are considered" This is attempted in the followíng

sect ion"
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Spatial DistribuLion of Participation Rates

Tn 1974, out of 64"8 percent of ÈoÈal manpower to the total

population in Bangladesh, only 28" 7 percent registered as the labour

force" The spatial dístribution of the labour force among the distrícts

of the country ranged from 26.0 percent (Jessore) Lo 44"0 percent.

(Chittagong Hill Tracts)(U = 29.Ii o -- 3.9; see Appendix IV). The

coefficient of variatíon (V) of 13"5 percent signifíes that no consÍd-

erable dispersal exísts ín the distributional pat.tern. However, three

broad generalized zones of the labour force can be identifíed from

figure 3"4:

1.

t

1ow labour force zones in western and southern Bangladesh;

moderate labour force zones in the central and northern

part of the country; and

3" high labour force zone in south-easÈern districts.

Out of the 19 districts, thirteen registered trlowrr particÍpation

rates ín 1974. All of the western districts located at the western

part of Jamuna-Brahamaputra flood plain and Gangetic delta; and some

of the south-eastern dÍstricts of Meghna flood-plain were included in

this category. These cover the o1d alluvial plain in the north and an

area of oId moribund rivers and deteríorating drainage with practically

no widespread inundaLions in the south-western delta area. The soil

of this zone is also relatively less fertile" The "lowrr participation

rates in these areas may be attribuÈed to a considerable extenÈ to the

dísadvantaged transportation system as well as lack of industrial and

other non-agrícultural pursuits. The only exception among the western

dístricts was Dinajpur, recorded in the I'moderaterr category of labour
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force participation rates" This is supposedly due to her potentíality

in rice cultivation compared to other areas of the country, and her

capacíty to absorb a relatively larger agricultural labour force.

same explanation is also applicable to the districts of Mymensingh

Sylhet, which possess very fertile and sparsely populated haor
1(depressíon)' areas. The district of Dacca, the capital city and highest

concentration of non-agricultural establishments, recorded in the

rrmoderaterr category of parÈicipation rates. Chittagong, known as the

port and industriaLLzed district, had reladively more working population

in industrial and service sectors. Two districts of high density zone

populaLion distribution (Noakhali and Comilla), which had a high agri-

cultural advantage in flood-plain soil, although recording rrmoderaterr

or trhigh" participation rates in 1961, remarkably showed a rrlowil pro-

portíon in 1974.8 The high man-land ratio (see chapter 1) and saturatÍon

in agricultural employment, together with experiences from tidal cyclone

and natural hazards in the past decades, may have provoked a high

incidence of out-migratíon from these districts"

Chittagong HÍll Tract.s is the only district which registered a

rrhighrr proportion in the labour force. This is because about 70 percent

of her total population belongs to tribal ethnic groups, by religion

maín1y Buddhist" Significant.ly, Buddhism encourages female participa-

tion along with men in income generating and v¡age earning efforts in

agricultural and other work outside the home" Thus, females in this

district usually take part in outside work like jhum cultivation (slash

and burn agriculture) and other field work. Among the tribes like

Chakma, Magh, Morang, female participatíon in lumbering, gathering,

and cultivation is deeply rooted in their customs. Females are free

The

and
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from social taboos and prejudices among Ëhe tribes, unlike other areas

of Bangladesh" Agaín the tea plucking labour force in the tea-gardens

involves the womenfolk in this dist.rict.

Nevertheless, in order to examine more íntensively the partici-

pation rates by district, it is perhaps worthwhile to analyse these by

each sex separately"

Spatial Distríbutíon of Participation Rates of the

Male Labour Force (Yf,¡')

Although the proportíon of the total labour force is about one-

fourth of the Èotal population in the country as a whole, males con-

tribute the most. According to the 1974 census, about 53 percent of

the total male population partícipated in economic activit.ies, while

the female proportion remained at the neglígible leveI of only 3.42

percent of the total female population" Therefore, it is apparent that

the major dependency burden in the economy of Bangladesh comes out of

the female population.

However, the spatial distribution of the participatíon rates of

the MLF ranged from 49.5 percent (Jessore) to 61.4 percenr (Chirtagong

Hill Tracts)( I = 53.0; Õ = 2"3, see Appendix IV). From Figure 3.5a,

it is seen that 12 dístricts showed a below the national average

condition in the distribution of MLF. The patÈerns appeared to be

simílar to that of the distribution of Èhe total labour force among the

districts" The only excepLion is Rangpur district, which registered a

rrlowir total labour force but a trhighil MLF condition. Moreover, the

district of Sylhet recorded a rrmoderat.er? total labour force condítion
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but rrvery highil MLF" Thís is supposedly affected by signíficant sex

selective seasonal migratíon every year from Comilla and Mymensingh to

this district (Figure 3.6)" Because the census v¡as taken during the

v¡inter crop harvesting ín 1974, this is likely to inflate the MLF in

this district" The patterns of the remaining rrhigh'Î MLF can be seen as

consistent wiLh the total labour force distributíon and related ex-

planations, primarily because of the fact that the major weight and

volume to the total labour force come out of the MLF"

Spatial Distribution of. Participation Rates of the

Female Labour Force (¡'lr)

As mentioned above, only 3.4 percent of the females in the

country as a whole v¡ere reported as economically active" This can be

explained primarily due to definitional limitations in the census

enumerations. In a traditional economy like Bangladesh, the applica-

tion of a market economy based concept in surveying and analysing data

on labour force is bound to give such ambigious resulÈs.

However, the distributional characteristics of the FLF among

the districts showed a considerable percentage of dispersal in their

patterns, ranging from only 1.1 percent (Jessore) to 24.1 percent

(chittagong Hill Tracts) (v = I49.I7"; see Appendix IV). Except the

district of Chittagong Hill Tracts, the remaining districts showed

quite uniform patterns. The measurement of coefficient of_ variation

was largely affected by the extreme FLF in the Chittagong Hill Tracts

district" However, only Comilla and Dinajpur registered rrmoderaterl

FLF and Èhe rest of the distrÍcts grouped into the rrlowrr proportion
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of FLF" As mentioned above, the exceptional case of the Chíttagong

Hill Tracts was mainly attributed to the positive attitudes towards

female economic activity among the Èribes by the social customs and

Èaboos" The overall low participation rate of the FLF in most of the

districts was caused by a number of factors: first, the under-

est.imation of unpaid female r,/orkers; secondly, the under-reporting by

the female workers to avoid social stigma; thirdly, prevalence of

Islamic beliefs and values in rural Bangladesh; fourth, the traditional

nature of the household work.

In this respect, Sinhars hypothesis that the iniËial stage of

industrialization would register low activity rates for the females

and in the later stage a higher rate is particularly relevant (Sinha,

1965:253-263). Bangladesh is undergoing a low degree of industrial-

ízation since the beginning of the present century, and Ëhis will be

dÍscussed in detail in the following chapter. However, given the

hypothesis, the participation rate for females is likely to remain low

or unchanged for a long period of time, unless there is a sÍgnificant

and dramatic change in the social and economic systems of production.

Summary

The majority of the labour supply in Bangladesh has always been

contributed by men. In both developed and underdeveloped countries,

almosL every male adult between the age cohorts 25-55 is in the labour

force. As a result of the young age structure of the population, the

average male participation in agricultural countries has been lower

than Èhe average for industrialized countries, which have had more
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favourable age structures. In agricultural countries, however, the

deficiency in age structure was partly compensated for by higher

participatÍon of males in economic activities in both young and old

age "

The overall low participation rates in many of the underdeveloped

countries were mainly caused by meagre female participatÍon, especially

ín Muslim countrÍes" In Bangladesh, the female participation rate \,./as

among Èhe lowest of any comparable countries of the wor1d. This was

primarily the resulÈ of three fact.ors: first, the proscription of

female work outside the home by the strict purdah belief; secondly,

this proscription results in the under-reporting of female employed

persons; and thirdly, the application of the principle thatrra person

be a wage earner, be self-supporting or partially self-supporting to

be included in the labour forceil during the census enumeïations excluded

the females who substantially perform the post-harvesting and other

agricultural activities. It should be mentioned thaÈ Islamic laws and

values of explícit male preference, nevertheless, hinder signíficantly

female participation in the underdeveloped Muslim countries.

The spatial dimensions of the labour force in Bangladesh are

reflected in their distributional patterns among the districts in the

counÈry" The patterns of distribution of the MLF showed a 1or^¡ degree

of variaÈion (V = 5.27"), while females indicated a much diversified

pattern (V = 149 "I7.). The greater range of variaÈion in the inter-

district patterns of FLF v/as caused by an overwhelmÍng rate recorded

for the Chittagong Hill Tracts district" But, as discussed above, the

remaining districts showed quite a uniform pattern of tflowil FLF,

affected by Èhe socio-economic and religio-cultural factors. The
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distribution of MLF varied primarily following the advantages of

physical characteristics of different regions, as well as the preceding

historical and socio-economic processes" Thus ¡ agr iculturally potential

areas of northern districts showed "high" participation rates, together

r,¡ith the relatively industrialized districts. In sum, since the MLF

constituted about 95 percent of the t.ota1 labour force in the country

as a whole, it represented the overall patterns"

Finally, this is to mention that in the analysis of this chapter,

labour force dimensions were confined to only demographic and geographic

aspects in both national and international contexts. But the structural

characteristics of the labour force are no less important in respect

t.o the dimensions of economic and regional development. More specifi-

cally, in order Èo examine the pattern of the division of labour and

the contributíons of the various sectors to the total economy, the

analysis of the spatio-structural characteristics needs to be made.

These aspects are analysed in Èhe following chapter.



CHAPTER 4

SPATIO- STRUCTI.-IRAL CHARACTER I STIC S

This chapter deals with tr¿o major

characteristics in Bangladesh. Firstly,

OF THE LABOUR FORCE

questions of labour force

it examines trends in the

composition of labour force sectors in Bangladesh, focusing upon the

national level structure. Secondly, it investigates the forms of

regional labour force structures within a country. In other words, it

intends to determine the inter-regional disparities in terms of employ-

ment distribution vis-a-vis development in general. Indeed, from an

empirical point of víew, this investigation into the structural com-

position of the labour force, both at the national and regional levels,

will indicate the way the evolution of the economic structure took place

in the country as a whole, as well as where and how people are organized

to earn their lÍvelihood in production of goods and services.

Evolution of the Structural Compositíon of the Labour Force, 1900-1960

In chapter 2, trends in labour force participation rates \^¡ere

analysed in relation to population structure and growth. In this

section, the focus ís on the structural evolution of the labour force,

based upon the broad economic sectors of agriculture, industry, and

servíce. These broad economíc sectors follow the conventional categor-
1 - ..lZat.l-On, AS fOIIO\^7S:

(f) agriculture, comprising agriculture, forestry, hunting,

and fishing;

Q) industry, comprising mining and quarrying, manufacturing,

construction, and utilities (electricity, gas, water, and

74
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sanitary services); and

(3) services, comprising cornmerce (retail and wholesale trade),

transport, storage, communications, social and private

services.

With reference to the earlÍer díscussion in chapter 1 of

theoretical consÍderations underlying thís thesis, Ít is worthwhile to

restate the propositions developed by proponents of "development stages

theory of growthtt. Colin Clark (tg+0, 1957), a píoneer in this field,

suggested that in the process of development, the proportion of the

agricultural labour force declines and that of the industrial sector

increases. This is because the relative demand for agricultural goods

falls with increasing income while the demand for manufactured goods

rises. Subsequent economic growth Íncreases the relative demand for

tertiary services, and these eventually gro\,i and ouÈweigh the industrÍal

labour force in the economy (Clark, 1957:493-9Ð. Clark used data from

I'westernrr countries to support his hypothesis. He dealt with the period

from the mid-nineteenth century to early twentieth century" Such data

for selected countries are presented in Appendix V. As shown in Appendix

V, the proportion of agricultural labour force of these countries

experienced a consistently gradual decrease. The share of the industrial

labour force, however, increased up to a certain level in each country

(more than 30 percent of the total labour force), but then "stabilizedil

or even declined slightly. The service sector gre$¡ proportionat,ely

throughout the period.

Bairoch and Limbor (1909) subsequently examÍned Clarkts proposi-

tions in a world regíonal context, during the period 1880-1960" They

concluded ÈhaÈ:
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rrOn the who1e, the changes that have occurred in the
structure of the labour force in the developed countries
fit well into the pattern emphasized by Colin Clark
namely a gradual shift of the labour force from agri-
culture, first to industry and then to services"
(Bairoch and Límbor, 196B:320).

Bairoch and Limbor also added to this proposÍtion that the change which

occurred in the agricultural sector in developed countries in the 17

years betv¡een 1950 and 1967, were as great as the change that took place

over the previous 60 years from 1890 amd 1950. This, moreover, involved

not only a reduction in the percentage of the agricultural labour force,

but also in figures of the actual number of persons released from this

sect.or. With respect to the industrial sector ín the developed countries,

they found that the 'rstabilizatÍonrr concept proposed by Clark was not

necessarily empiríca1ly demonstrated. This was because of the after-

math of Èhe l,iorld War II, which resulted in the industrial proportion

of the total labour force again starting to increase. But even more

striking was the increase in the servíce sector, which accelerated

rapidly during and after the 1950s in the developed countries. This

growth was at the expense of the labour force employed in the agricul-

tural sector. The rrstabilizationrr of the índustrial sector in the

developed countries was influenced by the replacement of coal by

petroleum and natural gas as the main source of energy. This greatly

reduced the proportion of the labour force engaged in mining and

quarrying. Also, the economic recession during the two World Wars

adversely affected indusÈrial growth for some time. However, I'stabil-

izationtt in industry should only be considered as a temporary phenomenon

ín Èhe context of developed countries, since its growth pattern is stil1

proceeding without any static position in the proportion of the total

labour force in these countries.



TABLE 4.1 Trends in Labour
(Percentages )

Region /
Country

.1uountr res

Europe- 17.0 43.9 39" 1 25.0 40"2 34.9 29.7 38" 0 32.3

i:::: :T::t::

Force structure and Growth by Economic sector and Region, 1900-1960

Agr. Ind. Ser.

Underdeveloped 70"7 11"5 17.B 73.3 9"9 16.7 76"6 10.0 13.4

1960

Countr ies3

South-East Asia

Bangladesh4

30"5 33"5 36.0

Sources:

Agr. Ind" Ser.

1950

38.7 29.7 3I.6

73 "I 10. s L6"4

86.4 5. s 8.2

Bairoch, P. and Limbor, J.M. (1968), tChanges ín the International Distribution of the World
Labour Force by Region, 1880-1960,t Internat.ional Labour Reviewr gSG):326-27"

Government. of Bangladesh lgll ), Bangladesh Population Census Report , I974: National Volume
(Dacca: Bureau of Statistics): Tables 14, 15, and l-6.

1
2

3

4

Including the U.S.S"R" and Eastern Europe
Excluding the U.S.S"R. and Eastern Europe
Excluding PeoplesrRepublic of China, North Korea, Mongolia, and Vietnam (North)
In the 1974 census, the percentages of agriculture, industry, and services to the total labour force
v¡ere 79.0, 4.9, and 16.I respectively.

Agr. Ind. Ser.

193 0

50.1 24.2 25.7

75.3

84.8

B"B 16.0

5"0 L0.2

Agr" Ind. Ser.

l-920

54.7 23.3 22.0

34.3 36.4 29"3

28.2 34.9 36 "9

76"8 L0.2 13.1

81.4 8.2 10.3

77.6 9.9 12"5

77"5 10.4 12"2

86.1 5"9 8"0

Agr" Ind" Ser"

1900

59.4 2t"7 19"0

39 "2 25 "9 25 "I
38"3 30.8 30"9

77.9 9"8 12"3

76"4 10"8 12"8

85"1 11"9 3"0

--l
!
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The general theoretÍca1 assumptÍons relating to sequential

transformation of labour force sectors need to be closely reviewed to

determine their appropriateness for the study of underdeveloped

countries. Specifically, their relevance to those countries which have

had an experience of long colonial rule and exploitatÍon should be

questioned. This is because developed countries initially accomplished

their economic growth through the process of industrialÍzation, in which

the raw material bases were drawn from their colonial domains. In

contrast to developed countries, as Andre Frank ¡966) has pointed out,

the present underdeveloped conditions in the former colonies is the

consequence of a historical process of trunderdevelopmentrr, and is not

a product of any inherent traditional characteristics of these societies.

Table 4.1 shows the trends ín labour force structure in some selected

regions of the developed and underdeveloped world for the period 1900-

1960. Figures for Bangladesh are also included for comparison.

Throughout this period, in contrast to that of the developed countries,

the economic sectors of Èhe underdeveloped countries of South-East Asia

as a whole vrere dominated by the agricultural sector, with more than 70

percent of total labour force engaged in this activity. i^lithin South-

East Asia, Bangladeshrs economy has had an even greater dependence upon

agriculture, with more than 85 percent of its total labour force engaged

in agriculture for this period.

Gunnar Myrdal (fg6g:413-527) examined this condition in South-

East Asia and attempted an explanation of iÈs causes. He identified

that colonial dominatíon in the region \¡ias responsible for the failure

in generating a process of capital accumulation ín agrículture. Since
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historical periods, the region has experíenced a high population

density through the existence of favourable ecological conditions. On

the other hand, prevalence of subsistence agriculture provided inherent

underemployrnent conditions and very low leve1 productivity in this

sector. Also, because of a higher rate of new entrants to the labour

force, manual-labour, instead of new Èechnology, has always been con-

sidered more desirable since it absorbs a larger population. In

addition to these, the penetration of cash-crops (such as jute, sugar

cane, tea, and cotton) to the agricultural cropping pattern resulted

in peasants becoming more interested in I'market opportunities" rather

than the advantage of I'technological opportunitieslr (t'tyint, 1964:5L).

All these factors are reflected in the low production level of agri-

culture in the region.

In the absence of sufficient surplus productíon and reinvestment

in manufacturing and other industries, the industrial sector in South-

East Asia remained constant. in the econom)', with only around 10 percent

of the total labour force (fable 4"1). But. closer observation shows

that in South-East Asia as a who1e, and in Bangladesh in particular,

the industrial sector followed a slowly declining trend. Gradual re-

placement of traditional industries like crafts, weaving, handloom,

sma1l cottage and metal industries by the importatíon of manufactured

goods from the indusLrialized nations, released a sizable non-agricul-

tural labour force during the colonial regÍme (Myrdal, 19682453; Arthur

and McNico1l, I978231-32). Lamb's (tgSS) ¡udgemenr on Brirish poticy

in India can be taken as generalizat.ion:

rrThe coming of unrestricted British enterprÍse to
India precipitated the development of the Indian
economy on colonial lines. In stepping up the supply
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of raw materíals, the British stimulated Indian
economic development. In pressing for conservation
of India ínto a market for British manufacturÍng goods,
the British inhibited Indiafs own manufacturing indus-
tries and gradually converted India into an agricultural
hinterland of Great Brítain" (Lamb, 1955:465)"

The introduction of formal education during the colonial period

in the underdeveloped countries stimulated the expansion of the service

sector. The purPose óf introduction and subsequent diffusion of the

formal educatíonal system vras primarily based in the need to support

administrative and professíonal manpov¡er requirements during the colonial

regime. Following world war rr, and after the independence of many of

the coloníalized countries, the greater demand for new administrative

and commercial services triggered opportunities for service sector

employment" Population growth and accelerating pressure on land caused

a mass uprooting from the rural areas. 0n the other hand, Èraditional

bazaar and petty trading activities facilitated the absorption of a

larger number of people into low income service employment, Scope for

other employment in the informal sectors also contributed to acceler-

ating service secËor employment"

From the above discussion, it is evident that the trend in

structural transformation of the labour force sectors in the under-

developed count.ríes does not follow a sequence Èhat is identical to

that of the developed countries. This can be attrÍbuted to differential

historical processes experienced by the developed and underdeveloped

countries" The prevaíling set of orthodox values and low level of

aspÍration and expectation among the masses, as well as other backward

socio-cultural institutions, retarded growth of indusÈria1 development.

It is worthv¡hile Ëo examine the regional implications of the
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national level trends in the labour force composition discussed above

in underdeveloped countries 1íke Bangladesh, because these countries

are facíng acute problems in their attempts at industrial development.

In order to gain momentum of 'rtrÍckle downrt effects in a national

economy, most national policies Ín underdeveloped countries have

follor¿ed a policy of polarízed growth since the 1960s (Appalraju and

Safier , L|76:I43-I4Ò.2 In the next section, the patterns of regional

labour force composition, and their pariÈies and disparÍties will be

analysed "

The Structural CompositÍon of the Labour Force by Economic Sector and

DÍstrict. 1974

Given the conditions of imbalances in the national labour force

structure in underdeveloped countries like Bangladesh, it is of interest

from a geographic point of víew to Ínvestigate the regional implications

of such patterns. Specifically, as mentioned in Chapter 1, an under-

standÍng of regional employment by economic sector in terms of regional

economíc development is vital to the welfare and development of a

country"

This section analyses the extent of sectoral concentration and

dispersion of economic act.ivities by distríct in Bangladesh. For Èhis

purpose, data from the 1974 census are used" Such analysis will help

the understanding of how the process of polarizat.íon and underdevelop-

ment may lead to uneven economic development

opportunitíes within a country.

llis:e:l4e employment

Different measures can be used in determining the degree of con-

centrat.ion and dispersion in labour force structure between regions
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within a country. One measuïe is the rtlocation quotientt' (fQ)r3

v¡hich is computed as the percent of the labour force employed in each

sector or industry group in each region compared to the percent of the

labour force employed in that sector or industry group for the whole

country" Such a measure gives a closer approximation of geographical

concentration and díversity of economic opportunities.

In this connection, it is important to gauge the inter-regional

díspersíon; that is, the deviation of each regionrs labour force

composition from the national average as is illustraËed in Table 4.2,

and analysed by each sector separately"

The Agricultural Sector: It is not surprising to see the greater

uniformity in the structure of agricullural labour force among the

districts of the countïy ( o = 10.6; V = 13.I7.). Basically, this

reflects Èhe almost homogeneous slope and configuration of land; its

uniform soil qualíty; the general availability of waÈer; the almost

evenly distribuÈed human settlement; as well as other socio-economic

variables, such as similar means of transportatÍon and physical settings

for accessibility to the markets, throughout the country.

From Table 4.2, both the importance of each sector of the labour

force for a partícular distríct., as well as place in the national

picÈure, can be seen. The contributions of districts Èo the nat.ional

agricultural labour force depends upon the respective area and popula-

tion size in general. Variat.ion in the distributÍon of the agricultural

labour force between regions ranged from 1"20 percent of Èhe national

agricultural labour force size t.o L2.40 percent" Notably, the pattern

of percenÈage distribution to Èhe total national labour force size in a
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TABLE 4.2 Regional Shares of the Labour Force by Economic Sector
and Location Quotientså-, I974

Percent Share Location Quotients (LQ)
D istr ict

Agriculture Industry Service Agriculture Industry Service

ChÍttagong
Ch ittagong-
Hill Tracts
ComÍl1a
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
Mymens ingh
Tangail
Barisal
Jes sore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
Dinaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangl ade sh

4.59

r.20
8.41
4-06
7.78
7 "3I
6. 09

12.40
2 "93
5.13
4.54
4.28
2.47
2.23
3.42
4.37
3. 5B

6.33
a7ô

100.00

8.62

0. 71
7. 10
3.24
1. 93

30.32
3 .07
3.29
3.46
4.23
2.7 7

9.19
2.85
0. B2
r.28
2.68
8. 03
3.42
2.9I

100.00

13.45

0.7 5
6.2I
3.96
5. 53

24.35
3.49
6 .67
1. 51
5.75
3.24
6. 55
2-44
I ?O

1.68
1.80
3 .46
3.72
? 07

100.00

0.14

1. 09
1. 05
1. 01
1. 09
0.65
1. 10
7.r2
1. 07
0.99
r.07
0. 88
0. 99
1. 10
1. 13
1. 13
0.9s
1.10
I.I4

1. 3 9 2.16

0.65 0.68
0.89 0. 78
0.8] 0.99
0.27 0.78
2.71 2.I8
0.55 0.63
0.29 0. 60
I.26 0.55
0.81 1.11
0.65 0.76
1. BB t.34
r.r4 0.98
0.41 0.69
0.42 0.55
0.69 0.47
2.I2 0.91
0.59 0.65
0.38 0.51

Source: Calculated from: Appendix VI.

This is to note that the index is equal t.o unity where the proportion
of a regionrs labour force ín a specífic sector or industry is the
same as the proportion of the whole country?s labour force employed
in that sector. Indices different from one indicate the degree to
which employment in a particular sector is over represented (lq <1)
or underrepresented (LQ > 1) ín a given region. For furthur details
see, Isard, W. (1960), Methods of Regional Analysís (Regíonal Science
Studies Series: MIT Press):I24.
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specÍfic sect.or (for example, the agricultural labour force for the

nation as a whole) and for a specific districtr may not show a simiLar

pattern in the same sector when compared to the national agricultural

position in relatÍon to the total labour force. Thus, the position of

labour force sector for each district is reflected through differentÍal

structural patterns between regions, and indicates the strength and

weakness of labour force composition for each district to the national

average conditions" For example, Dacca and Sylhet, or Khulna and

Dinajpur had about the same share of the agrícultural labour force ín

1974, but the position of the agricultural sector within each of them

was compretely different when national average conditíons in the

distrÍbution of each sector vrere examined (Dacca LQ = 6.5 and Sylhet

LQ = L.09; or Khulna LQ = 0.BB and Dinajpur LQ = 1.13).

The concentration of employment opportunities in the agricultural

sector among Èhe districts ranged from LQ of 0.65 in the Dacca district

to as high as 1.14 in Rangpur distríct. Of 19 districts, only six

showed below natíonal average agricultural employment conditions. These

were Dacca, Chittagong, Khulna, Pabna, and Kushtia" In all, an overall

homogeneity of agriculture. is well represented by the "1ocalízation

curvefr in comparison to other sectors of the labour force in 1974

(Figure 4.1). The Iindex of concentrationrr,4 which is 0.09 for agrÍ-

culture, substantÍates the proposition that the concentration of agri-

culturar employment, with few exceptions, rras relatively nominal or

almost evenly distributed.

The Industrial Sector: The industrial proportion of the total labour

force reached its lowest point over the rasL 74 years Q90I-I974) in
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1974, r,¡hen it v¡as only 4.94 percent of the total labour force.

TheoretícaLLy, this sector is consÍdered the most dynamic and effective

for economÍc development of a country or region. This is because of

the higher elasticity of demand which exists for industríal and manu-

facturing goods and services compared to agricultural products. Thus

the extent of the labour force engaged Ín the industrial sector is often

taken as a crude measure of the level of economic development.

From Table 4.2 and Figure 4"1, the considerable extent of con-

centration of índustríal functions in Bangladesh can be observed. The

index of concentration (I) for this sector was 0.44. Only Dacca

district, the national capital, had about triple the national average

industrial labour force proportion. Industrial concentrations above

the national average vrere found in only five districts, namely, Pabna,

Khulna, ChÍttagong, Kusht.ia, and Tangail. It is worth noting that

Chittagong and Khulna, being the second and third largest urban con-

centrations, as well as having port facilities, ranked thírd and fourth

respectively in terms of industrial employment distribution. The

districts of Pabna, Kushtia, and Tangail presumably showed a hígher

industrÍal labour force concentration because of their smal1 cotÈage

and textile industries. Among the six districts with larger índustrial

employment concentrations, four of them, namely, Dacca, Pabna, Khulna,

and Chíttagong, altogether accounted for about 56.2 percent of the total

national industrial labour force" The concentration of industries

therefore does not. offer to be proportionate Èo population and areal

size of the districts, but rather, T¡¡as influenced by hístorÍcal and

locational developments associated wíth the colonial purposes. For

example, Dacca, with larger facilities of navigat.ional accessibilíty,
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developed as a trading and commercial center since the Mughal period

(tOtn century). Further, the establishment of Dacca as the provincial

capital of East Bengal in 1905 increased concentration of non-agricul-

tural occupat.ions Ín this area" The establishment of a port at

Chittagong v¡as determined by the need to export tea from the tea-

plantation in the Assam hinterland area (Kamaluddin, I974:77). Khulna

port was a substitute for the port at Calcutta, and supported mostly

jute export from the north and central Bengal hinterland areas. The

other districts having higher than average industrial employment resulted

from the conversion of local indigenous handloom cott.age industries to

the elect.ric-powered factory industries, of which a part \¡/ere established

in the rural areas. Rashid Qgll:454-57) cited rhat these handloom

cloth and hosiery industries employed about 35 percent of the total

industrial labour force during the 1960s, and were concentrated around

Baburhat-Narshingdi (Dacca), Bajítpur-Tangail, Shahzadpur (Pabna),

Santia (Kushtia), as well as in some other parts of the country such as

Faridpur and Comi11a" In this context, Sharif Q97B:50-53) noted that:
tt. o. the handloom weaving industrÍes are concentrated in
fÍve districts tracíng their old tradition in the rural
areas of these districts" They novr use machine made yarn
and use pov¡er looms.tt

He also pointed out that the prominence of places líke Tangail-BajiÈpur

were sustained by a greater demand in Dacca City. Likewise Pabna and

Kushtia generally catered to the needs of northern Bengal.

The remaining 13 districts have a below natíonal average condition

of índustrial worker particÍpation" Northern disÈricts such as Sylhet

(lq = 027), Mymensingh (LQ = 0"29), Rangpur (t-q = 0.3S), and Bogra

(lq = 0"42) appeared to the lowest regions. A greater regional disparit.y
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in the distributíon of industrial employment is clearly noticed by

the coefficient of variation (V) of 61"5 percent ( o = 2"54) compared

to that of 10.8 for the agricultural sector.

The regional concentration of the industrÍal labour force is

attributed to the 1aíssez-faire industrial locational policy followed

by the then Government of Pakistan. In I'a free market economyr', without

any deliberate polícy, the establishment of industries tends to be

agglomerated" Although such concentration of industries rationalizes

some of the costs relating to distance factors, it also creates greater

social and welfare costs. On t.he one hand, this process enhances

regional disparities by making Èhe contiguous regions labour and capital

catchment areas. 0n the other hand, relatively excessive agglomerations

require greater social investments in housing, health care, transporta-

tion and communications. These costs are at the expense of the national

resource allocation for the remaining regions in particular.

The Service Sector: From Table 4"1, it is seen that among the non-

agricultural labour force, the service sector has accounted for a

relatively larger share of the total labour force since 1911. By 1974,

the service sector had doubled the 1961 proportion, from about 8.2 per-

cent of the toÈal labour force to 16"0 percent. It is worth reiterating

that changes in the service sector in underdeveloped countries like

Bangladesh are characteristically different from the conditions in

developed countríes. This is because in the process of development,

sharp increases in the relative demand for manufacturing goods in

developed countríes led to increasing demand for such services as

transportation, communication, storage, finance, banking, and othe.r
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businesses and social servíces" These created a wide scope for the

growth of the service or tertiary sector" such services therefore

played an essentÍal and vital role, albeit indirectly, in the develop-

ment process. In contrast, ín underdeveloped countríes, the major

service sector was developed during the colonial era, for primarily

administration purposes such as for law and order, and to implement

and facilitate the supply of raw materials going from the hinterland

areas Èo the colonial overseas markets. consequently, the tertiary

sector in countries like Bangladesh did not have a stímulating impact

upon the development process as had been the case in the developed

countries. Moreover, with the rapid population growth in recent decades

and with the introduction of formal elementary education, the govern-

mental sector absorbed the maximum proport.ion of the service sector

labour force. A highly bureaucratic system evolved which contributed

1ittle to the development process. The remaining components of the

service sector v¡ere of a traditional character, such as petty business

and other informal sectors. The labour intensive bazaar system stil1

domínates the flow of goods and services within the peasant 
""ono*y.5

In Bangladesh, the regÍona1 pattern of concentration of the

service sector was found to be higher than agriculture, but lower than

industry (o= 7.94;v =53.2"L;r=0.44)" This pattern indicates rhe

existance of a considerable administrative base that was established

during the colonÍal regime throughout the country. The contemporary

urban super-structure of the country remains much the same in nature

and character as it was during the colonial period. The heaviest con-

centration of the service sector was found in four districts, namely,

Dacca, Chittagong, Khulna, and Barisal. I^iiËh the exception of Barisal
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district, three districts contained the rrdivisional headquartersr',

and were therefore in a privileged position for establishment of

coinmercial and industrial complexes. The extent of the disparity in

the service sector was considerable and was reflected in the uneven

distribution of tertiary employment among the districts of the country.

Sex-Differentials in the Sect.oral Composition of the Labour Force

The role of females and males had traditionally been differen-

tiated within Èhe family nucleus and within the society as a whole.

In Bangladesh society such roles are particularly divided between

activítíes that produce income to support the family and are generally

performed by men, and activities such as housekeepíng and the care of

children that are generally performed by women" This distinct.ive

pattern of particípatíon in economic activities by males and females

has already been examined in Chapter 2. However, it is of interest now

to consider if Èhere are significant differences in the sex-compositíon

of the labour force among economic sect.ors.

Male and female parÈicipation in the labour force in 1974 by

sector and by districts are presented in Table 4.3" The table shows

that distributíons differ in many respects" In Lerms of the agricul-

tural labour force, male parÈicipation accounted for more than 60

percent of the total labour force in all dístricts, except Dacca and

Chittagong. However, these tv¡o districts had also more than half of

their male work-force in agriculture" The agriculÈuraI sector also

accounted for the highest female participation in the labour force, but

it did not dominate Èhe patLern of female participation as greatly as

was the case for males.



TABLE 4.3 Percentage Share of the Labour Force by Economic Sector and Sex, Ig74

District

Chíttagong
Chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comilla
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
Mymens ingh
Tangail
Bar i sal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
D inaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Agriculture
(%)

58 .67

82"26
82.75
80.25
86.76
52.02
87.39
89.20
85 "47
78 "7I
84.90
69 "84
79.54
BB"2O
89 "44
89.18
75.77
86"84
90.34

Male

Industry
(L)

6.95

4.24
4.46
4.04
I.29

13.74
2.73
I.49
6.03
3.96
3 .18
9 "36
5.52
1.98
2.r2
3.26
9.87
3.02
T.B2

Service
e"

Source: Calculated from: Appendíx VI.

34.38

13. 50
12.79
T5.77
12.04
34.24

9. BB

9.31
7.90

17.33
LT.92
20. B0
L4.94
9.82
8.44
1 É1

14.36
10.14

7.84

Agr iculture
"L)

54 "09

96.53
BB.90
7 6.64
78. 06
44.45
75"56
78.13
58.26
59. 85
68.94
51.3 0
39.7t
56.I9
78"BB
88" 51
45.64
85. 00
78 "72

Female

Industry
g")

4 "87

0.16
? ?o

2 "36
2.28
5"90
3.74
0 "97

16.67
6 "64
4"76
6 "62

12"03
2 "92
L"2I
5 "28

30.36
T"2T
2"77

Service
(L)

4r"04

3"31
7 "7I

21. 00
19 "66
49 "65
20"70
20"90
25 "07
33"51
26"30
42"08
48 "26
40" 89
19 "82

6"2L
24"00
13 "79
18" s1

\o
ts
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In industry, males accounted for more than the national average

(4"9 percent of the total male labour force belongs to the industrial

sector) in six districts, namely, Chittagong, Dacca, Tangail,

Khulna, Kushtía, and Pabna" Female particÍpation in industry showed a

greater dispersion pattern, rangíng from 0"I6 percent of the total

female work-force in chíttagong Hill Tracts to as high as 30"4 percent

in Pabna (tab1e 4.3). Nevertheless, nine districts have showed above

the national average participation for females in industry. But only

three districts had a considerably greater proportion of females employed

in the industrial sector compared to the national average. The districts

of Pabna, Tangail, and Kushtia recorded about 3.L4r 16.7 and 12.0 per-

cent respectively of the female proportion in industry to the total

female labour force employed. As mentioned earlier, this pattern is

primarily attributed to the characteristics of smal1-scale text.ile and

handloom industríes, prevalenÈ in these districts, which can provide

jobs for a larger uneducated and unskilled female labour force.

A hígher participatíon of' females than males has been found ín

the service secLor in the country as a whole" In Dacca and Kushtia

dÍstricts, moreover, the servíce sector actually dominated female labour

force participatíon. In the districts of Dacca, Kushtia, Patuakhali,

Chittagong, and Khulna, females in the service sector accounted for

about 40 percent. of the total female rvork-force. Some of these dis-

tricts are relatively urbanized and industrialized in comparison to

other parts of the country"

In Bangladesh, more than 96 percent of the total labour force

is contributed by the males, thus duplicating the pattern of the total

labour force" Sectoral aspecÈs for both sexes combined have been



TABLE 4.4 Distribution of Male and Female Labour Force by Economic Sector, 1974 (Percentages)

D istrict

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comilla
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Bar i sal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal í
Bogra
Dinaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Agr icu 1 ture

Male

96"04

7I"25
93"00
97 "32
95.49
96 "29
97 "97
97 "05
98 "49
98" 05
98. 13
97 "66
98.82
97.56
96.87
92 "56
98"T4
94"82
96.93

FemaIe

3 "96

28"75
7. 00
2.68
4"5I
3 "71
2.03
2 "95
1. 51
1" 9s
r.69
2.34
1" 1B
2.44
3"13
7.44
1. B6
5"18
3.27

Male

Source: Calculated from: Appendix VI"

Industry

96.96

98.64
94"95
98.35
91. 51
89"10
96. B0
97.79
94.16
95.79
96 "95
97 "75
95. 03
94.53
97.87
88.41
9l-.24
97 .8I
94.44

Female

3"04

1"36
5. 06
1. 65
8.41

10.90
3.20
2"2I
5. B4
4"2I
3. 05
2.25
4"97
5 .47
2"20

11. 59
8.7 6

2.I9
5.56

Male

Service

94"93

92 "22
95 "95
96.29
92"L7
93 "87
95 "2I
92 "76
93. B0
95.18
95.55
93"81
92.7 7

85.94
92. 08
93.76
95.04
92-95
91. 60

Female

5.07

7.78
4"05
3.7I
7 "89
9"13
4.79
7.24
6 "20
4"82
4"45
6"19
7.23

t4. 06
7 "92
6 "24
4"96
7 "05
8"40

\o(,
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discussed in the precedÍng section" rf the patterns for females are

analysed by districts and sectors, their contributions as well as

differences from the males are likely to appear. In Table 4.4, the

position of females in the economy by sector is shown. Their most

important role was in the service sector, accounting for about six

percent of the total service employment in the country. Only in one

district, Patuakhali, females registered about 14 percent of persons

employed in services. Another extreme pÍcture can be seen in the case

of females ín agricultural works in the district of chittagong Hill

Tracts, where their participation ís very much above the national

average. The tribal and Buddhist religious values largely encourage

female participation in economic activities, particularly in the agri-

cultural sector.

Table 4.5 summarizes measurements of regional distribution

patterns of different economic sectors by sex" The coefficient of

variation values indicate that the hÍghest disparity r^ras recorded for

females in the índustrial sector, although in the case of males a

similar pattern ís apparent"

TABLE 4.5 Summary Measurements in the Distribution of the Labour
Force by Sector and Sex, 1974 (Percentages)

Male FemaleStat i stical
Measurements Agr" I nd. Ser 

"
Agr Ind. Ser.

o

u

V

10" sl

80" 9l

L2.98

3 "28

4.68

70.08

7 "86

r4"36

54"73

16.91 7 "II
68.59 6.00

24.65 118"50

13 "78

25.39

54.27

Source: Calculated from Table 4"3"
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In the distrÍbution of agricultural labour force by districts, females

were found to be more dispersed than males. In the service sector,

both sexes showed a similar extent of variation. Thus, ít is suggested

that greater regional disparities had existed for the industrial sector

arnong both sexes. This reflects the fact that a few growth regions had

greater economic opportunities through a concentration of industrial

employment, while other regions had lagged behind.

Rural-Urban Differentials in Sectoral Composition of the Labour Force

An analysis of the sectoral structure of the work-force is

relevant for the insight it produces on the organízaLion of the economy

and the level of technology attained by the broad rural-urban spatial

categories. Variables such as the nature of production and services

must be understood to provide policy guidelines for improving the quality

and productivity of manpower and for reducing unemployment and under-

employment.

Table 4.6 shows the rural and urban distrÍbutions of the employed

work-force in various economic sectors by distrÍct. It is seen that

about one-seventh of the total employed work-force was engaged in the

urban agricultural sector. In an underdeveloped country like Bangladesh,

the urban economic activities are not specíalízed. Thus, some of the

urban occupations are characterÍzed by the prÍmary production process,

such as specialized cultivation of gardening, anímal husbandry, and

bee-keeping. Also, because of 1ow income levels, larger portions of

the service sect.or have engaged in some other economic activities,

primaríly agricultural in nature. Moreover, in Bangladesh, the urban



TABLE 4"6 Distribution of the Labour
( Per c entage s )

D istr ic t

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comi 1 1a
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Bar i sal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
D inaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Agriculture Industry

72.92

92.02
85.90
82.07
87.92
74.2r
BB. 83
92.22
87.7t
80.76
87 "78
80. 88
83"30
BB" 76
91. 81
9L.84
79.29
90.22
92 "s9

Force by Economic Sector and Rural and Urban Residence, 1974

Rural

3.67

L.02
4.I7
3.76
1.16
9.33
2.43
1. 06
5.18
3. BB

3.05
6.43
5.23
L.97
1. 87
3.22
9. 55
2.50
I.67

Service

Source: Calculated from: Appendix VII.

23.36

6.96
oo?

14.r7
l-0"92
16"46
8.74
6"72
6. 51

15.3 6

9 "L7
12.69
LL.47
9.27
6.31
4"94

11. 16
7 "28
5 "74

Agr iculture

l-4.79

28.78
20.36
I0.25
2L.42

B. 10
25.59
25. B0
33.34
13.01
29.40

o ?7

24.05
20.89
10. B0
20.84
76.44
2I.95
26.64

Urban

Industry

76.42

23.58
9.31

12.83
8.3 B

2I.27
13.87

8. 9B

L4.90
7.74
6. 10

23.95
L0"77

3 .72
B. 2B
8.33

22"79
10. B9

6"36

Service

69 "39

47 "64
70.27
76"92
70 "20
70"63
60"54
65.22
5I"76
79 -25
64" 50
66. 68
65"18
75"39
80"92
70.83
60 "77
67.16
67"00

\o
Or
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areas cover a sígnificant part of rural habitation, and this contributes

substantially to enhance the agricultural proportion among the total

urban work-force, rn rural areas, more than 85 percent of the total

labour force is dependent upon the agricultural sector.

It ís significant that in the urban areas of the country, in-

dust.rial activíties accounted for only 17"0 percent of the total urban

employed populatÍon, and this level of employment is almost similar to

the size of the urban agricultural labour force. This suggests that

the urban areas also possessed to a large extent t.he rural character-

istics of primary production; this may be attributed to accelerated

rural-urban migration. Lack of research and information on this aspect

stands in the way of any conclusion, and may be taken to be of interest

for further research.

In contrast to the relatively low indust.rial employment, the

service sector accounted for as high as 68.7 percent of the total urban

employed work-force. Moreover, even ín the rural areas, thís sector

accounted for as high as one-tenth of the

which was engaged in local wholesale and

working population, most of

retail trading (haat-bazaar),

and other socíal and public services Like collection of revenue, postal,

police, and health services, as well as agricultural extension services.

In contrast, the service sector in urban areas performs both govern-

mental and private functions.

The regional differences for urban and rural areas give a

distinct.ive picture in terms of the diversification of the economy,

Table 4.7 summarizes the measurements of regional distríbution patterns

of different economic secËors by rural-urban residence" The values of

coefficient of variation suggest Ëhat the highest dispariÈy was recorded
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for industrial sectors in both rural and urban areas. Agricultural

and service sectors showed a low degree of díspersion in rural and

urban areas respectively" This suggests that regíonal distribution

of economic activíties was followed by Ëhe division of labour.

TABLE 4.7 Sunrnary Measurements in the Distribution of the Labour
Force by Sector and Rural-Urban Residence (Percentages)

Rural UrbanSt.atistical
Measurements Agr. Ind. S er. Agr - Ind. Ser.

U

u

V

6. 06

85.84

7 .06

2.53

3.78

66.93

4.56

10.38

/,? o?

7 "47

20.06

37.24

6.36 8.3 B

12"53 67 "38

50.76 12.44

Source: Calculated from Table 4.6"

Occupational Composition of the Labour Force by District

In a predominantly agrarian society where both agricultural and

non-agricultural sectors are characterized by símp1e methods of produc-

tion, one may expect a closer relationship between the sectors and

occupational patt.erns than is found in a more advanced country.

Phelps-Brown (1962:86-87) pointed out that the deployment of the labour

force by occupation is inÈerlocked with the deploynent of industry and:

rrindeed in the simpler form of divísion of labour,
when each man makes only one product. but himself performs
all the processes that go into makíng it, occupation and
industry coincide" ."". As soon, however, as men specialize
ín processes, a difference appears'r (Phelps-erowrt, 1962:86)"

Given the size of the agrÍcu1Èural labour force in Bangladesh
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and its proportion in the total economy, a high degree of homogeneity

exists beÈween occupational and sectoral distribution of the labour

force. The closeness between labour force sectors and occupational

groups is partly borne out Ín Table 4.8, which provides the distrí-

bution of labour among the regions of the country. Comparing the

occupational distribution in Table 4.8 with the sectoral distribution

in Tables 4.3 and 4.6, it is found that the agricultural sector consists

almost entirely of rrfarmers, fishermen, hunters, loggers, and related

workersr'" Even in the more developed economies, the organization of

agriculture is not yet complex enough to involve substantial numbers

of skilled manpower caÈegories other than those classified as rrfarmersrr.

Looking at other non-agricultural occupations within the labour

force, it is found that workers Ín transport, craftsmen, and general

labourers were the largest occupation groups in all distrícts. Their

proportion is significantly higher in the more industrialized districts.

The next largest group was that of rrsales workers'r followed by trservice,

sports and recreation workersrr and in some cases rrprofessional and

technical v¡orkers'r" Again, the proportion of the labour force employed

in these occupations was highest among the relatively industrialized

d is tr icts.

Consídering the share of the total labour force employed ín

white-co11ar) professional, technical, administrators, clerical and.

sales workers), blue-co11ar (transport and conrnunication workers,

craftsmen, production-process workers) and service workers, iÈ must be

concluded that the counLry has a long way to go ín terms of socio-

economic development" The proportions of whíte-co11ar workers were

very 1ow at only 7 "7 percent of Èotal labour force, whereas in a



TABLE 4"8 Distribution of l4ajor occupatíonal Groups of the Labour Force (Employed), 1974 (percentages)

D istrict

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comil 1a
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Barísal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
D inaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangladesh

Profess ional
and Technical

2"49

1.2I
I.95
2"09
I.76
2 "58
r.42
I.46
L.62
2.25
1. 9B
2.r5
2. 00
7.69
r.82
r.47
r.69
L.67
r.37

T.87

AdmÍn istrat ive
and Management

0.29

0.10
0.I2
0.11
0.08
0.61
0.07
0.08
0.03
0.07
0.04
0.I7
0.08
0.05
0.07
0. 06
0.09
0.07
0.06

0.15

Clerical

2"05

0. 85
0. 83
1.07
0.62
2"57
0. s9
0.69
0.66
0.82
0"7I
1.40
r"37
0.61
0"62
0.61
0.66
0.66
0.58

1" 04

Source: Calculated from Appendix VIII.

Sales

9. 00

2.56
3.45
4.76
3.77
9.49
3. B1
3.30
2.42
5. 60
4.4r
7. 01
4.70
2.89
2.28
1.98
4.90
2.94
l. 84

4.67

Service

3.82

1. 69
1. 13
1.56
1.19
4.52
1.01
1.56
r.23
T.28
1.14
2.54
L.87
0. B6
t.73
1.3s
1.41
L.43
r. 61

1" 93

Agr iculture

58"39

86.00
83"11
80"35
86. 63
51.93
86 "92
BB. 82
84. B9
78.42
84.58
69.28
78"75
86. 06
89.00
89. 10
74.77
86. 90
89 "99

79.LL

Product.ion
and Transport

23 "96

7 "59
9 "4L

10" 06
5.95

28"30
6. 1B
4.09
9"1s

11. 56
7.TT

L7 "45
TI"23

6 "94
4"48
5 "43

16.48
6"33
4" 55

11"23

H
O
O
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developed country such as Canada the corresponding proportion ín 1980

was 49.9 percent (International Labour Office, 1980:84). In rhis

context, it should be emphasized that an index of proportion of all

white-co1lar jobs is not necessarily an adequate index of technological

oï economic development (¡affe and Stewart, 1961::-46). This Ís because

ít does not take into account the quality of white-collar work. It

seems safe to assert that the quality of white-collar workers as a

group in Bangladesh is not at par with that of developed countries.

In Bangladesh, more than half of the white-collar workers were sales

workers, most of whom were supposedly involved in petty, marginal-type

tradÍng, whereas most of the sales activity in developed countries is

an organized form and consists of highly specialized sales occupatÍons.

A similar condition may be assumed for blue-co11ar workers, because

the transport and communication system is limited in the hands of

public sector, and the craftsmanship and production-process involving

occupations is mostly organized by small-scale entrepreneurs. Further

research, applyíng a reclassification on the basis of traditional and

modern occupational sectors \,¡ithin each occupation group, would help

in an understandíng of the differences of occupation in contrasting

socio-economic environments.

The characteristics Ëhat are found ín the analysis of the dis-

tribution of the labour force by occupation in the country as a whole

and among the districts can be summarized as follows: (a) Dístribution

of the labour force by occupation ís virtually the same as the sectoral

distribution of economic activiÈíes of the populatÍon in most of the

regions. The little distinction between these two classifications of

the labour force 
- 

occupatÍonal and sectoral structure 
- 

signifies a
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low degree of development and industrialization throughout the

country, (U) fne blue-collar workers t.hat form part of the non-

agricultural labour force, and that play a relatively more direct role

in material productíon, are found to be concentrated in only a few

districts, such as Dacca, Chittagong, Khulna and Pabna (table 4.8)"

(c) e simílar pattern also emerges in the case of white-collar workers.

This indicates that the growth regions gained more opportunitíes from

all sub-sectors of the labour force. (a) Wittr respect. to spatial

distribution patterns, occupat.ional categories show signíficant dis-

parity in the country. This picture is identical to that of the

economic categories of the labour force. However, this sÍgnifies that

the division of labour force categories in Bangladesh remain in a

relatively simple form in the absence of more specialized occupations.

Summarv

In thís chapter, tv¡o major aspects of labour force structure

in terms of economic sectors in Bangladesh have been analysed 
- 

firstly,

analysís of labour force trends by sectors; and secondly, the examin-

ation of patterns of spatial concentration and dispersion of the labour

force by sectors.

It has been observed Èhat the trend of labour force sectors in

underdeveloped countries, and particularly in Bangladesh, does not

fo1low the sequential transformation of economic sectors, from agri-

culÈure to índust.ry, and subsequent.ly to the service sector. Never-

theless, the analysis of labour force sectors for the period of 1900-

1960 índicates Lhat agrículture has remained as the dominant economic
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activity in Bangladesh since the beginning of the century. The service

sector grew in subsequent decades, although íts proportion was less

than one-sixth of the total labour force" The proportion of the in-

dustrial sector to the total labour force in the country remained

nominal, or even declÍned slowly" Long colonial domination over the

territory, predominance of an orthodox set of values and expectations,

and the traditional nature of socio-economic institutíons together have

hindered indusÈrial development"

The examinat.íon of spatial patterns of economic sectors by

disÈricts indícates that industrial employment is relatively concentrated

in the country, compared to other economic sectors. The pattern of

agricultural employment shows a relat.ively uniform distribuÈion among

the districts" A simpler technological know-how is needed in this

sector as well as capital investment. In contrast, the industrial

sector has a more dynamíc role in economic development, and requires

more specialized training and ski1l as well as large-scale capital in-

vestment, which is lacl<íng in Bangladesh" The concentration of the

industrial sector in some privileged regions suggests that favourable

economic opportunities are being distributed by a polarized development

process. This proposition is also supported by Èhe analysis of Èhe

patterns of occupational distribution ín the country; relatively produc-

tive, albeit indírect, blue-collar occupatÍons were found to be concen-

trated ín the índustrialized districts.

The above synchronic analysis of the patLerns

sectors provídes a basis for explaining the dynamics

economic sectors Èo be discussed in Èhe next chapter.

economic

the growth of

of

of



CHAPTER 5

REGIONAL VARTATTON AND DYNAMICS OF LABOUR FORCE CHANGE, 196L_I974

The first section of this chapter will focus on inter-regional

variations of the labour force among the distrÍcts of Bangladesh" It

will also examine sex differentials in growth pat.terns. The second

part, of this chapter consists of an analysis of the patterns and

dynamics of regional variation of dÍfferent economic sectors of the

labour force in the counÈry" The main focus will be to identify the

nature and characteristics of change in regional labour force sectors,

and the processes by which they are affecting the spatial forms and

organizations over Èime. However, on the basís of most recent available

data, the period of 1961 -Ig74 has been analysed in order to determine

the regional growth patterns and variations in terms of the labour

force changes in Bangladesh.

Patterns in the Variation of the Total Labour Force (flf) 196r-1974

The percentage change in the Tot.al Labour Force (fi,f) in the

districts of Bangladesh for the period of 196I-1974 fell wirhin rhe

range of -18.8 (Comilla) and 53.4 (Dacca) (U = 22.0; V = 63.I7.; see

Appendix IX)" The resulted spatial patterns show trlo\¡r'rr growth raËe in

Ëhe eastern peripheral districts, namely, Comil1a, Noakhali, Mymensingh,

and Chittagong Hill Tracts (pígure 5"1)" Among them, three districts

are in high density zones of population distribution (ahmed, 1976:38),

which show a decline or negative growÈh rate of Èhe TLF" In this

connection, it should be mentioned that these districts have also ex-

perienced a negaÈive net migration of populaÈion during this inter-censal

I04
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period (Appendix x)" rt may be assumed that the migration patterns

have been age selective and the manpower loss of working age cohorts

thus considerably affected the change in the proportion of TLF in these

districts" choudhury (1928) supported thÍs proposition while he

studied 68 villages of four thanas in the district of Mymensingh. He

observed that the migration characteristícs were male and young adult

age selective" Migrants aged 20-39 years constituted 58 percent of

the total migrant populatíon"

All the districts located west of Jamuna and Gorai-Madhumati

river regísteredllhighrrandrrvery high" growth rates of labour force

proportion. These also included the coastal districts of Patuakhali

and the central district of Dacca which contained the capital city.

The overall pattern, however, is caused by the fact that a majority of

Èhe relatively sparsely populated v/estern districts received the

larger portion of ín-migrants from the densely populated and supposedly

agriculturally saturated districts" Dacca city, since Íts establishment

as the provincial capital of East Pakistan ín 1947, had received major

privileges in past. development p1ans, particularly for non-agrícultural

establishments by the public sectors. Also, after the Liberation in

1971, and with the changed status as the national capít.al, the city

aËtracted an enormous population, especíally from the easÈern districts.

A survey conducted by the Center for Urban Studies (CUS, 1976)

supports such a proposition" It suggests that duríng the post-

Liberation period, there vrere considerable changes in migration patterns

both for economic and socío-political reasons. The rate of migration

to urban areas accelerated (cus, 1976:10). rn an interesting survey

of bastee (slum) populaÈion Ín Dacca city and its impact, Qadir (l9l5)
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showed that the majority of the sample in-mÍgrants came from southern

and eastern districts, such as Faridpur, Barisal, Comi1la, rural Dacca

and Noakhali. Their respective percentages of the total in-migrants

were 27r 24r 20,12, and 5. Qadir observed that the rate of bastee

growÈh in Dacca city declined for a short period after 1962, but since

1969 iL started to increase rapidly" This indÍcates a further large-

scale influx from rural areas of the country. she also showed that

more than 25 percent of the sample populat.ion changed it.s economic

activity after l-97I, of which a large proportion v¡ere peasants ß2

percent of the total population who have changed their occupation after

Liberation), day labourers (20 percent), and industrial factory workers

(15 percent) (Qa¿ir, 1975:38). The change in activir.y patÈerns of the

population in the country may be correlated with a geographical shift

of the labour force.

Much of the migration can be attrÍbuted to the gradual deterior-

ation of rural socio-economic conditions in recent times. This

deterioration of rural areas is primaríly related to the process of

accelerating income and social polarizatio¡ (A1amgir, l-978:19-37);

Choudhury, I97B). As a matter of fact, accompanied with high population

growth and a low level of technology, skill and education, the rural

means of production in agriculture concentrates ownership in fewer hands

(Integrated Rural Development Program, 1977263-66). The consequences

affect adversely agricultural ouÈput and reduces income and employment

opportunities. Drastic reductions of basic necessities in household

consumption inítiate and accelerate the flow of uprooted people from

high densíty to low density zones of population distribution as well

as to the urban areas"
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A1so, whatever surplus emerges from agricultural production is

usually reinvested in urban areas, primarily in petty trades, conmer-

cial services and other related sectors" This is facilitated by the

opportunity for a relatively small amount of capit.al investment in

urban service sectors in the country. Choudhury (1978:9-I2) indicated

that, for example, in Mymensingh villages, remittances to sons and

other kin for educational expenses, result. in an out-flow of cash-

capital from the villages" Some 12"2 percent of the total households

in the sample villages could afford this remittance out-flow in

addition to their household consumption. However, ín traditional

socieÈy, Èhis kind of capital transfer is considered a necessary in-

vestment for social and fínancíal security for parents in their old

ages. Also, the predominance of a general educatÍon curricuLum in

the established formal educational institutions that drive the young

graduates to seek jobs in service sectors, especially in administrative,

professional, clerical and other related occupations, will eventually

lead them to settle in urban areas. The concern for social prestige

(maan-sammaan) geLs prioriÈy ín seeking urban jobs rather Èhan the

question of income. As a consequence, separation from direct. involve-

ment in agricultural producÈion is considered a low to high social

mobilíty. Thus, social forces yield the perception of rural-urban

migration as a part of family level aspirations"

Besídes thÍs social dynamism, urban dominatÍon is an important

factor to attract enormous population influx from the rural areas to

the urban areas in the country (elamgir, I97B:116-118; du Guerney,

1978:33-36). In rhis respecr, Alamgir (tgZg:116) srared rhar on rhe

one hand, financíal resources, wherever they are mobilized, are
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ultimately transferred to the urban areas" This inevitably happens

because financial institutions are mostly located in urban areas. On

the other hand, the allocation of physical resources (moveable type),

wherever generated, is controlled from urban areas. He also mentioned

that since the seat of administrative and political power is located

in urban areas, the state is more sensitive to the reaction of the

urban population to various policies. Therefore, political auÈhority

is more responsive and biased to the demands for urban population in
Igeneral"* In fact, this authoritative image of the urban areas ís

largely responsible for drawing potential migrants from rural areas.

However, the process ís not to be seen in terms of the spatial duality

in a rural-urban continuumr2 brla the geographic mobility of population

from rural to urban areas is to be considered an effect of class

exploitation in a class-based society like Bangladesh.

Variation in the labour force growth, on the one hand, depends

on the policies and programrnes of local and national resource mobil-

ization that creates newer employment opportunities. On the other

hand, it. relates to the dynamics of the demographÍc components. It

may be assumed that rural to rural and rural to urban migration of

population from the east.ern and south-eastern districËs to the western

and central districts determined the major change in the proportion of

the economically act.ive population. In spite of this, the regionalism

of activity patterns and their variation have been the result of

regional differences in natural increase. The increasing success in

eradicating some cornrnunícable diseases and epidemícs, and controlling

the incidence of famine, especially in the western districts, has

result.ed ín improved ínfant mortality rates over the last decade. This
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cohort consequently resulted in the increase of the manpower group in

these areas during I96l-L974. It is probable that other factors like

industrial location, transport and communication systems, diffusion of

agricultural technology, introduction of universal elementary education

and other socio-economic variables also contributed to the inter-

regional varíation of the TLF and its changes over time.

With reference to the preceding discussion, it is interesting

to examÍne the degree of cross-sectional inter-relationships between

the percentage change in TLF during 196I-1974 among the distrícts of

the country and other selected demographic and socio-economic variables,

namely, 1ífetime net migration rate 1961-1-974; rate of urbaniza1Lon

1967-1974; rate of change in literacy during 1961-1974; rate of popu-

lation growth L96I-I974; man-land ratio; per capiÈa rice production;

and the location quotient of manufacturing industry. However, the

characteristics of the selected variables are static as well as dynamic

by nature.

The lifetime net migration rate is measured using tine I974 census

enumeration onrrplace of birthr'. From a comparison of the 1961 data,

dimensions of neÈ migration for each districË during 1961-1974 have

been computed. The rate of urbanization ís measured by computing the

percentage change in urban population in each district" The rate of

change in the literate population and the rate of populatíon growth are

also measured in terms of the percentage change during 196I-1974" The

man-land ratio represented for I974 is measured as the proportion of

rural population to total cultivable land area unit (per acre). This

is considered to be a refined measure of general population densiLy.

Per capita rice production is taken as an index of agriculÈural
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efficiency and measured in pounds" The index of locatíon quotient in

manufacturing is considered to represent the degree of industrializa-

tion" This is measured as the labour force engaged in this sector in

the country in 1974"

The matrix of correlation coefficients is presented in Table 5"1"

rt should be mentioned that, to make causal inferences, one needs not

only to understand the statist.ical association but also possess

sufficient empirical basís and knowledge" Nevertheless, the hypothesis

concerning the positive association between the rate of change in TLF

during 1-96I-1974 and the rate of net migration appears to be supported

(tIZ = +0.59).

Also, migration has contributed sÍgnificantly to tot,al popula-

tion growth and dístributíon among the districts during the ínter-censal

períod (Government, of Bangladesh, 1977zI2). This can be seen in the

correlatíon coefficient between them (rr, = +0.47). The only other

noteworthy relationship is expressed between the rate of urbanization

and the index of industríalization (rr, = +0"46)" From Appendix X, it

is seen thaÈ, in Bangladesh, the highest levels of urban growt.h have

taken place in only few districts during 196I-1974: namely in Tangail

(383 percent); Dacca (243 percent); Khulna (254 percent); PatuakhalÍ

(248 percent); and Chittagong (173 percent). Among these disËricts,

an above nat.ional average conditíon in the manufacturing sector was

found in Tangail, Dacca and Khulna dístricÈs" This pattern suggests

that wherever industrialization has taken place within the country,

urbanization has also occurred" This is more applicable to the prímate

cities and larger industrial concentrations (A1amgir, l-978:151-2)"

The overall patterns of association between Èhese socio-economic
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and demographic variables selected above are clearly índicative of

some possible general features relating to TLF growth" A micro-1evel

sÈudy on the determinants of socio-economic processes would be helpful

to reach a more comprehensive and meaningful conclusion.

Sex Differential Pat.terns of VariaÈion in the Labour Force

rn Bangladesh, the Male Labour Force (yl,¡') showed a much higher

percent.age change in comparison to the Female Labour Force (¡'l-p):

during L96I-L974, about 32.8 percent for the MLF and 9.9 percent for

the FLF change (see Appendix IX). This simply reflects rhe male

dominance in economic and socía1 roles in Èraditíonal societ.y. Of

interest in this section, however, is whether any significant regional

differences exist in labour force growth patterns between males and

females.

Figure 5.2 shows Èhe pattern of regional varíation by percentage

change of MLF. The rrlowrr rates have been registered by the southern

districts of rractive delta" zone, namely, Patuakhali, Barisal, and

Faridpur. This category included one northern district - Mymensingh.

Notably, all of these district,s have lost some populaÈion during 1961-

I974. However, the 111o!ù'rr MLF ín these districts is primarily caused

by out-migration, which is characterized by male select.ive out-f1ow

of adult age population. This has adversely affected the MLF Ín these

dístricts of migration origin"

A rrmoderaterr percentage change of Èhe MLF was recorded by the

densely populated Comilla and Noakhali districts" Chittagong Hill

Tracts, with Èhe dominance of tribal people, also regist.ered in this
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category. Among the remaÍning districts, the western districts of

Bogra and Kushtia v¡ere included in I'moderate" category"

The other western dístricts, along with one north-eastern

district, show a hígher percentage increase than the national average

conditíon ín MLF" The most privileged districts, namely, Dacca and

Chíttagong, which have the most urbanized and industrialized areas,

recorded a rrvery highlr percentage increase in the case of MLF"

Out of the 19 districts, ten regisÈered a negative FLF growth

rate, which means Èhat the size of the FLF decreased in these districts

during the study period" It should be mentioned that the changes in

the census definit.ions resulted in such a pattern in the country.

This explanation is quit.e reasonable in view of the absence of the

socio-political changes which could enforce ínvoluntary retirement of

females from the labour force caÈegory. As stated above, in the 1961

census, it was only necessary to be helping a member of the famíly in

order to be included in the labour force enumerat.ion, whereas in Èhe

1974 census, a female must have been self-supporting before she v¡as

included in the labour force (Government of Bangladesh, 1977:3)" Thus,

the unpaid female family workers who were included in the 1961 count

were largely excluded in the 1974 count. They were classified as

rrhouse-wives'r in the 1974 census" However, this contributed consider-

ably to the inverse growÈh of the I'LF ín the 10 districts of the country.

In contrast to the patterns of MLF, the nine western districts,

excluding Rangpur and Jessore, indicated an above the national average

percentage increase in FLF. But the eastern districts, including Dacca,

recorded a decline in the size of the FLF" The percentage change in

FLF suggests that population movement, parLicularly age-sex selecÈive
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rural to rural migration from the eastern dístricts to the western

part of the country, may have resulted in a more dependent population

in eastern regions" rn other words, a higher child dependency burden

usually suggests there r¡ras a higher enumeration of females in the

trhousewivesrr category" Finally, the distinct sex-differential patterns

of the regional labour force change could be understood provided

sufficient data on sex-categorized breakdov¡ns of demographic character-

istics were available"

Patterns of Variation in the Labour Force by Economic Sectors 1961-1974

The purpose of thís section ís to analyse the patterns of labour

force (employed) growth and change integrating both the regional and

sectoral dímensions. In the preceding section, the labour force is

analysed in terms of those who are employed as well as the unemployed

populaÈion" LIith respect to a direct contribution to the production

processes, analysis of the employed v¡ork-force can provide a relatively

refined magnítude of regional and sectoral growth patterns. In this

section, sectoral growth patterns among the regions in Bangladesh and

t.heir varíations over time are therefore examined only considering the

employed proportíon of the labour force"

Table 5.1 shows the patLerns on the percentage varíatÍons of

the labour force by each economic sector among the districts of Bangladesh

duríng the period of 1961-1974" The percentage changes in the agri-

cultural employed labour force fell within the range of -33.1 (Comilla)

to 37"5 (Kushtia); ( lr = I2"0; v = I56.6"L; see Appendix Xr). our of

Èhe 19 district.s, fÍve indicated a decline in agricultural employment
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condítíon during l-96I-1974 ranging from -0.4 percent to -33.1 percent

(see Appendix XI). These disLricts are Comi11a, Noakhali, Chittagong,

and Chittagong HÍ11 Tracts. In total, eighÈ districts registered in

the rtvery lowrr and rrlowrr categories (Tab1e 5.2)" Most of these

districts are located ín the high density zones of population distri-

butÍon (more than 1500 population per square mile), and experienced

considerable net out-migration during inter-censal period of 1961-1974-

Only Chitt.agong Hill Tracts has a characteristic of sparsely distri-

buted settlement.s" I^lith about 86 percent of forest area of the total

land area, opportunity for agricultural cultivation is quite limited

in this district. However, only two relatively industrialized districts,

namely, Chittagong and Khulna recorded a below average percentage change

in agricultural employment.

TABLE 5.2 Variation in the Agricultural Labour Force (Employed),
rg6r-1974.

Percentage Changes Character i st ics Districts

Below -6"79

-6.79". "12.00

12"0r" " "30"79

30"80 and over

Very Low

Low

Moderate

H igh

Comi11a, Noakhalí and
Mymensingh

Chittagong, ChitÈagong Hill
Tracts, Barisal, Sylhet,
and Khulna

Tangail, Faridpur, Rangpur,
Dacca, Patuakhali, Pabna,
Jessore, Dinajpur, and Bogra

Rajshahi and Kushtia

Source: Calculated from: Appendix XI"

In conÈrast, the cenÈral and wesÈern districts of the country
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showed an above average percentage increase ín this sector" Notably,

the district of Rajshahi with the divisional headquarter, and Kushtia

district which is relative industrialized, recorded t'hígh" percentage

increase in agricultural employnent (more than 30"8 percent). Since

the 1960s, in both of these districts, the high yietding rÍce varieties

have been replacing traditional varieties with increased use of

irrigation and chemical fertilizers (Arthur and McNicoll , I97B:32) "

This modernization in agriculture may have resulted in relatively higher

employment opportunities through increasing income and wages for agri-

cultural labour and subsequent. immigration from other areas for such

job opportunities" For example, the 1974 census recorded an in migration

o1. 141724 population in Kushtia district during 1961-1974 (Government

of Bangladesh, I977 225).

The overall pattern ín the regional variations in agricultural

employment during 1961-1974 Lndícated that a negative magnitude of

change took place in the densely populated eastern distrícts, while the

T¡restern districts r,rit.h a relatively low degree of population pressure

have registered a higher positive íncrease in this sector. These two

contrary magnitudes of change resulted in a nominal average percentage

change in the agricultural work-force for the nation as a whole (only

12.0 percent) "

The dynamics of regional variations in agricultural employment

were signifícantly characterized by the inter-district population move-

ment. The correlatíon coefficient of +0.56 between the percentage

changes in agríeu1tura1 work-force and the net migratíon rates sub-

stantially supports this proposítion" It may be assumed that íncreasing

population pressure on land and lack of employment in the agrícultural
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sector in the eastern dÍstricts have resulted in mass up-rooting from

these areas" The direction of the flow of migration of this population

was tovlards the vrestern part of the country, where a relatively favour-

able man-land ratio was prevalent"

The distributional patterns of the changes in the employed

labour force in the Índustrial sector during 1961-1974 ranged from -52.8

(Mymensingh) to 194.8 (Tangail) ; ( Ì-t = 7.7; Y = 757 "I"L; see Appendix

XI). From Table 5.3, it is seen that, in total, 10 districts registered

a decline in their industrial work-force. These districts are mostly

Èhe peripheral districts located in south-eastern, north-eastern and

vrestern part of the country. Among these districts, Mymensingh exper-

íenced maxÍmum decline in industrial employment GSZ.B percent) and

registered rrlowrr in the distribution patterns of percentage changes in

Èhis sector. This districÈ ís predomínantly agricultural, and with

íncreasing population pressure, large scale population out-migration

took place in the absence of ernployment opportunÍties in the non-

agrícu1tura1 sector"

0n1y eight disÈricts, most of which are in the central part of

the country, registered a I'moderaterr percentage increase in industrial

employrnent. Four districts in this category, namely, Dacca, Khulna,

Comilla and Pabna are the most industrialized regions in the country.

Among the industrially advantaged districts, only Chittagong dístrict

recorded in the rrlovlrr category. This may be because of the fact that

the port and industrial belt in Khulna have been developed with priority

for jute export during the I960s" On the other hand, after the

partition of India, Chittagong port lost, its hinterland of Assam tea

plantation and export" However, only Tangail district indícated a
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considerable positive increase in this sector (194"8 percent). This

may be because of the fact that, on the one hand, major small cottage

and handloom industries have been converted into power driven factories.

On Èhe other hand, the new administrative set-up and raised status from

a subdivisional to a district, may have attracted considerable private

capítal for investment in the industrial sector during the late 1960s

and the earlier part of the 1970s.

TABLE 5.3 Variation in the Industrial Labour Force (Employed),
196I-1974

Percentage Changes Characteristícs Districts

Below -50.24

-50.24...7.67

7 .68. . .65.59

65.60 and over

Very Low

Lov¡

Moderate

H igh

Mymensingh

Sylhet, Chittagong,
Chittagong Hí11 Tracts,
Bogra, Jessore, Kushtia,
Patuakhali, Faridpur, and
Raj shahi

Noakhali, Rangpur, Dacca,
Barisal, Pabna, Khulna,
Dinajpur, and Comilla

Tangaí1

Source: Calculated from: Appendix XI.

In sum, it is seen that the industrial sector of the economy,

whích characteristieally requires a more specialized function of

productio¡r, vras spatially becoming polarized over time. TheoreËically,

a decline in the proportion of the labour force Ín agriculture relaÈive

to other sectors is generally considered a positive step towards

economic development" But a concomitant increase. in the industrial

sector is prerequisite for such development, aÈ least in the initial
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stages of economíc development" In the Bangladesh context, it is

alarming that the expansion in the industríal sector in few growing

regions had taken place, but at the expense of other peripheral

regions. Notably, in the country as a whole, the percentage change in

the índustrial sector was nominal during the 1961-1974 period 
- 

only

7" 7 percent" The spatial variation in industrÍal emplo1'rnent growth in

the country clearly suggests that the process was followed by increas-

ing polarized development. This has resulted in further widening of

the regional gaps.

As discussed earlier, one undeniable fact that characterizes

the majority of underdeveloped countríes for the last 30 years is that

the urban areas of these countries have been growing massÍvely. The

urban growth had not been associated with a rate of industrial growth

fast enough to provide nehrer employment opportunities for the rapidly

increasing populatíon. Although the proportional size of urban popu-

lation in many South-East Asian counÈries st.ill remains a low propor-

tion of the total population, the alarmingly rapid growth must be

attributed to the dynamics of rural socio-economic condit.ions. In an

environment of diffusion of elemenÈary education and mass conrnunicatÍon,

gradual deterioration of the rural economy and lack of employment,

particularly in Èhe non-agricultural sector, resulted in a large in-

flux of populatíon in urban areas. The majority are absorbed in the

labour-íntensive service sector since this sector provides a relatively

flexible scope of employment in the private sector and additional and

illegal services in public sectors.

The emergence of the service sector to a position of importance 
-

even dominarrce 
- 

in the highly developed indusÈrialized nations has
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been accepted as an íntegral and necessary evolutíon of these economÍes.

Thus, a high proportion of service employment in developed countries is

positively correlated with a considerable degree of economic develop-

ment and leve1 of urbanization. In respect to underdeveloped countries,

a similar high level of service employrnent should not be regarded in

the same favourable light" This is because marginal productivity of

additional labour deployment in the labour-intensive service sector is

very low or even absent in underdeveloped economies.

In the light of the above díscussion, the patterns of regional

variation in the service sector employment among the disÈricts of

Bangladesh are analysed. It is seen thaÈ, in this sect.or, all of the

districts in the country showed a sizeable increase during the period

of I96L-I974, ranging from 67.6 percent (Faridpur) to 170.3 percenr

(Dacca); ( p = l-I3.35; V = 31.5"L; see Appendix XI). At the national

level, the size of the labour force employed in the servíce sector

more than doubled during the 1961-I974 ín:uer-censal period.

From Table 5"4, it is observed that the peripheral districts

such as Dínajpur, Patuakhali, and Chittagong Hí11 Tracts showed a r'lo\n'tl

percentage increase in service sector employment compared to other parts

of the country" Also, a percentage increase belov¡ the national average

was registered in the predominantly agricultural northern and wesLern

districts (Mymensingh, Rangpur, Bogra, and Jessore), and in the

relatively indusÈrialized districts (Chittagong, Tangail, and Kushtia).

Among the remaining districts wiLh divisional headquarters, Rajshahi

and Khulna recorded a rthighlr service sect.or employment growth. The

relatively industrialized district, Pabna, registered ín the same

category. The densely populat,ed cenÈra1 districts, namely, Dacca,
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Comi1la, Noakhali and Barisal, recorded a ?'very hígh" percentage

increase in the employed servíce sector of the labour force. Although

the pattern of service sector employment did not follow the pattern of

íncreasing regíonal variation among the districts, its gïowth tended

t.o be locationally concentrated in the advanÈaged central regions as

well as in the relatively industrialized districts.

TABLE 5.4 Variatíon in the Service Labour Force (Employed), 196I_1974

Percentage Changes CharacterÍstics Districts

Below 77.57

77 "57-Ll3.34

113 .3 5-149. 12

Low

Moderate

High

FarÍdpur, Dinajpur,
Patuakhali, and Chittagong
Hill Tracts

Mymensingh, Jessore, Bogra,
Rangpur, ChÍttagong, Kushtia,
and Tangail

Rajshahi, Sylhet, Khulna,
and Pabna

Comilla, Barisal, Noakhali
and Dacca

L49.73 and over Very High

Source: Calculated from: Appendix XI

Figure 5.3 depicts the comparative pictures of the patterns in

the labour force changes during 1961-1974 among the economÍc sectors.

Three major characteristics are distinguishable from Figure 5"3:

(i) Changes in Ëhe agricultural employment sector were nominal at the

national 1eve1, whereas regionally the eastern districts experienced

a decline and the western districts expanded job opportunities in this

sector" (ii) In the case of the industrial sector, the national growth

rate was least among the three broad economic secÈors. Most of the
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peripheral districts experienced a decline in industrial employment

during L96I-1974, and whatever expansion took place was concentrated

in the central districts" In all, growth in the productive sectors

was minimal at the national level during t.he inter-censal períod of

L96I-I974" From a regional point of view, expansion in the growing

regions took place at the expense of other relatívely depressed regions.

(iii) The service sector, commonly a non-basic producer, showed an

overwhelmingly rapid growth compared to Èhe other economic sect.ors,

both at Èhe national and regional level"

Finally, the trend in the growth of economic sectors in

Bangladesh clearly shows a 1op-sided increase in the non-productive

sectors" This would have negative implications for both economic

organization as well as spatial organization in the country. For

example, the peripheral districts are increasingly becoming under-

developed relative to the central areas, and 1ikely to experience

incremental adverse effects over the future decades if the current

processes continue"

Summary

The spatial analysis of the patterns of labour force variation

during 196I-1974 clearly indicate an unequal development. of emplolrnent

among the districts of Bangl.adesh" The gaps, particularly in the non-

agricultural sectors, vrere being widening in this inter-censal períod.

The national average condÍtions of growth in the agricultural and

industrial sector were found to be stagnant in nature" The regional

pattern in the agricultural sector was distínctive while the high
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density zones of population distribution showed decline or relatively

1ow growth during 1961-I974" Although this pattern \^/as indicative of

a positive transformation of the labour force, the changes in the non-

agricultural sectors took place toward the non-basic productive sector

of services. Moreover, the regional growth patt.erns among the non-

agricultural sectors tended to be "polarized" with the passage of time.

In other words, industrial and service sector component growth took

place in few selective districts of which most are already relatively

industrialized and well-established administrative po1es.

In the following chapter, prospects for labour force growth and

the possible extent of future distributional patterns will be examined

Ëhrough their projections. This will help to foresee the magnitude of

the future manpo\^rer and development problems and prospects as well as

their policy implications.



CHAPTER 6

PROJECTIONS OF BANGLADESH ' S LABOUR FORCE

rn this thesis, the projections of economically active popula-

tíon serve two prime purposes" First, from a demographic point of

view, they estimate the future size of the labour force supply which

wirl result from populatÍon growth. secondly, from an economic point

of view, they examine the extent and magnitude of labour force absorp-

tion in the different economic sectors. Theoretically, popuration

growth components furnish the supply of labour as a factor of produc-

tion, but only while there is a demand for it created by the composition

of other factors of production. For effective manpower planning, both

these dimensíons need to be closely examined. This chapter is íntended

to focus on the projected labour force size over a period of 27 years,

from 1974 to 2001 A.D. and its proportíonal distribution among the

sectors of Bangladeshrs economy. The base data that are used to

estimate Èhe projected labour force have been obLained from the 1961

and l-974 census data. Major emphasis is given to regional character-

istics of the future labour force, and future implications of current

trends in demographic components, particularly the internal mÍgration.

widespread concern about economic planning and development in

underdeveloped countries has Ied to a considerable Ínterest and effort

in making projections of the labour force ín recent decades (rnter-

national Labour OffÍce, 1977). As the need for long-run planning

becáme recognized ín Bangladesh (Government. of Bangladesh, I97Ð, the

problem of an accelerating population in relation to the socio-economic

conditions have become policy issues of great importance.

l-27
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Although planning goals have, in the past, been set essentiarly

in terms of growth of national per capita Íncome, planners cannot

ígnore the problems of regional economies with respect to demographic

grov¡th and local unemployment. Large numbers of the existing labour

force are either unemployed or underemployed, and to these are added

annually the new entrants to the labour force. At the same time, a

shift in the occupational pattern of the labour force away from the

agricultural sector to the industría1 sector and subsequently to the

service sector is a prerequisite for general growth of per capita

income and wages. A question rerated to this is whether spatial dis-

location, or the geographical shift of the labour force, is necessary

for such growth in the economy. This question remains subject to

debate. Today, the considerable volume of unemployed labour, which

creates a precarious socio-economic and environmental condition in

cíties of rhírd world countries, is of vÍtal concern in manpower and

development planning. rt is for thís reason that properly conceived

spatial employment objectives should be incorporated in the planning

process, especially in a long-term development plan. The purpose of

this chapter is to examine the magnitude of projected labour force

growth in relation to regional economic development in general.

Regional Approach to Labour Force Participation

Since the 1950s, various empirical studies have recognized that

varÍations in inter-regional rates of population growth and economÍc

development r¿ithin a country influence the flow of manpower and other

capital resources (Friedlander, L965; Friedmann, 1968; Miracle and
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Berry, I97O; MuHoz, et ÊL: Ig7Ð. Such flows are generally reflected

ín the regional structure of the labour force. A regional dímension

is thus a necessary component in manpower and development planning.

Some case studies of developed countries, as well as a fe¡n¡ of under-

developed countries, have explicitly indicated the role and importance

of spatíal projectíons of the labour force for national planning

purposes (u.S. Department of Labor, 79661 Pressat, 1961).1 But a

diversífied approach to methodologies on projections preparation is

notable" For example, the projections of the regional labour force of

the Philippines prepared jointly by the United Nations and the Govern-

ment of the Philippines (fg6O) employed the correlation of labour force

and industrialization, i.e., the percenËage of the labour force in the

agricultural sector. Ducoff (1960) used the concept of regional labour

force estimatíon to generate national aggregate labour force sÍze, and

from this, to predict future changes in the national labour force

sectors of some Latin American countries. The Economic Commission for

Latin America employed Èhe method of 'rarithmetÍc extrapolationsr' (See

Appendix XII) of a constant growth rate to project the agricultural and

industrial labour force for Colombia in the period of 1950-1981 (United

Nations , 1962). The remaining national population growÈh was assumed

to be absorbed by the servÍce sector. An assumption of zero net

internal migratíon was used by Pressat (1961), to prepare the hypo-

thetical projections of agricultural and non-agricult.ural population

for each province in France. All these examples show that the regional

approach to labour force projecÈions by economic sectors are increas-

ingly being used, especially in developed count.ries"
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Methodology of the Projection

In Bangladesh, no reliable estimates of current subnatíonal or

district level survival ratios are available, and no widely acceptable

life table has yet been constructed to depict the regional mortality

rates and differentials. The techníques of 'tgeometrical extrapolationrl

(See Appendix XII) have been considered more reliable Èo estimate the

labour force (Usafo, 1975)" The techniques are as follows:

primarily findíng the annual rate of labour force growth (R)

tz
1og

R=tl
-et, log

where, R = rat.e of change per annum

L. = initial labour force sizet
L2 = tut*inal labour force size

t, = time over which the change took place

and then applying Èhe growth rate (R) in the continuous

compounding formula:

'3 = tz e t2R

where, L3 = projected labour force size

t2 = airn" over which the change will take place"

Employing the above method of extrapolation, labour force pro-

jections are made for each district separaÈely and by each economic

sector on the following assumpt.ions:

1" Labour force increase between the two given dates is at
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a constant rate, having added continuously viith additional

compounded interests; and

2" No major disËurbances in the natural and economic determin-

ants of labour force growth will take place between the

base and terminal period" In other words, the assumption

is that there will be a constant natural and net increase

rate of population and a constant ratio of proportion of

labour force for each spatial unít, without any significant

measures to affect the regional magnitude of labour force.

As a matter of fact, the projections represent. a straight line

or smooth growth curve to the base year estimate. These are made at

lO-year tíme intervals, except for the period of 1974-I9BI, which is

adjusted to the census sequences. The 1961 census data were selected

as base and are directly comparable by definition as well as lower age

limit to the 1974 census.

Labour Force Projections for Bangladesh. 1974-2001 A.D. and their Inter-
Sectoral Implications

Based on the above assumptions, projections of Èhe labour force

by economic sector for Èhe whole nation show significant characteristics

and issues of interest for the planning process" These are sunìmarLzed

ín Table 6"1. It is estimated that the prospective size of the labour

force will have reached about 22.58 million by 1981, 28"68 by 1991, and

39"82 million by 2001 A"D" From Table 6.1, it appears rhar rhe per-

centage dÍstribution of Ëhe hypothetical projection for Èhe 27 year

period from 1974 to 2001, yields a shifÈ in the agricultural sector

from 79.02 percent of the total labour force ín 1974 xo 49,07 percenr



TABLE 6.1 Projected Total Labour Force and Percentage Distributíon by Economic Sector, 1961-2001

Economic
S ector s

Agriculture

Industry

Service

1961

Labour Force (in million)

Total 17.46
Labour Force

15"08

0" 95

I"43

:krk1974 1981 1991 2001

Government

Government
Tables 14,

15 "82

0" 99

3 "21

20"02

16.50

I"07

s"01

22.58

of Pakistan (1961), census of Pakistan, 1961 (Karachi): volume rr.

of Bangladesh (1977), Population Census Report of Bangladesh, 1974 (Dacca):
15, and 16"

17. B1

1.28

9.59

28.68

L9.54

1. 66

I8.62

39.82

196I

Percentage Distribution

86.37

5.44

8.19

100.00

I97 4

79.02

4.95

16. 03

100" 00

1981 1991

73 "07

4"74

22"L9

100.00

62"r0

4"46

33 "44

100" 00

2001

49 "07

4"r7

46"76

100" 00

National Volume,

H(,
f.J
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by 2001" The agricultural sector wíIl have registered a decline of

7"5 percent during I974-I9BI, and will register -15.0 percent in the

period of 1981-1991, and -21.0 percent during 1991-2001. However, this

change in proportional share rvill take place at a rate of 0"24 percent

increase per year in the absolute size of the agricultural labour force,

with the estimate being about 16"50 million by 1981,77"81 million by

1991, and 19.54 million by the end of this century. This suggests that

an additíonal 3 "72 níLt.Lon persons will have Èo be absorbed in agri-

culture over the 27 years since 1974" Given currenL economic conditions

and production levels per unit of land area, the agrícultural sector

will be able to employ only a negligible proportion of future population

growth.

In terms of the industríal sector, growth in the labour force

is projected from 990,000 to 1.07 millÍon during 1974-198I; to about

1.28 millÍon by 199I, and to 1.66 million by 2001" This suggesÈs that

670,000 industrial workers v¡ill be added t,o the labour force in the

period 1974-200I. However, when the growth is seen in terms of the

proportíonal share of labour force sectors t.o the total labour force,

the relative positions of these sectors become clearer"

Generally speaking, in predominantly subsistence agricultural

conditions and where Èhere is only a nominal surplus capital generation,

manufacturíng and processing industries v¡i11 expand only to a small

degree beyond its present size" Table 6.1 shows that the percentage

share of the industrial sector to the total labour force in the economy

will decrease from 4.95 percent to 4"74 percent in the períod 1974-

1981, to about 4"46 by 1991, and Èo 4"17 percent by 2001. The rate

of change in the industrial labour force is therefore projected at
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-4.2 percent for I974-I9BI, -5"9 percent for 1981-199I, and -6.5 for

1991-2001" As discussed above, the causes for such a projected pattern

can be explained by the prevalence of the factors such as high popula-

tíon density and growth, the subsistence nature of the economy, low

technological and educational 1evel, and an uneven distribution of

resources in the society"

The projections for the service sector suggest that the tertiary

labour force will reach a size of 5.01 million by 1981, 9.69 míllion by

1991, and about L8.62 million by 2001" This is six times greater than

ín 1974. The percentage share of the service labour force to the total

labour force is projected to be 22.79 percent by 1981, 33.44 percent

by 1991, and 46"76 percent by Èhe end of the century. The rate of

change ín the service sector ís therefore projecÈed at an increase of

38.4 percent for I974-L981,50.7 percent for 1981-1991, and 39.8 for

1991-2001. Two important determinants can be taken to explain such a

projection of enormous increase in the service sector. First, because

of the saturated or surplus condition of employmenÈ in subsistence

agriculture of the country (Bose, 1963:386-88; Khan, 1977:153), the

fuÈure population growth will drive the ne\,¡ entrant.s Èo seek alternative

occupations. Under current population growth, and especially with the

current child cohort, the large population entering the labour market

within the next 15 years obviously will need to seek employment in

various non-agricultural occupatíons" Secondly, with reference Èo the

limited scope for industrial employment expansion, it is suggested that.

with increasing educatíonal opportunitíes, and with beÈt.er conimunication

and transportatÍon facilities in rural areas, rural-urban mobility will

be intensified" If the condition of 1imíted growth in manufacturing
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prevails as projected, then the unemployed as well as the first job

seekers v¡ill have to be absorbed in the traditional and informal

(such as bazaar type trading, petty business, personar servíces) as

well as modern service sectors (administrative, capital-intensÍve

commercial sectors, transport and storage). This enormous expansion

in the service sector as projected will be alarming to the economy,

while manufacturing and processing may remain stagnant or even decline

in a relative sense. This is because the gaps between the basic and

non-basic economic sectors can be expected to widen in future.

Labour Force Proíectíons for the Districts by Economic Sector

The labour force projections by economic sectors for the l_9

districts of Bangladesh are presented in Table 6.2, 6.3, and 6"4" In

the following sections, the distinctive regional patteïns and character-

istics that have become apparent from the projections of labour force

will be díscussed and explained. It should be mentioned that the lack

of adequate data preclude the opportunit.y to make projections of the

future trend of the labour force on the basis of long-term time series base

data. The overall estimates are partly determined by only one decade

of base períod (196I-1974). Thus, rhe flucruarions in the rrend line

or curvilinearity could not be reflected in the projections.

Agriculture: Table 6.2 shows that four eastern districts, namely,

Chittagong Hill Tracts, Chittagong, Comil1a, and Noakhali; and one

northern district, Mynensingh will experience a decline in the rate of

growth of the agrícultural labour force over the next few decades. 0f
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Ëhese, Comi1la, Noakhalí, Mlnnensingh, and part of Chittagong are high

population density zones of the country (Chogui1l, 1981:5-7). As

discussed earlier, the high man-1and ratÍo in Comi1la, Chittagong, and

Noakhali distrÍcts suggest that a condition of saturation in agriculture

has already been reached" Also, the gradual decline in the absolute

size of the agricultural labour force may be partly explained

accelerated urbanization in the country, as well as by rural

by recent

poLariza-

In thetion which Ís taking place in these districts in particular.

case of chittagong Hill Tracts, the projected decline in agriculture

is indicative of the non-availability of arable land and is partly due

to the lack of modernization and development efforts in this area.

This factor is also likely to stimulate out-migration from this region

in the future.

The remaining 14 dístricts are expected to experience an íncrease

in agricultural labour force in future decades. Two v¡estern districts,

namely, Rajshahi and Kushtia will have more than two percent annual

growth rate, resulting in an increase from 78.6 to 93.7 percent of

labour force in agriculture in Kushtía duríng the 1974-200I. These

districts have a potential for agricultural expansion, if the necessary

land improvement can be made" Kushtia district, for example, developed

exÈensive canal írrigation facilities during the 1960s. As discussed

in chapÈer 5, the western and central districts will have a relatively

higher net increase of population in the future due to in-migration.

The central districts of Tangail and Dacca are projected to experience

considerable increase in their agricultural labour force accompanied

with higher increase in non-agricultural activities" BuÈ because of

the 1ow degree of urbanization in the r,rrestern and northern disÈricts



TABLE 6.2 Labour Force Projection for the Agricultural Sector by District, 1961-2001

District

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comi I 1a
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
Mymeneingh
Tangail
Bar isal
Jegsore
I(hu1na
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
D inaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangladesh

Labour Force
in Agricultural
Secto

Base Period

770457

L90724
1989808

803 921
1181 73 6

9597Il-
826573

2 086005
407726
784205
5 653 00
606s01
28462I
287260
429349
540343
452197
758286

IL65364

1s080087

1961

Labour Force
in Agricultural
Sector. 1974

727 555

189950
1331171

642766
1232778
115 6966

964378
l-962679
463816
812841
719635
67 7 733
391262
3 5433 I
542672
691734
56696L

1002 062
13 92188

T5B22B7B

Rate of
Change Per
Annum (R)

g")

Sources: Government of Pakistan (tSeZ), Census of Pakistan, 1961 (l(arachi: Ministry of Home and
KashmÍr Affairs): Volume 2.

-0.44I

-0.031
-3.092
-I.72L
0.322
1.438
1. 186
0.469
0.991
0.276
1.857
0.854
2.448
1.614
1. 983
1.900
1.740
2.I44
1.3 68

0.242

Government of Bangladesh Q977), Bangladesh Population Census Report 79742 National Volume
(Dacca: Bureau of Statistics).

ojected Labour
Aericultural Sect.or

I9Bl 1991

705452

18953 5

I072089
569817

1260225
I279478
L047867
I89932I

497l-50
828691
819523
7L9494
46439I
396717
623483
790I32
640389

116434s
Is32098

1650019 7

orce

675036

LBB944
786939
479729

1301403
I47 7335
IT79B2B
1812341

548968
B 518 7Ì
986739
783 655
593 1BB
466272
7 60237
955465
762082

1442800
L756705

L780947 7

or

2 001

64593L

188355
57 7 632
403 BB4

1343927
I 705 788
1328407
1729344

60618 7

875699
1188074

8s3 53 B

757706
54 7BB 1
926986

115s3 94
906900

T787B4B
20L4240

L954327L

H(,
\.1
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a larger porlion of in-rnigration supposedly will be absorbed in

agr icul ture "

By 2001 4.D., eight districts are projected to have more than

one million persons in their agricultural sector (tab1e 6"2)" Of these,

six are in the relatively backward northern regíons of Bangladesh.

This suggests that the predominantly agricurtural backward regions

are more likely to experience considerable increase in their agricul-

tural labour force. I^lith a low degree of industrialízation and urban-

ization, transportation and communication systems, the backward regions

will absorb the majority of their in-migration in the agricultural

sec tor.

rndustry: Table 6.3 shows labour force growth in the industrial

sector. This clearly demonstrates variations in the nationls regional

economies. of the 19 districts, ten show an inverse growth rate in

this sector. The rate of negative growth wíll be over 5.0 percent

per year in the case of Sylhet and MymensÍngh districts. According

to the projectíon, the respective size of the industrial labour force

wíll only reach about 4,500 and 6,800 by 2001 A.D. Consídering the

physical condition of these two districts where large areas are

covered by haor (depressions), there is limited opportunity for the

esÈablishmenÈ of industries, and particularly for large-scale manu-

facturing industrial complexes,

In conÈrast, the district of Tangail, wiËh recent.ly established

administraËive set-up and development, will likely attract more indus-

trial investment in the future, particularly in the private sector.

Closely linked and located ín the vicinity of the capiÈal city, this



TABLE 6.3 Labour

D istr ic t

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comilla
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Far idpur
Mymensingh
TangaÍ1
Bar isal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
D inaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangladesh

Force Projection for the rndustrial sector by District, 196I-2001

Labour Force
in Industrial
Sector.1961

Base Period

l-35754

r0743
469L9
29543
383 59

243388
3 6184
68992
11613
3r426
39278
6OB6B
40239
II512
18883
177IO
53 983
36611
256l-5

953 045

Labour Force
in Industrial
Sector. I974

85236

7081
70202
32029
19I45

299744
30355
32557
34230
4I815
27403
90882
2823I

8203
l-2728
26495
79432
33 BB9
28820

98847 7

Rate of
Change Per
Annum (R)

(7")

Source: Same as Table 6"2.

-3. s80

-3 "206
3.100
0.62l-

-5.346
I.446

-1"351
-5.777
8.315
2.797

-2 .7 69
3 .083

-2.726
-2.607
-3.034
3.100
2.97L

-0.594
0.907

0.163

Proj

19 81

ected Labour Force

6634L

5657
872L3
33453
13169

33 1665
27616
2I728
61262
487 67
2257 4

LL27 76
23326

683 5
l-0292
32913
97 795
32508
30709

1066s 99

Industrial Sector

1991

46376

4105
118904

35598
7 716

383252
24I26
I2L93

740706
60 750
I 7113

153507
17760

5266
7 598

44869
13 I 628

30632
33624

I275723

or

2001

32419

2979
L62ITI

3 7881
452L

452863
2l-07 7

6842
323172

75677
L2973

208949
L3522

4057
708 5

61168
17 7166

28864
3 6816

1660742

F(,
\o
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district is expected to experience the highest rate of increase (more

than 8"0 percent per year) in the industrial labour force in the

country in future decades" Khulna, Comilla, and Dinajpur districts

are projected to have more than a three percent annual increase in

industrial labour force, such that their labour force wíll have more

than doubled by the end of this century. Khulna has considerable

potential for indusÈrial growth because of it.s port development pro-

jects. Moreover, with the implementation of the recent transportation

development program whích will connect Khulna to the central hinter-

land area of the country, further industrial growth can be anticípated

(Kamaluddín, l-9742100-04). In Comí1la district, which has a relatively

well developed handloom industry, and is located in the vicinity of

Kaptaí hydro-electric project, there also appears to be a potential

for industríal development. Moreover, since the 1960s, vigorous public

programs have been undertaken Ín Comilla district to develop local

indusÈries based upon loca1 raw materials and the transference of

surplus capital from local agricultural development projects. In the

north, Pabna will also gain in industrial labour force at a rate above

the national average. This district has long been facilitated by, a

larger number of educational institutions, and also has a traditional

background of small-scale textile industries.

In total, it is seen that the growth of emplolrnent in índustry

will give rise to an increasingly more polarÍzed development ín future,

and hence there is the danger of increasing regional disparities" For

example, by 2001, it is projected thaÈ the range in the industrial

labour force will be from 16,000 to 44,000 in the five districts to as

low as 3r000 Eo 71000 in the other five districts. Thus, the employment
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distribution patterns indicate that whíle the central part of Lhe

country, including the districts of Dacca, Tangail, Pabna, Comi1la,

and one port distríct, Khulna, wíll experience an increase in the

numerical size of t.heir industrial labour force, the more perÍpheral

areas of the counÈry will lose their industrial labour force.

The proponents of the rrgrowth polerr model would consider such

patterns as favourable and a positive condition for so-ca1led I'equi1-

ibriumil and t'multiplier effectsl'. However, the impact of such polar-

ízation ín Bangladesh must. be seen in as negative because this process

of development requires more social economic costs. Geographic shifts

of human resources as well as fixed capital resources to therrpole't

or rrcorerr areas will hinder development of local employment in hinter-

land areas. Jean Mayer (tgll:79) called this a ttdomination mechanismtr,

and argued that polarÍzed development generated an exploitative sysËem

of domination. Mayer also pointed out that a policy of expansion and

diversification of industrial activities withín an 'rabstractrr economic

space or enclave, displays characterÍstics of a capital-intensive

rather than a labour-intensive sect.or. This results in a reduction of

the labour force in terms of both quantíty and quality (Stuckey, 1975:

89-106) "

Service: Table 6.4 shows that a considerably

service sector will take place throughout the

jected period. The annual gro!üth rate in the

country as a whole is projected to about 5.7

contrast, as seen above, Èhe agricultural and

projected at a rate of only about 0"2 percent

rapid growth rate in the

country during the pro-

service sector for the

percent per annum" In

industrial sectors were

per annum. In the



TABLE 6.4 Labour Force Projection for the Service Sector by District, 1961-2001

D is tr ict

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comilla
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khulna
I(ushtia
Patualchal i
Bogra
D inaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahí
Rangpur

Bangladesh

Labour Force
in Service
Sec t

Base Period

2L0461

13577
78254
4750r
76620

288933
66945

120020
23460
69181
579I2
86342
38158
2534I
27873
34520
45495
53 780
65054

1429427

Labour Force
in Service
Sector, l-974

431325

24092
1 993 89
I27736
177474
781 0B 0
TT2I92
2L4II6

4845I
184420
103 983
2l-0I75

78295
447 47
5387 7

57985
110965
119418
l-27397

3206507

Rate of
Change Per
Annum (R)

(7")

Source: Same as Table 6.2.

5.520

4.4I2
7.I95
7 .573
6.46r
7.650
3.972
4.453
5.579
7.542
4.502
6. 843
5.529
4.374
5. 070
3.990
6. B5B
6.136
5.L70

5.728

Projected Labour Force for

1981 1991 2001

634756

32809
329930
2l-602l-
278973

13343 0B
r48L52
292426

7L599
3t2677
142507
339329
rr5296

60776
7 6829
76666

179345
1 B3 493
L82948

5008840

Service Sector

1702362

51003
67 7 454
460673
532320

2867382
220395
456454
125083
664737
223548
672699
2004L4
94T27

I27555
II42s4
3 5 6083
338937
306799

9592273

I974440

79287
13 91034

982403
I0Ls742
6161905

327866
7L2489
2I85I9

74L320l-
3 506 75

13 33 585
34837I
14576I
211773
17027L
706990
626064
514494

18624870

H
F.
N)
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regional context, eight districts will have a faster than average

national growth rate in the service sector" These are Dacca, Noakhali,

Barisal, Comilla, Pabna, Khulna, Sylhet, and Rajshahi" Three of these

districts, Dacca, Khulna, and Rajshahi already have sizeable adminis-

trative functions because of their role as divisional headquarters.

In the case of Noakhalí, Comilla, and Barisal, where some of the highest

man-land ratios prevail, and where there is little prospect for indus-

trial expansion, future population has litt1e alternative other than

to become engaged in service activities"

Since the service sector is directly related to urban functions,

it can be assumed that tremendous growth in this sector of the economy

will result out of current rapid urhanization in the country (I2.6 per

annum during the 1961-1974 period) (Government of Bangladesh, I979:I42).

Because some of the modern service functions such as transport and

storage, banking and other commercial activities are supposedly expanded

with industrÍal development, in the Bangladesh context these are

expected to result in a polarized growth pattern. But the majority of

the servíce sector expansion supposedly will take place in the tradítion-

al urban service sectors such as petty trading, informal acLivÍties

like hawking, rickshaw peddlíng, small-scale repair shops. It is

i,¡orth noting that since the modern secLor of the service economy creates

limited opportunity for unskilled labour employment, Ín a country like

Bangladesh where a high population growth rate and high unemplol'ment

proportion prevail, growth in the ínformal service sector will acceler-

aËe in the future"
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Regional Implícations

In the preceding section, projected growth of labour force

sectors has been examined by districts in Bangladesh over the period

L974-200I A"D" The discussion was confined Èo either specific regional

sizes of a given economic sector or to the overall regional distri-

butional pattern" In order to understand future regional implications

of labour force growth, it is necessary to examÍne them in terms of

national average condÍtions and the degree of concentration and dis-

per sion.

Table 6.5 shows the location quotients measured from t.he pro-

jections. These indicate the performance of the respective labour

force sectors in each district and their position within the national

picture" The location quotients in the agricultural sector indicate

that the relative positions of the districts, which already have the

higher agricultural labour force, wíll rise over time. These are the

northern and western districts of the country, such as Sylhet,

Mymensingh, Jessore, Kushtia, Bogra, Dinajpur, Pabna, Rajshahi, and

Rangpur. It is interesting to note that although the size of the

agricultural labour force will experience a decline in numerical totals

in the Chittagong Hill Tracts and Myrnensingh districts (table 6.2),

Èheír relative position to the natíonal average wíl1 increase (table

6.5)" The performance of agriculture will decline considerably ín

Tangail, Dacca, Chittagong, Comi11a, Noakhali, Khulna, and Barisal in

relation to the national average (location quotients ranging from 0" 75

Èo 0"40 by 2001 A"D")" Of these, Tangail, Comilla, and Khulna wíll

experience a relative rise in their posítion in their industrial
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sector ín relation to the natíonal average" NeverËheless, the

relatively índustrialized districts of the country such as Dacca,

Chittagong, and Kushtía may experience a diminishing position relative

to the national average in the industrial secËor" Careful attention

must be given to explain this pattern" The degree of location quotient

does not represent the degree of concentration in a numerical sense;

rather, it expresses the relative positíon of each location in terms

of the national average" In the case of Bangladesh, the districts of

intermediate size índustrial labour force, with higher growth rate, will

experience more industrial expansion compared to the districts with a

larger industríal labour force in the projected decades. The resultant

pattern relative to the national average, therefore, will be a decline

of position for larger síze industrial areas. In other words, some

districÈs of intermediate size industrial labour force will join in

the polarízation process in Èhe future decades"

In contrast, some negative effecËs are also indicat.ed by the

projection of the indusÈria1 labour force. Mymensíngh and Sylhet

districts vrill reach the lowest position in the case of industrial

labour force to the national average by the end of Èhis century, and

the projected location quotients for Èhe industrial sector are 0.07

and 0.05 for 2001 A.D. respectively. Moreover, other location

quotíents of a value less than 0"5 in the case of industríal labour

force are indicaÈed for Chittagong Hill Tracts, ChiÈtagong, Faridpur,

Jessore, Kushtia, Patuakhali, Bogra, Rajshahi, and Rangpur district by

2001" Thus, out of 19 districts, twelve will experÍence a decline in

their relatíve position in the industrial sect.or" This is indicative

of increasing inÈer-regional emplol'rnent disparities in the case of Ëhe



TABLE 6.5 Projected LocatÍon Quotients by Economic Sector and District, :-974-2OOI

D istrict

Chittagong
chittagong-
Hill Tracts
Comilla
Noakhal i
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Mymensingh
Tangaí1
Bar ísal
Jes sore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhal i
Bogra
D inaj pur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

1974 1981 1991 2001

Agr icul tur e

0.74 0.69

1.09 1.14
1" 05 0.98
1.01 0.95
1.09 1"11
0" 65 0.59
1. 10 r.I7
T"I2 L.I7
1. 07 1.08
0"99 0.95
1.07 1" 14
0.88 0.84
0.99 1.0s
1.10 L.r7
1" 13 r.20
1. 13 r.20
0.95 0.95
1"10 1.15
1. 14 I.20

0" 60 0.51

I.25 I.42
0. B0 0. ss
0.78 0.58
1.14 1.16
0.50 0.42
1"33 1.61
1.28 I.44
1.08 0.40
0. B7 0.75
I.29 1.56
0" 7B 0.73
t.1B 1.38
1.33 1.60
L.57 r.72
1"38 1.70
0.98 1.03
r.2B I.49
1.35 1"60

l-974

Sources: Calculated from:

Industry

1"39

0.65
0. 89
0. 81
0.27
2.7I
0. s5
0.29
I.26
0. 81
0.65
1. B8
I.T4
0.41
0.42
0.69
2.L2
0.59
0.3 8

1981 1991 2001

1.00 0.57 0"30

0. s3 0.3 B 0.26
r.24 I.69 I.B2
0.87 0.82 0.64
0.18 0.09 0.0s
2.39 I.82 1.28
0.48 0.38 0.30
0.2L 0.I2 0"07
2.06 3. BB 2.49
0.87 0.87 0.77
0.49 0.31 0.20
2.04 2.r4 2.09
0.82 0.49 0.29
0.31 0.2I 0"14
0.31 0.22 0"1s
0.78 0"90 1"06
2.26 2.37 2.37
0.50 0"38 0.28
0.37 0.36 0"34

Tables 6.2,6.3 and 6.4.

L974

Service

2.16

0.68
0.78
0.99
0.78
2.18
0. 63
0. 60
0. s5
1.11
0.76
7.34
0.98
0. 69
0.55
0.47
0.91
0.65
0. 51

1981 1991 2001

2"03 1. 81 1" 58

0" 65 0"62 0" 63
1" 00 1" 2B 1.40
1"19 1"41 1"48
0.81 0"86 0"92
2"04 1"81 1.59
0" 55 0"46 0"42
0" 60 0" 60 0"62
0" 51 0.46 0.15
t " 18 7"26 1" 28
0.6s 0"54 0.48
1"31 I"25 t.19
0.86 0"74 0.67
0.59 0" 50 0"45
0"48 0"49 0./+0
0.38 0"31 0"26
0.BB 0"85 0"84
0.60 0"56 0"55
0"47 0"44 0"43

H
+ro\
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industrial sector over the future decades"

Table 6"5 indícates that out of 19 districts of Bangladesh,

twelve are projected to experience a downward trend in their relative

position in terms of the national average in future decades in the

service sector" On Èhe other hand, the districts which show a rise

ín theír relative positions in the servíce sector for future decades,

similar to that of the industrial sector, are intermediate size

districts of the service labour force. Thus, while in 1974, four

districts have indicated a position above the national average in the

service sector (location quotient more than 1"00), by 1981 their number

will have risen up to six and is expected to continue up to 2001. It

should be mentioned that although the distrícts with a larger size

service labour force are projected to experience a decline in their

relative posítions in terms of the national average conditÍon in this

sector; their locatíon quoÈient values will remain much above the

national average in Èhe future decades. This suggests that the polar-

ization process ín Èhe service sector will be continued in future

decades in the country.

The overall patÈerns of location quotients for different

economic sectors suggest that a relatively low degree of inter-regional

variation in the agricultural sector v¡i1l be continued, while non-

agricultural act.ivities will follow greater concentration over time,

with increasing inter-regional disparities in Bangladesh.

Summary

On the basÍs of the constant rate of populaÈion growth since
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L974, the projections suggest that Bangladesh will have an addÍtional

2"56 millíon total labour force by 1981, and that rhis will grow to

8"66 million by 1-99I, and ro 19.80 million by 2001 A"D. Under rhe

prevailing socio-economic conditions, where there is considerable

unemployment and underemployment, such an additional burden in the job

market will clearly have an adverse effect on the overall welfare and

development of the socíety"

The projections indicated that there will be a gradual decline

in the proportion of agriculLure in the future. On the one hand,

substantial growth in the service sector is projected for the country

as a whole. This is because the level of technology and production

level of agricultural land Ín the country are very low. Moreover, a

saturation condítion of employment in the agricultural sector prevails,

especially in the districts of high man-land ratios. On the other

hand, there is little possibility for large-scale investment from the

surplus capital generation in agriculture. Under these circumstances,

population pressure will stimulate people to seek alt.ernative occupa-

tions. Thus, a proposition that the service sector will expand at a

steady rate seems Ëo be plausible. A1so, because the modern service

sector creates 1imíted opportunity for employment, the ínformal and

Èraditional servíce sector will expand more in Èhe future decades.

From a regional perspectíve, it was observed that if the present

Èrend of inter-regional human resource and physical capital transfer

continues, spatial polarization in non-agricultural activities will

accelerate over the time. Benefits of agglomerated growth would favour

only a few selected regions in already advantaged locations, such as

the capital city of Dacca as well as in Chittagong and Khulna with
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their port facilities, and in the textile districts of Pabna, Kushtia,

Tangail, and Comí1la,

The overall patterns of future regional grov¡th of the labour

force are indicative of accelerating disparities over the decades.

The implications will be det.rimental for the loca1 employment situatÍons

as well as for the demographic structure \,/ithin the hinterland areas.

Thís is particularly applicable to the relaË,ively backward northern,

western, and some eastern districts. Political and social unrest will

emerge from regional employment polarization, unless policies are

implemenÈed for a favourable and rational dÍstribution of employment

opportunities among the regions of Bangladesh.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS]ON

This study examined the labour force of Bangladesh from a

geo-demographic perspective. The main objectives of the research

'øere four fold, namely: (a) to determine the size of the labour force

on a longitudinal basis in relation to population size and growth;

(U) to anaLyze the pattern of labour force distribution and its

variatÍon over time on a cross-sectional basis; (c) to determine the

dynamics of labour force change; and (¿) to assess some of the policy

issues and planning Ímplications emerging from the foregoing findings.

In examining various national and international data sources, it was

found that only the national censuses provided adequate and extensive

quantitative information. Whíle labour force data for much of the

underdeveloped world are Iimited and often incomparable, the Indian

sub-continent has had detailed census data since 1871. In this study,

census data for the districts of Bangladesh since 1901 have been

utí1ized.

The Findings

The prime objectÍve of this thesis v¡as to determine the longi-

tudinal pattern of the labour force in Bangladesh in relation to

population phenomena. From the analysis, it was seen that since 1901,

labour force participation rates in the country have, on average,

accounted for less than one-third of the total population. Some

fluctuations in these trends occur through time, with the population

growth rate periodically outstripping the labour force growth rate,

150
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rvhÍle at other tÍmes, the labour force growth rates exceed the

population growth rate. Such apparent differential longitudinal

trends in labour force and population growth were in part due to

changes in successive census definitÍons for economic activities. A

change ín the concept of unpaid labour force, for example, during 1951-

196I, resulted in inclusion of females who were helping the family

in the labour force in the 1951 census, but their exclusion in the 196l

census. The differences in the labour force trend also reflect changes

in the demographic structure of Bangladesh which has resulted in a

decreasing proportíon of population being reflected in the adult age

cohorts. Thus whíle there has not been any significant change in the

economic structure of the counÈry, Ít is clear that labour force

participation rates have been determined by demographic trends. During

the fÍrst half of this century, Bangladesh experienced slow population

growth because of high mortality. Considerable out-migration of adult

population to India and Burma further lowered labour force participation

rates in what was then East Bengal. SÍnce the mid-2Oth cenÈury, and as

a consequence of a declining mortality rate and constant fertÍ1íty

rate, Bangladesh has entered into a demographic Èransition. Rapid

population growth has greatly changed the demographic structure of

Bangladesh, creating a high child dependency. This has resulted ín

declining labour force participation rates" With its traditional system

of productÍon, the economy of Bangladesh has had difficulty coping with

such population explosion. While the labour force data for the 19Bl

census have yet to become available, preliminary population data have

been published, and indicate a slackening population growth" This

would likely have a positive impact upon the labour force rates for
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I974.I98L"

This sLudy has demonstrated that labour force participatÍon in

Bangladesh has been dominated by males. Because of the youthful age-

sex structure, male participation rates of the lower age cohorts Q5-24

years) are considerably below the averages for industrial developed

countries. However, such short-falIs arising from age structure are

partly compensated for by higher levels of participation of males in

the youthful age group (15-19 years) and the o1d age cohort (65 years

and over). In terms of female participation in economic activities,

extremely low rates are found for all age groups in Bangladesh, when

compared t.o other countries. There are three reasons for thís situation.

Firstly, under-reporting of females in economic activitíes occur because

of the limitations of western definitions. Females who are actively

engaged in family helpíng roles of agriculture and housekeeping, because

they do not earn a wage or salary, are not included in the labour force.

Secondly, the reluctance of females to report themselves as economÍca11y

active, resulted from the prevailing purdah system. Thirdly, the low

level of education as well as job opportunities for females has re-

stricted females from participation in the labour force. Together,

these factors have resulted in a very low level of labour force partici-

pation in the country by females.

A second major objective of the thesis v¡as to examine the

patterns of regional distribution of the labour force. The analysis of

the resultant specíal patterns shov¡ed three broad zones of labour force

participatÍon: (1) Participation in the t'high'r labour force zone in

the south-eastern district of Chittagong Hí11 tracts can be attributed

to higher female participaÈion rates, particularly in agrícultural
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activÍties" The favourable religio-cultural factors are responsible

for this high female participation rate in this district; (Z) ffre

trmoderaterr labour force participation zone \./as found in the centraÌ

and northern regions of Bangladesh" The favourable ecological condi-

tions for agriculture in the northern districts, particularly the

factor of yearly inundation in the flood-plaÍns as well as relatively

low man-land ratios, led the regíon in a moderate labour force

participation. Participation in the central districts is attributed

to a higher concenËration of non-agricultural establishments; and

(¡) fire western and southern districts are categorized as the t'lowrt

labour force participation zone. Lack of adequate \.{ater in Èhe slack

season by the rrmoribundrr river system as well as poor transportatÍon

and communícatÍon systems account for such rtlowrr labour force partíci-

pation rates in these regions.

The longitudinal-structural analysis of labour force sectors

showed that the country experienced a constant rate of participation

ín agricultural activities since 1901. Throughout the period of 1901-

7974, over 80 percent of the total labour force has remained in agri-

culture. The proportion of labour force partícipation ín industry

declÍned since 1901; in contrast, the service sector has been increas-

ing. Thís trend does not follow Colin Clarkrs hypothesis of industrial

"equi1íbriumrr and the concept of relative demand of sectoral goods.

However, historical development and experiences in Bangladesh during

this century can explain the deviation from the hypothesized sectoral

pattern" Colonial domination up to 7947, as well as a semi-colonial

relationship during the Pakistan regíme (t7+l-tell-), resulted in

Bangladesh being little more than a hinterland for the production of
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primary products for export. Economic and demographic structure was

governed by the rules of external political powers and organization.

until the Liberation in 1971, Bangladesh faced an unprecedented re-

source transfer from its territory" At the same time, demographic

growth since the 1950s has increased demand for food and other con-

sumer goods, increasing its dependency upon foreÍgn ímports and aid"

A1l these factors in aggregate resulted in failure to show the so-

cal1ed "trickle-downrr effects for the development of basic industrial

means of production. With Íncreasing population growth and unemploy-

ment ín the agrícultural sector, the service sector

dístorted way; there was no substantial demand for a

increased in a

service sector

in developeddesigned to support an industrial sector as occurred

countr ies.

The cross-sectional regional analyses using measurements of

location quotients for each sector, identified the existence of

regional disparities of employment between the districts. The dÍstri-

bution of the agricultural labour force was found relatively uniformly

represented when compared to national average conditions. Ilanufactur-

íng and industrial sectors, however, tended t.o be concentrated in ¡he

growth regions of the central and southern part. of Bangladesh. The

concentratíon of the service sector was found to be less than ít was

in the case for the industrial sector, but clearly more so than agri-

culture" The overall paÈtern of spatial configuration of employment

sectors in the count.ry is indicative of the low degree of industrial-

ízation and its uneven regional distribution. It is evident that

favourable modernization factors, such as location of new industries,

urbanization, improvement of transporÈation and conrnunication, as well
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as development of public utilities have concentrated in favoured

locations, at the expense of peripheral backward regions.

It was observed in the analyses of regional variations of labour

force growth during 1967-1974, that the central and north-western and

north-eastern parts of the country experienced relatively faster growth

rates. rn t.he central districts, this v¡as caused by the expansion of

non-agricult.ural sectors; in the northern districts, it was due to

favourable employment condiËÍons in agrícu1ture. The correlation

analyses showed that a significant positive relatíonship existed between

regional variations in agriculture and the pattern of inter-regional

migratíon during the period of 1961-I974. The overall insignificant

growt,h of the agricultural labour force was manifested through a

decrease in the eastern districts and increase in the western districts.

The industrial sectors also showed an insignificant increase for the

whole nation during the 1961-1974 períod. The positive increase took

place in a few central and textile districts of the country. Finally,

economic activities relat.ing to services índicated a considerable in-

crease, both at the national and regional Ievel. The overall pattern

repeats the deterioratíng economic conditions in the country. The

changes in agriculture are attribut.ed to the geographic shift of popu-

lation, but wÍthout change in occupation. On the other hand, populat.ion

growth enhanced the large-scale increase in the servÍce sector during

\96I-1974"

The findings of the projections for the respective economic

sectors suggest.ed an increased polarization effect of employment. and

development between the regíons. The labour force in the advanÈaged

growth regions was predicted Èo grow at a much faster rate than in Èhe
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backward regions" On the one hand, such growth will create tremendous

pressure on the socio-economic environments in the growth regions,

particularly by increasing social costs for health, housing, trans-

portation and communication, and for the maintainance of 1aw and order.

on the other hand, demographically, the shift of adult age cohorts from

backward source regions to the growth regions will lead to higher

dependency ratios in the areas of origin" This will have a negative

impact upon the socio-economic condition of the areas of origin through

lowering production levels and income as wel1. The social opportunity

costs of the growth regions vis-a-vís the perípheral areas therefore

will increase over time. Consequently, uneven development compared to

employment opportunities will be detrimental to overall welfare and

national integration, at least in the long-run.

Policy Issues and Implications

This thesis has concerned itself with some of the implications

of rapid populatíon growth that Bangladesh has experienced since the

1950s. I^ihile it is hoped that the trend during the 1970s has seen a

slowing of population growth, iL will take considerable time before an

age structure of adult characteristics is achieved. However, in order

to improve substantially the qualitatÍve and quantitative character-

ist.ics of an economically active population, effective and pragmatic

population polÍcies and programs should be implemented" Even if

fertility levels can be reduced to t.he replacement level in Èhe fore-

seeable future, the country will need to greatly expand employment

opportunities because of the existence of a large volume of unemployment
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and the current high 1evel of chíld dependency" Since most new

entrants into the labour force over the next 15-20 years are already

born, it will be necessary to formulate plans and develop measures

that will permit these human resources to be productively employed.

In this respect, emphasis must be on rural conditions and requirements

for change in the overall socío-economic structure.

Given the male domination in labour force participation and

their role in income-generating activities, rrhousewivesrr, or the non-

economic role of females, should be considered a leadíng hinderance

for development. hrhile females do not constitute a sizeable portion

of toËal labour force accordíng to the census enumeration, they never-

theless are in the, adult age cohort, and must Ëherefore be considered

as a potenÈial group for labour force expansion. Large-scale and

rural-based programs aimed at facilitating female educatíon, vocational

training, and child and home development should be implemented. Since

the 1960s, the Bangladesh Academy for Rural Development has had remark-

able success in undertaking such programs at the Kotwali thana area of

Comilla district" Programs included the deployment of females in

economic activities outside the teaching, nursing, weaving, commercial

gardeníng, and tailoring occupations. In respect to Bangladesh

condit.ions, efforts should be made to expand such facilities, specifi-

cally among the low-income groups of population"

The census concepts of economic activities should also be re-

defined because of their limited applicability. On the one hand, the

classífication and role of occupatÍons should be measured by the nature

of relat.ionship with the production system, not the products" Thus

females who contribute Èo a large extent to household economies wÍthouÈ
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any wage or salary will be qualified" 0n the other hand, the labour

force classification accordíng to a market-based economy is limited

for traditional activities" But the economic role of females in the

peasant economy of Bangladesh is considerable, and needs to be included

with classified groups of the labour force.

The structural. analyses of the labour force for the whole nation

illustrated a stagnant condition in agriculture and a deteriorating

condition in the industrial sector" Among the non-agricultural sector,

service has been expanding at a relatively rapid pace. In order to

break this trend in economic structure and growth, policy formulators

should pay atÈenLion to increasing agricultural productivity. While

the Ministry of Agriculture is attempting to introduce high yielding

varieties (HyV) of crops, they have yet to recognize the fact that more

assured distribution systems of means and services for agricultural

extension are needed to increase land productivíty. BlaÍr (1978:77)

suggests that rrgreen revolutionrr strategies thaË have been vigorously

experimented within Kotwali thana of Comilla district, while showing

an increase in gross crop production ín the area, adversely affected

the overall development through increasing class-polarization vis-a-vis

mass poverty. These planning processes also raise the dependency for

irnported technologies and machinery-tools (Dewan, 1978:ii). Therefore,

it may be suggested that only considerable achievements and successes

in rural development projects and programs ensuring a better distribu-

tion system will modify the deterioratÍng rural socio-economic environ-

ment as well as reduce the rate of parasitic type of urbanization"

The stepped-up out-migration of wage labour on fixed-term

contracts from Bangladesh to the Middle East is a comparatively recent
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phenomenon; by 1977, manpower-export stood as the second largest

foreign-exchange earner for the national economy. Tn r976, about 6r087

persons emigrated from Bangladesh for employment; it rose up to 15rl27

in the year of 1977 and 221809 in 1978 (Government of Bangladesh, 1979:

554-555) " The i,Iorld Bank projected that the number of migrants would

amount to 191,400 during 1980-1985, and assumed that migrants might

come back at the rate of 20 percent of total mígrants in every year from

1980 onwards. In I976, the Bureau of ManpohTer, Employment and Training

(gMnr) was established in order to facilitate the manpower-export

policies. However, in an extensive survey on the impact of remit,tance

money by the National Foundation for Research on Human Resource Develop-

ment (1979), it has been found that only insignificant shares of savings

from remittances were used for productive investmenL (7.1 percent);

rather, a major portion was used for purchasing land and constructÍon.

Such a process of investment in the non-productive sectors resulted in

local inflation as v¡e11 as enhanced the social-polarization. Appropriate

polícy measurements are needed for the development of means of produc-

tion, such as basíc indusÈrial machineries, and to restrict importa-

Ëion of luxury and consumer goods. Moreover, planning is required for

facilitating re-use of repatriated skills of labour force.

This study has focused on the íssues of regional employment,

disparities and their implications over recent decades. Results of

the analysis have indícated that most of the northern and western

peripheral districts of Bangladesh are caught in the grip ofrrbackwash

effect.srr. In contrast., growth of central and southern industrialized

districts are indicatÍve to some degree of rrcumulative causationrl

effects of development of employment" Based upon data derived from
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the projections, it may be assumed that regional gaps in employment

distribution v¡ill continue to widen in the coming decades. The con-

ventional growth approaches maintain that such polarízed growth

patterns are necessary for optimal economies, as well as for "trickle-

down't effects. Seers (1969) suggested that development should be

consídered in relation to three maÍn factors: poverty, employment,

and equality" He further pointed out that. it is quite possible for

per capita íncome to be increasing ín a period of national economic

extension, while at the same time poverty also increases and the gap

between classes and regions gror,{¡ larger. In an effective and appro-

priate development planning program, policy measures must therefore be

aimed to mÍnimize the distribuÈional gaps"

i^lhiIe implementing policies to minimize the developmental gap

between regíons, attention must be paid to a balanced and rational

development" In other words, development in growth regíons should not

be hampered since this would adversely affect the development of the

whole country" In the Bangladesh case, part of the problem stems from

the current planning strategy, which is I'top to bottomt' in nature.

Decentralization of decision-making power while emphasízLng local level

planning for development would clearly enhance a more rational distri-

bution of ernployment in relation to populatíon size and sLructure.

Finally, the findings of the study can be taken as a generaLíza-

tion of regional, demographic and economíc systems operating in under-

developed countries" Lack of any information on productívity 1evels

of labour precluded a comprehensive regional and sÈructural analysis.

It is hoped that by examining the demographic and economic character-

istics of Bangladesh, thís study has contributed to the further
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understanding of micro-leve1 dynamics of the labour force and íts

socio-economic Ímplications in underdeveloped countries. Further

research on the labour force from a geographic and demographic stand-

point should aÍm at understanding the patterns and processes of social

mobility and geographic movements at the micro-regional leve1, as well

as theír impact on the demographic and economÍc structures in the areas

of origin and destinatÍon in particular.



NOTES

I

CHAPTER 1

1. Underdevelopment of a country is used in the text meanÍng the

geographic territory or nation characterized by: (i) sectoral

inequalities in productivity; (iÍ) disarticulation of the economic

system; and (iii) external domination. Notably, an underdeveloped

country should be considered the result of particular kind of

historical evolution of the concerned country (not a sum of a

series of quantitative economic indices). For further details, see

Stavenhagen (1904); and Frank (1966).

2. A size of 87.05 millíon population in Bangladesh v¡as enumerated

in the 'lPopulation Census of Bangladesh 1981". However, the

Population Reference Bureau (1980) estimated a size of 90.6 miIIíon

for Bangladesh in 1980. According to the rrBangladesh Population

Census I974", the population síze was 7I.48 mi1lion. Thís figure

is quite extensively used in this study.

3. Khan et al. ¡g75) compiled 370 studies in this area of fertility,

family planning and other demographic growth in Bangladesh.

4. Development is used in the text to refer to the process of general

ímprovement in the levels of living together \,rith decreasing in-

equalíty of Íncome distribution, and the capacity to sustain

continuous improvements over time. This includes an overall growth

plus diminution of regional and social tensions among regions, and

equalizatÍon of accessibilíty to product.ive resources.

5. Economic growth in this study is synonymous withrgrowthtwhich is

defined by conventional economic concepts as f'the level and rate of

r62
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increase of aggregate or per capita national income, gross national

or gross domestic productrt" For a comprehensive dÍscussíon, see

J.E. Kocher 0973) "

According to Colin Clark (1940), in the U"S.A. the maximum or

stabilized condition Ín secondary occupation was shown in the Census

of 1920, in Great BrÍtain of 1901, in France of 1901, in Germany of

1925, and in Canada of 1911. For details, see C. Clark (1940:7-9)"

D.D. Husband (1971) has emphasized regional employment policies to

minimize the dichotomy of economic benefits and social costs of

labour migration. For an extensive discussion on the contradictions

between the national and regional growth issues, see D.D. Husband

Q97I:538-555),

The commonly used approaches are: (i) tthe surplus methodr calcu-

lates the dÍfference between supply of labour and estimates demand

for Ít; (ii) 'th. productivity approach? estimates the excess of

labour force over the level that equals the marginal productivity

of labour of wage; and (iii) tthe time approachr estimates unemployed

persons, or those who work for less than 290 days Ín a year.

fn the classical economic sense, productive work means work that

creates economic profit. In other words, work that adds value and

helps the means of production for capítal accumulation. More

specifically, productive material activity means activity that

exLracts resources from nature... In contrast, rrunproduc,tivert

activity ext.racts nothing from nature. Amin (1974:1BZ) notes that

I'the sphere of rproductiver activity puts at the disposal of society

material objects where they are to be consumed. It can itself be

subdivided into t\ùo sectors: the rprimaryr one, in whích landed

a

o
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property bas, historÍcally at least, played the dominant role

(agriculture), and the rsecondary' one, in which iL is capital

that plays the dominant role (industries in the strict sense,

together with rnining and transport)'. rn thís study the position

taken by Amin has been pursued"

10" According to the rgainful workerr standard, the economically active

populat.ion includes those who report some usual occupation Ín the

census without any reference period. The tlabour forcer standard

count.s only the number of people actually at work or seeking work

during some particular period.

11. Relígious and social seclusion of v/omen.

CHAPTER 2

1. Jaffe and Stewart (1951) discussed elaborately the nature and the

principles of labour force analysis (i,fe), and pointed out that

with an objective of measuring the extent of unemployment, LFA was

developed in the U"S.A" during the depression period of the 1930s.

For further details, see Jaffe and Stewart (195t).

In this thesis, Èhe terms 'rlabour forcerr and 'reconomically active

population" are used interchangeably.

The terms rrparticipation ratetr, Itactivity raterr, ttproportion of

economically active populatíonil are used as synonyms and refer to

the same definition.

The International Labour Office (fggf:3-5) reports that one of the

difficult areas for making international comparisons of participa-

tion rates is the use of different definitions of minimum age of

working population among the national censuses.

4"
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5- The I974 census of Bangladesh underestímated the populatÍon by

6"9 percent and hence, adjusted figure attains at 76"40 million

(Government of Bangladesh, I979:49). However, considering the

use of relative figures or percentage figures in the studyr uD-

adjusted data are used in the text"

6. Annual exponential growth rate is a compounding type of change in

which the compounding takes place continuously, that is, a constant

rate of change is applied at every moment of time. The average

exponential growth rate is computed by the following formula:

Þ'2
rn

t1

P-?
los +

'1
of, r

n

where, r - average annual exponential growth rate

Pl = total population (or labour force) in base perÍod

P2 = total population (or labour force) in terminal period

n = number of study years

For further details, see Farooq (tg68:82); and Shryock et al.

ogl3 2377 -380) .

7. The rrmedian age" is simply the central age in terms of magnitude

of a given population. Thus, the rrmedían ageil of a population

divides that population into two equal groups, one half beÍng

older and one half being younger (overbeek, 1980:t2B).

8" The I'dependency ratíorr is defined as the number of persons in a
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population v¡ho are not economically active for every ]00 economícally

active persons in that population (Pollard, er ù (1974215)" A

crude method of measuring the "tota1 dependency ratiorr (fm) is also

often used in demographic studies; whÍch is defined as the propor-

tion of children and aged population to the adult age cohort. The

TDR is calculated by:

ÞrÞ'0-14 '65+
TDR =

Pts-e+

where, TDR = total dependency ratio

Þ - population aged 0 to 14 years (children)'0-14

,lS_ø+ - population aged 15-64 years (adult)

t65* = population aged 65 and over (aged)

(Source: overbeek, 1980:140)

CHAPTER 3

1. Although in earlier and later stages of this age-span (20-65),

the socÍal laws are not. absolute because some of them are being

classified as student and early retired persons.

2. The age cohort 0-10 has been considered because, in the Bangladesh

censuses, lower age limit of the labour force is considered as

population aged 10 years and over (Government of Pakistan, l-951,

1961; Government of Bangladesh, I977)"

3" The conceptual problems regarding h¡omenrs work are explicitly

discussed by Papanek (1977:16-19) and Arizpe Q977:28-29).

Papanek argued for an I'interactional approachrr to woments and

menrs work because, according Èo her view, this challenges the
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assumption: much of womenrs work, particularly housework, is a

nonoccupation in many societies, since rrwith the separation of

the workplace from the home, housework (has) lost its economic

value'r. For more discussÍon, see Papanek Q977). However, Arizpe

analyzed the Mexican v¡omen Ín the ínformal labour sector. She

argued that if unpaid male labour ís to be included in the informal

labour sector, such as street peddlers, then woments voluntary

community service and their unpaid domestic labour must also be

taken into account (Arizpe, I977225).

4. According to the 1974 census definÍtion, an 'lurban area" is con-

sidered "a concentration of population of at least 5r000 persons

ín a continuous collection of houses where the community sense is

v¡e11 developed and community maintains public utilítiesr' (Govern-

ment of Bangladesh, I97522).

A major portion of this sectíon was presented at the XV Bengal

Studíes Conference (Lake Geneva, Illinois: May 1-3, 1981) in a

paper entitled trEconomically Active Population in Bangladesh: A

Spatio-Temporal Analys isrr.

6. Haors are annually flooded depressed areas. In Bangladesh, the

miles in four sub-broad haor region spreads over 41586 square

divisions of Sylhet and Mymensingh distrícts.

o977).

See, Chowdhury et al"

7 " For a detailed discussion on the patterns of labour force distri-

bution in 1961 , see Haque 1J97 7 :47 -60) .

CHAPTER 4

tr

1. The groupings of economic sectors are someÈimes defined in different
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2.

ways, with border-1ine industries arbitrarily assigned to one

sector or another. For example, mining can be grouped either with

the agricultural sector (Clarkrs classification) or with manufac-

turing (Kuznetsr classification); transportation and construction

are sometimes grouped with índustrv (Kuznetst) and sometimes with

services (Clarkts). The classification used here is determined by

the available data on economic secLors and local condit.ions, which

is also recommended by the Int.ernational Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (fSnl) and the World Bank for a general use of

international comparison. For details see, Clark QgSlz490);

Kuzners QgSl:86); and IBRD and the World Bank (1980:158)"

Nurul Islam (1978:9-10) surTrmarized the major postulatÍons of

rrgrowth-center'r or 'rtrickle downrr policies. He poÍnts out that

?rthe faster is the rate of aggregate growth, the greater is the

likelihood of a favourable impact on employment and income on the

lower end of income scale, provided that the distributíon of the

out.put resulting from growth is directed towards the poor, and

that the composition of output and choice of techniques are labour

intensive " The rtrickle-downr theory in the objective circum-

stances of Bangladesh is partícularly deficient and ineffective ín

amelioraÈing the condítions of poor" (1978:9)"
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3. IQ for sector or industry "i" in the given region "j" i":

R. . /N.lJ I
TA

R. /N
J

R../R,lJ J

oFr
N. /NI

v¡here, R., = number of employed labour force in industry' LJ

rrírr in a given region ?rjrl

R. = number of total employed labour force in the
J

regionrrjtt

N- = number of employed labour force in industry or
I

sector rrirr in the whole country

N = number of employed labour force in t.he whole

country

This is to note that the Índex is equal to unity where proportion

of a regionrs labour force in a specifíc sector or industry ís the

same as proportion of the whole countryts employed labour force in

that sector, Indices different from one indicate the degree to

whích employment in a particular sector is over-represented (LQ > 1)

or under-represente¿ (l-Q < 1) in a gÍven region. For further

details on this technique and applícation, see (Isard, 1960:I24).

4. The "index of concentrationtr (f) is a measure to describe the extent

of relatíve concentration of a given distribution from a hypotheti-

ca1 even distribution" This is particularly useful as a method of

comparíson of a number of spatial distributÍons. In a rrlorenz

curvert, therrindex of concentratíonrris the ratio of the area of
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the right-angled distr

curves. The index (I)

ibution, the area contained by individual

may be found by:

I

where, A

R

M

Applying a

A.R
- M-

= the

= the

= the

100

rrLorenz

R

area cumulative percentage total

regional cumulative percentage total

maximum cumulative percentage total assuming

percent of frequencies in rank 1

curverr, v7e get

A-550- 4m-
The índex will range from a maximum value of 1 (maxímum concentra-

tion, when the rrlorenz curverr deviates as much as possible from

the diagonal) to a minimum value of 0 (minimum concentration, when

the rÌLorenz curverr corresponds exactly to the diagonal. Thus, the

index (I) indicates the relative magnitude of concentration,

depending on its positÍon in a continuum from 1 to 0"

For further details, see Hammond and McCullagh (I915:20, 58-60).

McGee Q97I) also found empirically similar patterns in the case

of Java, Indonesia. See McGee (fgZf:75-86).

CHAPTER 5

5.

1" The large scale subsidies and free rationing of food

of the country can be seen as a particular example of

In contrast, levy (compulsory sale) of food and other

products to the governmental purchasing agents by the

particularly of frontier or border areas, is a direcË

in urban areas

such response.

agr icultural

peasants,

repr es s ive
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role of governmental policy"

2" Redfield (1961260-74), Reisseman (1964:158, 167-L6B), sjoberg

(1966:237), Berry QgîZ:15), Lampard 1964:332) are the exponenrs

of the concept of t'rural-urban contínuumrr, and maintain that in-

dustrialization and development is a process of transfer of popu-

lation from a folk society to urban society; based on cultural

homogeneity in each entity" However, thís school of thought wrongly

denies that the society is a single system as well as the complex

dynamics of inÈer-relationship of social and spatial organízation

(for details see, McGee, I97I:35-58).

CHAPTER 6

1. Since the 1960s, increasing importance of local and sub-national

level projections of populatíon and manpower among the governments

emerged, partícularly in the underdeveloped countríes: (i) because

of amplication of regional disparitíes through the Ímplementation of

"trickle down" policies; and (ii) to undertake spatial policy

measures, particularly the action programs on family planning and

population control.



APPENDICES

APPENDIX I Sources of Data

(i) The official statistical materials for this thesis have been

obtained from the following sources:

(a) Government of India, Census of India, 1901-1931,

-a11 census reports on East Bengal, Bengal and Assam;

(b) Government of Pakistan, Census of pakistan, l95f-1961,

-all census reports on East Bengal and East pakistan;

(c) Government of Bangladesh, Bangladesh population Census

Report I974, Natlonal- Vo]ume; and the Statisticaf yearbook,

r919.

(ii) Relevant material-s from different research organization and

individuaf researches have been col_l_ected from:

(a) the Pakistan rnstitute of Development Economi-cs, Karachi;

(b) the Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies, Dacca; and

(c) various economic and demographic journals published by

different international and. national- research organizations.

(iii) Internationaf statistical materiafs have been obtained from:

(a) the rnternational- Labour office, year Book of T,abour statis-

tics, l-980 and l98f ;

(b) the United Nations, Statistical_ yearbook,

-al1 vol_umes from I9j5-1979¡

(c) the World Bank, Wor1d Development Report, lggo; and

(d) the Population Reference Bureau, rnc., world Data sheet, l9go.
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APPENDIX II Population by Age Cohort, Sex, and Rural-Urban Residence, Bangladesh, I974 ('000)

Age Cohort

0- 4
5- 9

10-14
15-19
20-24

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Total

Both Sexes

Al-1 Areas

12073
13 IlB

9 181
5018
1912

4828
7073
4865
30 34
231 4

7I478

Mal-e

6015
6600
4987
3Ls4
2416

43A9
377 9
2663
Ì695
137 3

3701L

Female

Source: Government of
(Dacca: Bureau

6058
6s 19
4r94
2765
2496

4539
3294
2202
1339
1001

34407

Both Sexes

IIIT 4

12152
45552

5293
A 111

7 993
64L9
4464
2825
2226

62204

Rural-

Mal-e

Bangladesh (L977)
of Statistics) :

5562
6TI2
4542
2808
2063

3B16
3367
2408
1566
128I

33532

Female

56L2
6040
3790
2485
2264

4r77
3052
2056
r259
938

3167 2

Both Sexes

, Bangladesh Population Census Report L9742 National Volume
Tabl-e 4 , 43-92.

899
966
849
625
58s

936
655
401
2LO

148

627 4

Urban

Male

453
487
445
345
354

574
4r4
255
L27

85

3539

Female

446
419
404
280
23I

362
24I
L46

(]J

63

11atr

F
.-l
(¡)



APPENDIX III Labour Force by Age Cohort, Sex, and Rural-Urban Recidence, Banqladesh, 1914 ('000)

10-14
15-19
20-24

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

TotaI

Both Sexes

All Areas

2353
2265
2ro9

4381
3846
2699
L61B
1190

2052L

Source: Government of
(Dacca: Bureau

2087
2L39
2030

4254
37 39
2619
1625
IL57

1965 0

Female

266
L26

79

L27
t07

BO
tra
JJ

33

87L

Both Sexes

2222
2065
r83 3

3 BIB
3427
2445
1562
II32

18504

Rural"

Bangladesh (1971)
of Statistics):

I OO /

1952
r7 65

3 711
3336
237 5
15 l3
1101

L7737

Female

a)o

113
68

ro7
91
70
AA

31

767

, Bangladesh PopuJ-atJ-on Census Report I974: National Volume
Table 14, 341-31O.

131
199
21'7

562
419
254
t16

58

2016

103
187
266

qL)

403
244
IL2

56

191- 3

¿ö
L2
I1

20
16
10

4
2

103

H
!
F.



APPENDIX IV Population, Labour Force, and Participation Rates by District and Sex.
( 'ooo)

District

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hil-1 Tracts
Comilla
Noakhali
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
P atuakhali
Bogra
Dinajpur
P abna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangl-adesh

Both Sexes

Population

4316
507

5Bl-9
)a2 n

41 60
7612
4060
7 566
2077
3928
3327
3557
1 884
L499
2230
25'70
2815
4269
5447

7r477

Male

2309 2001
27I 236

3012 2AO1
f65B r576
245A 2302
4066 3546
20a7 I973
3910 3656
1069 1008
202I L90'7
LTLI 1616
1854 1703
gtl 913
763 736

1136 rO94
1334 1236
1453 1362
2I76 2093
2810 2637

37069 34408

FemaIe Both Sexes

Labour Force

13 20
)?¿-

1660
B4B

L456
23LL
II24
223A

551
1099

865
1009
505
4I5
62I
784
172

I 169
r577

2052I

Source: Goverrrment of Bangladesh (I9j7)
(Dacca: Bureau of Statistics):

Male

1264 56
167 5l

L552 108
825 23

1382 75
22LO 101
IO97 27
2162 76
545 12

1037 29
447 fB
976 33
493 12
399 16
598 23
725 59
748 24

1106 63
7517 60

L9649 812

Femal-e Both Sexes

Participation Rates

Bangladesh, I974

30, 58
44.03

28.52
26.23
30. 59
30. 36
27.69
29.5A
26.84
2'7 .I5
26.O2
.)0 ?o

26.83
27 .67
27 .86
30 .49
27.44
2t .39
28.95

28 .7I

Male

54.73
î1 ?tr

5I.53
49.75
56.I7
54.36
52.58
55.29
50. 99
51.3f
49.5r
52.66
50. 81
E a aôJ¿.ZO

52.69
54. 3B

5L.49
50. B5

53.99

53.00

Femal-e

' Bangladesh Population census Report. L974: Nationaf volume
Tabfe 4, 73-92; and Table 14, 347-37O.

2 '7q

¿4. I¿

3.83
I .48
) a1

2.84
L .37
2.OB
r.24
1.53
1.13
r.95
1.31
2.15
2 .IT
4 -l4
1.78
3 .00

2.53

H
t-]

(-¡r
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APPENDIX V

U. S.A.

Sectoral- Distribution of the Labour Force
Developed Countries During the Nineteenth
Centuries

in Some Sel-ected
and Twentieth

1820
183 0
f840
185 0
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
I 930

aa 1

70.8
68. B

64.8
60.2
53.8
49 .4
42.6
3/-4
31. 9
)^1

22.5

12 .4
13.6
15 .0
r7 .6
l-9.9
zz -o
atr tr

27 .3
)qo
31.0
JJ. Z

33.7

15. 3

l5 .6
16.2
17 .6
'ìg g

¿3.b
îtr r

30.1
33.6
37 .r
40.r
43. B

Country ServiceAgricuJ-ture Industry

Canada 189l
1901
1911
192I
193 1

AO a

A' A

37 .2
?e I

3r -2

28 .4
30.9
32.8
ta)
to o

1a ?

26.7
30.0
)E 1

3B-9

U. K. lBB]-
1891
1901
1911
192I
1931

11.3
IO.2
8.4
8.0
7.I
6L

43.9
43.8
46.3
46.O
4t .6
43.9

AA O

46.O
At a

46.O
AÉ ?

49.7

France 1866
l_BBl_

1901
19l I
L92I
1931

45.1
Â^ 2

?tr A

33 .0
30. 7
)¿. \

40.2
37 .4
¿.\ a

46.6
48.0
40 .0

14.I
-LÕ. J

19.2
2ñL
,)l ?

?tr tr

Source: Clark, C.
McMil-l_an) :

(1957 ), The Conditions
I76-219 -

of Economic progress (London:



APPENDIX VI

District

Sectoral- Distribution of the Labour Force (Employed) by District and Sex, Bangladesh, I914
( '000)

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill- Tracts
Comil-1a
Noakhali
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khul-na
Kushtia
P atuakhali
Bogra
Dinajpur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangladesh

Total Labour Force

Both Sexes

1244
22L

1601
BO2

L429
2238
1107
2209

546
1039

851
979
498
407
609
776
157

1155
1 548

14a1e Female

1191 53
165 57

1496 r05
779 22

1358 7L
2L4L 96
10Bl 26
2135 74
534 12

101-3 26
833 18
948 31
4A6 12
392 15
588 2I
718 58
11.4 1a
' 

J= LJ

LO94 6r
1490 58

Both Sexes

Agricult.ure

728
190

133l_
643

L232
1156

964
1963

464
813
720
678
391
354
543
692
567

1002
r392

15823

Male

Source: Government of
(Dacca: Bureau

Female

699
135

12 38
626

LL76
1114

945
1905

457
79'7
708
662
)ót

346
526
640
557
950

L34l

29
55

93
L7
56
43
19
5B

7

16
I2
16

4
B

L7
5¿
10
52
45

Bot.h Sexes

20018 I9L71 840

Industry

otr
'7

'70

32
79

300
30
33
AA

A'

11

9L
zö

0
t3
27
79
34
29

9BB

Mal-e

Bangladesh (L977)
of Statistics) :

Female

aiJ

1

67
JI

18
294

29
32
32
40
26
B9
27

B

I2
23
'7 1

27

951

Both Sexes

:

Service

1J

I
1

6
I
I
2

2

I
2

t

l
4
7

1

2

431
24

199
L27
L17
781
I).2
214

49
IB4
104
2LO

10

45
54
.,o

111
119
r21

3207

, Bangladesh Population Census Report I974: National Vol_ume
Table 16, 443-5L4.

r52r3 610

Male I Fema]e

409
22

191
L22
I63
733
ro7
199

45
176

99
198

73

50
54

105
111
116

22
2

I
5

4
I
5

5

4
B

5

2

5

7

4
4
6

B

I

I
4

I

I

)1 3031 L76

H
--¡
!



APPENDTX VI]

District

Sectoraf Distribution of
Bangladesh, I974 ('000)

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hil-] Tracts
Comill-a
Noakhali
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
l"iymensingh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
P atuakhal i
Bogra
Dinajpur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangladesh

Total-
Labour
Force

Agri-
culture

All Areas

1244 128
22I I90

1600 1331
802 643

1428 1232
2238 1r57
1106 964
22rO 1963
546 464

1039 813
851 720
979 678
497 391
407 354
610 543
776 692
757 567

1155 1002
1548 1392

20018 15823

the Labour Force (Employed) by District and Rural-urban Residence,

Industry

85
7

70
32
19

300
?^

33
AA

42
27
91
îo

o

l3
26
79
34
29

988

Service
Total
Labour
Force

43)-
)¿.

199
I27
L77
781
II2
2I4

48
184
IO4
2LO
t8
45
54
tro

lfl
119
L27

3207

Agra-
culture

938 684
200 184

1534 1317
780 64I

1392 L224
r476 1095
IO77 957
2091 1934
518 454

1000 808
804 705
819 663
458 382
397 352
589 540
746 686
704 558

1096 989
L486 1375

18113 15550

Rural

Source: Government of Bangladesh (1977)
(Dacca: Buraeu of Statistics):

Industry

35
2

64
29
16

138
26
a1

30
39
25
53
24

o
f1
24
67
a1

25

665

Service
Total
Labour
F orce

2L9
13

t53
110
152
243

94
14I

34
153

74
f03

52
37
38
36
79
80
Õt)

1898

Agri-
cul-ture

306
2I

67
22
36

762
30

LI2

39
47

159
?o

1l
2L
30
tra

59
63

1905

Urban

Industry

43
6

I4
2
o

62
I

29
9

5

L4
15

9
2

2

6
9

13
I7

273

, BangÌadesh Population
Table 16, 443-514.

Service

50
5

6
)
J

l
J

L62
4

10
4

3

3

38
4

?

T2
6
4

2L3
10

4l
I7
25

538
18
73
15
3I
30

106
30

9
I7
2I
J¿

40
42

I 309

Census Report 1974: National Volume

J ZJ

H{
oo



APPENDÏX VÏIT

District

Labour Force (Employed) by Major Occupational croups, Bangladesh, L914 ('000)

Chittagong
Chittagong-
HilI Tracts
Comilla
Noakhali
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Barisal-
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
Patuakhali
Bogra
Dinajpur
P abna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Total
Labour
Force

Professional
and
Technical

1245
22r

1601
802

L429
2238
1l-07
22IO

547
103 9

851
979
498
407
609
716
751

1155
1549

Administrative
and
Management

31
3

31
I7
25
58
16
32

9
23
L7
2L
l-0

7

11
11
t3
19
)1

375

:

Bangladesh 2OO2O

Cl-erical-

2

I
I4

Source: Government of
(Dacca: Bureau

Sales

¿6
2

13
9
9

57
7

I5
4
9
6

L4
7

2
/1

5

5

B

9

2

1

¿

1

I
1

1

Service

),I2
6

trtr

54
212

42
1a

13
58
?o

69
23
I2
I4
15
JI

34
¿ô

934

Agriculture

48
4

l_B

13
I1

101
Ì1
35

7

13
10
25

9
3

11
10
t1
I6
25

386

Bangladesh (I977)
of Statistics) :

727
190

13 31
644

1;13I
Lr62

962
1963
464
815
720
678
392
354
542
692
566

1004
I394

I trO?O

P roduction
and
Transport

3l_ 208

298
I1

l_5 1

81
B5

633
68
90
50

L20
60

I7L
56

2'7

42
L25

IJ

7L

2247

' Bangladesh Pcrpulation Census Report I974: Nationaf Volume
Table 15, 37L-4A2.

H{
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APPENDTX IX Variation of the Lak¡our Force

District

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill- Tracts
Comill-a
Noakhali
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
P atuakhal-i
Bogra
Dinajpur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Bangladesh

Labour Force, L96I ('000)

Both Sexes

II21
215

2043
BB5

L302
1507
931

2254
458
869
664
758
365
344
466
594
553
850

I 258

L] 443

MaIe

882 245
I34 8I

1226 8r7
62A 257

1028 274
1446 60
9I2 19

1776 479
361_ 97
854 15
637 27
135 23
349 16
338 6
457 .10

545 49
543 l_0
818 3l

lt33 I24

I4BO2 2640

by District and Sex, Bangladesh, I96L-L974 (percentage Change)

Femal-e

Labour Force, 19'74 ('000)

Both Sexes

13 20
224

1660
B4B

r456
23LI
LI24
11? O

558
106 6

866
r010

505
415
62r
784
7'7 2

I 169
L517

20523

Sources: Government of pakistan (1961) , Census of pal..istan: population
of Home and l(ashmir Affairs): vol .2, I'ast pakistan: Table 4l_,

Government of Bangladesh (1971), Bangladesh Population Census
volume (Dacca: Bureau of statistics) Tabre 14, 347-31o.

Male

1264
L67

1552
825

I 381
22IO
LO97
2162

545
1037

847
976
AAa

399
598
725
748

1106
r5 17

19651

FemaIe

Percentage Change I I96L-I9-/4

56
5'7

108
z5

101
27
76
I2
29
1B
a)

I2
16
23
59
24
63
60

872

Both Sexes

I7.I3
3 .85

-I8.79
-4.13
l1-84
53.35
20 .13

- 1')

2L.77
22.78
30.23
33.16
?o 

"a
20.55
33.24
.12.05
39.7I
37 .59
atr )a

)) ññ

Male

43.35
.)? o'ì

26.55
31.40
34.36
52.7c)
20 .33
2I "77
51.13
2L.46
32.98
2') ?tr

4r.34
17 .93
31-04
33.14
37. B0
35. t8
33.87

?t -70

Fem,al-e

-77 .14
-29.50

-86 .83
-90. 91
-72.59
66.87
39.82

-oA 11

-87.18
99.64

-21 o l

46 .40
-26.5L
r14.ro
135. B0

20. 3B
I44.59
100.51
-52.09

9.91

1961 (Karachi: Ministry
\7-))-)'1 .

Report I9'7 4: National
H
oo
O



APpENDIX X Distribution of Some Selected Socio-Economic Variables by District, Bangfadesh, I96I-L914

District

Rate of Change
of the Total
Labour Force,
196r-L97 4

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill- Tracts
Comill-a
Noakhal-i
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Mymensingh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
P atuakhali
Bogra
Dinajpur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

Rate of Net-
Migration,
L96r-r97 4

30 .6
44.O

28.6
26.2
30 .6
30 .4
27 .7
29.6
2^A
27 .r
26.O
28.4
26.8
27 .7
a1 a

30 .5
27 .4
27.4
29.O

Rate of
Urbani-
zation,
L96L-L9l 4

2.L
LO.4

-6.2
-o 

'1

z.o
7.6

-6.2
-1 .5
-4.7

-A

I.2
6.4
t.0

-L2.3
-1
trî

-2 
q.

1.4
1.1

Rate of Growth
in L.iteracy,
L96r-L914

r12 .1
139.1

E9. 3
LLl .6
92.2

243 "O
51 .O

107 .8

tr) )

156 .0
254.1
163 .5
233.3

87 .0
68 .0

128 .0
II9.?.
75.5

Sou¡.ces: Calculated from:

Rate of
Change of
the Popu-
lation,
L96r-L91 4

240.L
164.0

Ministry of Home

Government of Bangla<i.esh (1977), Bangladesh Populatj-on Census Report I974: National- Volume
(Da,::ca: Bureau of Statistics) .

206.5
22I.6
181 .0
25I.7
L19.6
r4'7.9

Man-1and
Ratio,
r97 4

44.7
32.O

32.6
)tr ?

36.4
49 .4
27 .7
36. B

39.8
28.O
51.9
45.3
61 .5
25.6
4I.1
50.3
A.1i '7

5r .9
43 .5

Per Capital Locatron
Rice Pro- | Quotient
duction, I i.r th.
L974 I uanufac-

I(Pounds) | turing,
I Dtq

Ccvernment of Pal,:istan (1961) , Census of Pakistan: Population l96I (Karachi:
and Kashmir Àff.rirs): Vol.2, East Pakistan; and

L61 .5
210.4
2ro.5

4.O
ac

4.O
3.3
?L
3.9
3.1
z-ö
aa

2.5
10

12

2.r
)q
)ñ
2.7
1?

3.0

2't2 -l-
r54.5
141 A

206.4

302.L
264.9

275.7
355.7
426.2
I14.I
230.9
4r4.5
300. 7
37 4.7
'26r.9
L92.8
L84.2
499.6
384 .4
369.3
218 .0
330. I
375.0

205 -r
r41 .7
18r..6
153.7

o.1
0.9

r.1
0.9
o.4
I.2
0.9
0.5
1.8
0.8
0.9
l?

1.1
o.7
0.8
r.4
1.8
0.9
0.8

H
co
F



APPENDIX XI

District

Sectoral Distribution of the Labour
During I96L-L974, Bangladesh

Chittagong
Chittagong-
Hill- Tracts
Comil-ta
Noakhali
Sylhet
Dacca
Faridpur
Ivlymensi-ngh
Tangail
Barisal
Jessore
Khulna
Kushtia
P at.uakhali
Bogra
Dinajpur
Pabna
Raj shahi
Rangpur

l,:angladesh

Labour Force , I96L ('000)

Agriculture

770
191

1990
804

II82
960
B2l

20a6
403
784
56s
601
285
287
4I9
540
452
758

1165

15080

Industry

l-Jo
11

47
30
?o

248
36
69
I2
3l
39
6I
40
I2
19
18
54
37
)^

953

Service

Force (Employed) by District and Percentage Change

Labou¡- Force, 1974 ('000)

2IO
I4

7B
48

289
67

120
23
69
5B
86
?o

25
zö
35
45
54
65

I429

Agriculture

72A
190

l33I
643

L232
r\57

964
1963

464
TIIJ

720
678
391
354
543
692
567

1002
I392

l5B 23

sources: Government of pakistan (1961), census of pal<istan:
(Karächi: Ministry of Home and Kashmir Affairs) :

L6-I7; IB-179; and IB()-2O5; and

ïndustry 
I 
s"rrr:-..

85
7

70
5Z
19

300
30
33
34
4¿
27
9l
2A

I
1-l
26
19
34
29

988

Percentage Change, 196I-1974

Aa1

L99
I27
It7
781
tI2
214
48

184
IO4
2LO

78
45
54
qo

111
1 l_9

L21

3207

Government of Bangladesh (r977), Bangladesh Population census Report r974: NationaÌ voLume(Dacca: Bureau of Statistics): Table f6, 443-514.

Agriculture

-5.57
- .4I

-33.10
-20.05

4.27
?o 5q

16.61
-s .91
13.16

3 .65
27 .30
I\.7 4
37.41
11 f tr

29 .4I
28.O2
,q 20

32.15
L9 .46

12 .00

Industry

-31 .2I
-34.09

49.62
8. 41

-50.00
20.68

-16. 11

-52. B-r

r94.76
33.06

-30. 23
49 .31

-14 OA

-20 .7 4
-32.60

49.60
47.14
-1.43
12.5L

7 .68

Service

LOA.94
77.45

154. B0
L67 .65
131.63
170.33

67 .59
78.40

106.53
166.58
79.55

r43 .42
105.19
76.58
73.29
67 .98

143.91
I22.05

otr o?

113.35

Non-Agricul-tural Labour Force l-961-
Vo1.5, East Pakistan : Tables 2,3, and 4;

ts
co
f\)
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APPENDIX XII Methods of Describing the Rates r:f Growth of Population or
Labour Force:

The necessity to describe the change that has taken place over

more than one period (j-nvolving three or more dates on which the popula-

tion or any other component has been measured) , or the need t(l describe

Lhe course of chnage within a given period, leads to simplification and

generalization of a series of su(ìcessive changes thrc>ugh the average

change within a period. The average annual rates of growth express relative

growth or chnage in population or a component of popufation, conveutionally

expressed as a percentage per year.

Arithmetic approximation to rate of change is based on the assump-

tion that the size of a given populat-i-on changes by a constant yearly

rate. The equation for computing the average annual rate of change by

arithmetic progress_i,on is as follows:

D-D'2 '1
x 100

p_.n
1

where, T- = arithmetic rate of change

P. = initial popul-ation or labour force

P^ = tenirlnal_ population or l_abour force

n = tir'.re over which the change took place (number of years)

Geometric change is a compound interest type of change in which the

compounding takes place at certain constant intervals, such as a year. The

geometric rate of change is defined by:

P2= nt (l + rn )n
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\,vhere, tg geomeLric zate of change

p., = initial populat.ion or labour force

P2 = terminal popufation r_,.t- l-al..,our force

n = tirrr,e over which the change took place (number of years)

The exponential- rate of change is also a compounding interest type

of change in which the com;,lou.-,ding takes place continuously -- a constant

rate of change is apptied contj-nuously over time. The exponetial growth

curve can be expressed as foll-ows:

Pz= Pt u tt t

e - (2.7L828)

Solving for r^ , wr.. g'et
Ë

P
2loq (==-_- I

v
1

nloge

where t T,-. = exponential_ rate of change

"l = ,"r.ia1 poputarion or labour force

p2 = terminal po,rutation or labour force

n = time over which the change took place (numì.;er rtf years)

For fu¡'ther details, see Shryock et al . (1973) : VoI . 2, 377_gO.
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